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1 | Zusammenfassung

Seit der Er�ndung der Mikroskopie hat sich dieses optische Instrument eine Schlüs-

selstellung in der biomedizinischen Forschung erobert und ist als solches unverzicht-

bar, z.B. in der histopathologischen Diagnostik oder der biologischen Grundlagenfor-

schung. So sind morphologische Veränderungen auf (sub)zellulärer Ebene oder auf

der Ebene der Gewebe momentan der Goldstandard für die zuverlässige Diagnose

von Krankheiten, seien es Infektionskrankheiten, bösartige Neubildungen oder dege-

nerative Erkrankungen. Die Vielfalt optischer Verfahren erlaubt es heute, Strukturen

im Bereich einiger 10 nm aufzulösen. Farbsto�e markieren selektiv Gewebestruktu-

ren wie Fette, bestimmte Proteinfasern wie Kollagen und Elastin oder die DNS als

Träger der Erbinformationen. Seit Antikörper als hochspezi�sche molekulare Label

verwendet werden, können selbst Einzelmoleküle selektiv detektiert werden. Den-

noch stöÿt die optische Mikroskopie immer wieder an ihre Grenzen, z.B. in der

intraoperativen Bildgebung und bei der Früherkennung von Krankheiten.

Bei der intraoperativen Bildgebung verbietet sich der Einsatz der meisten Farbsto�e

aufgrund ihrer Toxizität, so dass der Chirurg seinen eigenen Augen und Erfahrungen

vertrauen muss. Besonders kritisch stellt sich das bei der operativen Tumorresektion

dar, bei der ein Behandlungserfolg nur durch vollständige Entfernung des betro�enen

Gewebes erzielt werden kann, da zurückbleibendes krankhaftes Gewebe unvermeid-

bar zum Wiederauftreten der Erkrankung führt. Wenn die groÿzügige Entfernung

von umgebendem gesunden Gewebe nicht möglich ist, wie beispielsweise wenn funk-

tionell wichtige Strukturen betro�en sind z.B. bei Hirnoperationen, muss das zu

operierende Gewebe exakt dargestellt werden können.

Auch die Früherkennung von Krankheiten ist von herausragender medizinischer und
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Zusammenfassung

gesellschaftlicher Bedeutung, lassen sich doch viele der heute verbreiteten Krank-

heitsbilder wie Krebs und Herz-Kreislauf-Erkrankungen in einem frühen Stadium

gut behandeln. Momentan sind diese Erkrankungen jedoch in den Industrienatio-

nen für 75 % der Todesfälle verantwortlich, v.a. durch die meist späte Diagnose

in einem fortgeschrittenen Stadium. Die Ursache dafür liegt darin begründet, dass

in einem frühen Stadium der Krankheitsverlauf noch Symptomatik ist, so dass die

Erkrankung nur sehr selten diagnostiziert wird. In fortgeschrittenem Stadium hin-

gegen sind die Behandlungsmöglichkeiten eingeschränkt. Daher werden bildgebende

Methoden gesucht, die es erlauben, Patienten nichtinvasiv oder minimal-invasiv auf

frühe Anzeichen einer Erkrankung zu untersuchen, z.B. mit einer optischen Biopsie.

Angespornt durch die Nachfrage nach neuen bildgebenden Verfahren in der Me-

dizin wurden in den vergangenen Jahren mehrere nichtlineare optische Verfahren

entwickelt, die es gestatten, Gewebestrukturen ohne den Einsatz externer Label

mit subzellulärer Au�ösung bis in 1 mm Tiefe zu beobachten und mit histologi-

schen Färbungen vergleichbare Informationen über die Morphologie und chemische

Zusammensetzung des Gewebes zu erhalten. Die Verfahren zur Erzeugung frequenz-

verdoppelten Lichtes (SHG), der durch Zweiphotonenabsorption angeregten Fluo-

reszenz (TPEF) und der kohärenten anti-Stokes Raman Streuung (CARS), ergeben

als kombinierte Multikontrast-Mikroskopie ein sehr leistungsfähiges Werkzeug für

die Untersuchung nativen Gewebes, das es ermöglicht, eine Vielzahl molekularer

Marker ortsaufgelöst zu detektieren.

Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde in Fallstudien an (i) bösartigen Neu-

bildungen des Hals-Nasen-Ohren-Bereiches, (ii) Hirntumoren und an Proben von

(iii) Arteriosklerose betro�ener Blutgefäÿe das Potential einer Kombination der drei

genannten bildgebenden Verfahren im Hinblick auf deren Fähigkeit zur Visualisie-

rung der mit dem Fortschreiten der Krankheit einhergehenden Gewebeveränderun-

gen untersucht und durch Vergleich mit dem Goldstandard, histologischen Färbun-

gen, bewertet. (i) Bei bösartigen Neubildungen im Hals-Nasen-Ohren-Trakt konnte

eine Vielzahl der den Prozess der Karzinogenese begleitenden charakteristischen

Gewebeänderungen nachgewiesen werden. Diese werden klassi�ziert als Änderungen

in der Gewebearchitektur, z.B. Änderung der Zelldichte, Verlust der Polarität der
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Basalzellschicht, Verlust der Integrität der Basalmembran und anomale Keratin-

Expression und zytologische Änderungen, z.B. ein geändertes Kern-Zytoplasma-

Verhältnis, atypische Zellkernform und -gröÿe und atypische Zellform und -gröÿe.

Neben morphologischen Änderungen konnten auch systematische chemische Ände-

rungen nachgewiesen werden, wie z.B. eine Zunahme der Auto�uoreszenz in dys-

plastischem Epithelgewebe und eine Verringerung des Lipidgehalts, beides Indizien

für einen erhöhten Zellsto�wechsel. (ii) Die Architektur von gesundem Hirngewe-

be konnte dargestellt werden, was die Voraussetzung ist, um krankheitsbedingte

Abweichungen von dieser Norm nachweisen zu können. So konnte der Aufbau des

Kleinhirns eines Hausschweins abgebildet werden. So können die weiÿe und graue

Hirnsubstanz sowie die einhüllende Membran, die Arachnoidia, unterschieden wer-

den. An humanen Hirnproben konnten Einzelzellen und Axone visualisiert werden.

Die mit bösartigen Neubildungen des Gehirns einhergehenden Änderungen v.a. in

der Zelldichte konnten für die Tumorentitäten Gliom und Lymphom visualisiert

und nekrotisches Tumorgewebe erkannt werden. Die für Sekundärtumore wie z.B.

Hirnmetastasen von Karzinomen charakteristischen und für das Gehirn selbst mor-

phologisch atypischen Tumorinseln konnten ebenfalls visualisiert werden. Neben den

strukturellen, rein morphologischen Au�älligkeiten wurden auch Änderungen in der

chemischen Zusammensetzung nachgewiesen, so ein reduzierter Lipidgehalt in Meta-

stasen von Karzinomen im Vergleich zum durchschnittlich lipidreichen Hirngewebe.

(iii) Bei kardiovaskulären Erkrankungen, speziell Arteriosklerose, konnten einerseits

Aufbau und Struktur der Arterienwand als auch der abgelagerten Plaques visuali-

siert werden. Speziell die Verteilung von Kollagen, Elastin, Fetten und Cholesterol-

kristallen sind diesen Methoden zugänglich, was es ermöglichen könnte, die Wahr-

scheinlichkeit einer Thrombose aus Struktur und Zusammensetzung der Ablagerung

präziser abzuschätzen. Eine methodische Schlüsselrolle steht der kohärenten anti-

Stokes Raman Streuung zu, da hiermit die gröÿte Zahl molekularer Marker sichtbar

gemacht werden kann, denn die Zahl endogener SHG- und TPEF-aktiven Moleküle

in Gewebe ist sehr gering. Um dieses Potential jedoch voll ausschöpfen zu können,

müssen multispektrale Daten aufgenommen werden. Exemplarische konnte gezeigt

werden, dass aus Bilddaten an lediglich zwei Ramanresonanzen, die für Methyl- und
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Zusammenfassung

Methylengruppen charakteristisch sind, auf die Verteilung von Proteinen und Lipi-

den geschlossen werden kann. Weiterhin lassen sich mit diesen Informationen eben-

falls die TPEF- und SHG-Signale präziser interpretieren, z.B. konnten SHG-Signale

in arteriosklerotischen Läsionen Cholesterin zugeordnet werden, TPEF-Signale oxi-

dierten Lipiden, während SHG- und TPEF-Signale aus der Arterienwand eindeutig

Proteinstrukturen zugeordnet werden konnten.

Noch nicht abzusehen ist bislang, inwieweit sich die Informationen über chemische

Veränderungen im Krankheitsverlauf diagnostisch verwerten lassen. Dazu wäre es

erforderlich, die Techniken nicht nur an kleinen Fallstudien zu testen. Studien in

gröÿerem Rahmen, daher idealerweise in klinischer Umgebung, steht insbesondere

die Komplexität und Emp�ndlichkeit der verwendeten Geräte gegenüber äuÿeren

Ein�üssen im Wege. Daher sind bei der Translation der Techniken in die klinische

Anwendung insbesondere auch technische Hürden zu überwinden.

Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein kompaktes, einfach zu bedienendes

Mikroskop entworfen, das auch in der Klinik betrieben werden kann und Daten von

hoher Qualität generiert. Das Gerät wurde dahingehend optimiert, dass ein groÿes

Bildfeld die schnelle Untersuchung groÿer Flächen ermöglicht. Durch die Auslegung

für nahinfrarote Anregungslaser können bei der Untersuchung humaner Gewebe-

proben Photoschäden auf ein Minimum reduziert und gleichzeitig die Eindringtiefe

maximiert werden. Weiterhin wurde die Transmission optimiert, so dass kleine kom-

pakte und weniger leistungsstarke Anregungslasersystem eingesetzt werden können.

Diese Laser sind aber im Gegenzug ausgesprochen robust und wartungsarm, was

einen groÿen Vorteil für den Einsatz in der Klinik darstellt.

Die für den klinischen Einsatz konzipierte kompakte Multikontrast-Mikroskopie-

Plattform erlaubt die Aufnahme qualitativ hochwertiger Datensätze vergleichbar

mit einem konventionellen und gröÿeren Laboraufbau. Aber durch die kompakten

Maÿe und einfache Handhabung ist das Gerät für klinische Tests in naher Zukunft

geeignet.

Neben der Aufnahme der Daten ist es erforderlich, die Bildinformationen korrekt zu

interpretieren. Hier wurde nachgewiesen, dass der Bildkontrast, der die Detektion

von Zellkernen erlaubt, tatsächlich auf einen geringeren Lipidgehalt innerhalb der
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Zellkerne im Vergleich zum umgebenden Zytoplasma zurückgeführt werden kann.

Weiterhin wurde ein neuer Ansatz zur Analyse multispektraler CARS-Daten entwi-

ckelt, der auf Kolokalisationsanalyse basiert und damit etablierten Verfahren in der

Fluoreszenzmikroskopie angelehnt ist. Damit kann die räumliche Verteilung verschie-

dener Raman-aktiver Marker aus multispektralen Datensätzen bestimmt werden.

Zusammenfassend wurden im Rahmen der vorliegenden Dissertation die Verfahren

der kombinierten SHG-, TPEF- und CARS-Multikontrastmikroskopie in Fallstudien

getestet und durch Vergleich mit histologischen Färbungen validiert. Es konnte ge-

zeigt werden, dass eine Vielzahl charakteristischer morphologischer und chemischer

Gewebeveränderungen, die im Zusammenhang mit einem Krankheitsverlauf stehen,

sichtbar gemacht werden können. Das Verfahren kann somit die Morphochemie des

Gewebes sichtbar machen. Dazu wurden einerseits kompakte Geräte, die für den

klinischen Einsatz geeignet sind, entwickelt und getestet und es wurden Verfahren

entwickelt, welche die Interpretation der Daten erleichtern.

Zukünftige Entwicklungen auf diesem Gebiet werden einerseits die Miniaturisierung

der Instrumente sowie klinische Tests in gröÿerem Umfang einschlieÿen.
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2 | Summary

1 Motivation

Since the invention of the optical microscope by Leeuwenhoek and other opticians in

the Netherlands in the 16th century, microscopic imaging has developed into a key

technique for the investigation of morphology and physiological processes in living

organisms. It has opened up a new world for visualizing microscale structures which

have been due to their small size invisible before. This gave birth to biomedicine

beyond anatomy, in particular histology and cytology, since it is impossible to un-

derstand tissue function without recognizing the smallest building blocks of living

organisms, the cells, and their subcellular machineries. Optical microscopy has since

then been one of the most important if not the key instrument in live sciences and

as such the microscope has paved the way to the understanding of the organization

and function of life on the size scale hidden to the naked eye.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the greatest success in medicine in the past

centuries was driven by microscopy: the discovery from Robert Koch and Louis

Pasteur, that infectious diseases are caused by micro-organisms [1, 2]. This is based

on a characteristic feature of microscopy. The optical resolution on the order of the

wavelength of light enables imaging pathogens, e.g., bacteria and other single cell

organisms, as visualized in �gure 1.

Since then a multitude of more and more sophisticated optical microscopic meth-

ods have been developed, especially based on staining of thin sliced tissue biopsies,

in order to provide histopathologists the information necessary for determining the

disease status. Staining increases signi�cantly the contrast and as such enables to
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Summary

Figure 1 � The size scales accessible to nonlinear imaging range from sub-cellular structures
at the resolution limit of app. 300 nm, e.g., single bacterial cells and large collagen �bers, to
few mm, the full �eld of view of an microscope objective covering a signi�cant portion of a
typical biopsy. Nonlinear imaging can also provide images in depths up to 1 mm. The sizes
of some typical structures are indicated. FOV - �eld of view of an optical microscope

detect characteristic disease related structures with respect to the surrounding ma-

trix. Both sub-cellular spatial resolution as well as molecular contrast are the basis

of the success of staining histopathology for disease diagnostics. This is why staining

histopathology is the current golden standard in medical diagnostics.

In order to illustrate the advantages of staining histopathology but also to identify

limitations, the most widely used staining procedure is brie�y explained in the fol-

lowing. This is the haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain. Here the basic colourant
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1. Motivation

haematoxylin tints acidic cellular structures blue, in particular the cell nucleus and

ribosomes, while the acidic dye eosin stains alcaline tissue compounds like the cell's

cytoplasm and collagen �bers bright red.

Consequently, visualization of structures neither basic nor acidic is cumbersome

as is the case for fatty acids, which play a key role in a variety of pathologies as

explained later. Furthermore, tissue preparation for histopathology is a very com-

plex procedure, starting from taking a biopsy at a suspicious location followed by

advanced tissue preparation and processing routines, i.e., tissue �xation and stabi-

lization, para�n embedding, microtome sectioning and preparation of microscopic

slides, and �nally �nished by the staining process. The whole work�ow of this world

wide standard of formalin embedding para�n �xation in combination with H&E

staining takes approximately 1 to 2 days from biopsy to examination, but also a fast

investigation in a couple of minutes is possible, e.g., during surgery. Hence, even

though time is not a limitation, in order to obtain best results, careful processing at

all preparation steps is required. Additionally, the number of routinely used dyes is

limited as is the number of structures, which are discernible. This is due to the fact,

that the method does not visualize a particular substance directly, but the a�nity

to bind a colourant.

To resolve this issue, since the 1940's immunohistochemistry has been developed

providing high speci�city by using antigens directly bound to �uorescence dyes or

alternatively more recently by searching for characteristic DNA markers [3, 4].

This progress in histochemical methods mirrors directly the changes in the most

prevalent life threatening diseases. During the last century, progress in medicine, in

particular the discovery of antibiotics [5], and a general improvement in the living

conditions has increased the average life span particularly in the developed coun-

tries and thus shifted the most common cause of death from infectious diseases to

so-called lifestyle diseases. The challenges related to this shift of paradigm in med-

ical science from �ghting infectious diseases towards more di�cult to cure chronic

and lifestyle diseases are best illustrated by the two most prominent disease patterns

in industrial countries: cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and cancer. Both account for

almost 65% of deceases in Germany in 2011 [6].
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Despite tremendous e�orts to develop potent therapeutics, success in �ghting these

disease patterns is still limited. This has several reasons: First, recent and ongoing

progress in molecular biology, genetics and epigenetics indicates, that these diseases

originate from subtle and diverse chemical alterations inside the body, which precede

any detectable structural modi�cations [4, 7, 8, 9]. In particular genetic alterations

which are assumed to be responsible for initiating the process of carcinogenesis are

manifold, even though the aetiopathology may seem very similar. But as with any

disease, early disease recognition is directly translated into a much better patient

prognosis.

However, achieving early disease diagnosis is very ambitious, since tissue alterations

in early stage cancer or CVD are subtle. Hence, treatment strategies focussing on

this multifaceted problem will very likely include regular routine screening of many

patients at risk. Therefore, novel analytical methods are required, which should

ideally ful�l the following requirements:

(1) The method is based on simple-to-use compact instruments such that the imag-

ing tool is comprehensively available for diagnostics.

(2) The technique should be fast and non- or only minimally invasive enabling us-

age for routine preventive medical examination ensuring patient safety and comfort

during examination.

(3) The imaging system is capable to precisely detect early molecular changes on

cellular or subcellular level.

However, so far there are no established clinical imaging modalities allowing for

visualizing the �rst subtle chemical changes on this size scale, i.e., on cellular or

subcellular level. In terms of spatial resolution the most precise method and as

such still under development is optical coherence tomography (OCT) providing a

1-2 mm of depth penetration and an optical resolution of few micrometers, which

is at the limit for the detection of single cells and still insu�cient for visualization

of subcellular details [10, 11, 12]. Other imaging modalities o�er either whole body

imaging, e.g., X-ray tomography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron

emission tomography (PET), or provide depth penetrations of mm to cm, e.g., ul-

trasound, but at the cost of reduced spatial resolution [12]. In particular routine
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1. Motivation

clinical molecular imaging modalities like MRI, CT and PET require expensive and

space consuming equipment in addition to specialists for instrument handling. Thus,

these methods are not available in a comprehensive way, but only in large clinics and

radiological praxis. This is why these methods are not suited for routine screening

of patients for the purpose of prevention, which would require a much larger number

of instruments at great expenses.

Hence, hand in hand with the perception, that early recognition is crucial for success-

ful disease treatment, research has to focus on novel molecular imaging modalities

that allow for the detection of subtle tissue alterations due to early stage lifestyle

diseases, e.g., CVD and cancer. Such imaging modalities have to provide molecular

contrast enabling to resolve subcellular disease related features as does the current

golden standard of staining histopathology, but need to extract such information

less invasive, ideally in vivo. Similarly important, the imaging method needs to rely

on simple to use and low cost equipment, which allows installation in every doctor's

practice.

Now the stage is set to introduce a selection of novel optical imaging methods that

have been developed driven by research in both optics and biomedical research over

the past years. Due to their nonlinear dependence on the excitation light intensity

these methods are termed 'nonlinear' microscopy and are characterized by a unique

set of properties, which make them particularly useful for imaging of native tis-

sue: di�raction limited spatial resolution and intrinsic three-dimensional sectioning

capabilities, label-free molecular contrast and a large penetration depth in tissue

exceeding 1 mm by using near infrared lasers. Speci�cally the nonlinear imaging

modalities coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), two photon excited �u-

orescence (TPEF) and second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopies, which will

be introduced in more detail in the following section 2, provide tissue intrinsic molec-

ular contrast based on endogenous markers.

In order to evaluate the potential of multimodal nonlinear microscopy for biomedical

diagnostics, the following investigations need to be performed:
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� In case studies covering various disease patterns multimodal nonlinear imaging

needs to be compared to the golden standard of staining histopathology, par-

ticularly in terms of spatial resolution and chemical image contrast, to evaluate

the potential of this imaging approach for clinical diagnostics and to identify

possible limitations. In particular the optimal imaging parameters, e.g., in

terms of spectral resolution, excitation wavelength, power at the sample, need

to be determined.

� Development and testing of prototype equipment, which is adapted to the op-

timal imaging parameters as derived from the case studies in order to prove

that it is technologically feasible to transfer this technology into clinical set-

tings. In addition, the instrument for multimodal nonlinear microscopy needs

to be designed according to the demands for clinical application, e.g., in terms

of small footprint, robustness and ease of handling.

� Research on image analysis and image interpretation, e.g., investigation the

correlation of the observed image contrast with pathological tissue modi�-

cations and examination of e�cient methods to extract information for the

evaluation of the disease status.

Therefore, the prospects of these methods for biomedical applications, in particu-

lar for the visualization of tissue alterations for disease diagnostics is emphasized

in the next section 3 focusing on head and neck cancers, brain tumors and on

atherosclerosis. Based on these results, compact laser equipment has been tested

and a microscopic platform has been developed to �t the demands for clinical ap-

plications. These technological improvements which are essential prerequisites for

the translation of multimodal nonlinear microscopy from fundamental research into

clinics are presented in section 4. Finally in section 5 results from research on image

interpretation are presented.
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2. Multimodal Nonlinear Imaging

2 Multimodal Nonlinear Imaging

In this section the concepts of nonlinear imaging will be introduced and speci�c prop-

erties summarized, which make this set of methods particularly useful for imaging

human tissue. Furthermore, the optimal parameters for multimodal nonlinear imag-

ing are discussed. Therefore, the optical properties of animal and human tissue in

the visible to near infrared wavelength range are summarized as far as they restrict

important imaging parameters, e.g., the excitation wavelength range.

2.1 Nonlinear E�ects

The term 'nonlinear e�ects' summarizes in this contribution optical e�ects, which

are proportional to higher orders of the excitation light intensity. In general, light

matter interactions within materials and therefore also in tissue are in the frame of

Maxwell's theory described by the polarization P⃗ (see equation 1).

∇⃗ · D⃗ = ∇⃗ · (ϵ0E⃗ + P⃗ ) = ρ (1)

In equation 1 the following symbols have been used: D⃗, displacement �eld, ϵ0-

permittivity of the vacuum, E⃗, electric �eld, P⃗ , polarization of the material, ρ

charge density of the material. The polarization P⃗ describes the response of matter

to the incoming electric �eld E⃗. The origin of this response is due to the charges

hidden in atoms and molecules, e.g., electrons and protons. There are two possible

description: macroscopically using the susceptibility χ, which describes the nonlin-

ear response of a bulk medium. However, the origin of the polarizability P⃗ is due

to the molecular structure, hence the macroscopic susceptibility χ is the sum of the

molecular polarizabilities, e.g., α of the molecules within the macroscopic volume.

When the macroscopic polarization P⃗ , resulting from the interaction of matter and

the incident electric �eld E⃗, is a function of the light intensity, P⃗ can be written as

a Taylor series in the electric �eld E⃗ (equation 4).
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P⃗ = ϵ0 · (←→χ (1)E⃗ +←→χ (2)E⃗ : E⃗ +←→χ (3)E⃗ : E⃗ : E⃗ + . . .) (2)

≡ ϵ0 · (χ(1)E⃗ + χ(2)E⃗2  
SHG

+ χ(3)E⃗3  
CARS,TPEF

+ . . .) (3)

= ϵ0 ·
∞
n=1

χ(n)E⃗n ⇐⇒ |χ(2n−1)| << |χ(2n+1)| (4)

Here the n-th order susceptibility is termed χ(n) are tensors of rank n + 1, hence

equation 4 refers to a tensor product, as ascribed in the �rst row. To safe space, the

tensor product is simpli�ed in the following notations. Similarly also the molecular

response, the induced dipole moment p⃗, can be expressed as a Taylor series in the

electric �eld.

p⃗ind = ϵ0 ·

αE⃗ +

1

2
βE⃗2

SHG +
1

6
γE⃗3 + . . .


(5)

In equation 5 the molecules polarizability is termed α, the second order term β

describes the lowest order hyperpolarizability and the next order hyperpolarizability

is named γ. When using continuous wave illumination, the nonlinear terms are

negligible, because the modulus of higher order susceptibilities χn rapidly decreases

with order n. However, when illuminating the sample by pulsed lasers instead of

continuous wave (cw) sources, power levels su�cient for exciting second and third

order nonlinear processes can be generated by maintaining average power and peak

power levels below the damage threshold of tissue [13, 14, 15].

The available nonlinear processes possess unique properties very promising for in

vivo tissue imaging:

� First, nonlinear imaging modalities allow for label-free molecular imaging by

visualizing the distribution of endogenous markers. Since no labelling or stain-

ing is required, the methods are non toxic and therefore also applicable in vivo.

� Second, due to the nonlinear intensity dependence the signal is only generated

within the focus and therefore also con�ned to the focus spot, which auto-

matically results in three-dimensional resolved signal generation. In linear
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microscopic techniques, e.g., �uorescence microscopy, a special optical layout,

e.g., a confocal design, has to be used in order to provide high axial resolution.

� Third, due to the longer wavelength excitation, which reduces scattering, and

the simple optical layout providing high signal collection e�ciencies, the depth

penetration in tissue can be as large as 1 mm in the case of TPEF auto�uo-

rescence [16, 17]. This is much higher than for single photon �uorescence with

excitation wavelengths in the visible or UV.

Figure 2 � The nonlinear processes SHG, TPEF and CARS utilized for multimodal nonlinear
imaging. In panel A the frequency ranges of the excitation lasers and of the emitted signals is
displayed for the ideal case of no spectral overlap of TPEF and CARS signals. Panel B: SHG,
scattering of two photons into a single photon of twice the energy and frequency, panel C:
TPEF, a two photon absorption process is followed by relaxation and emissive de-excitation
into the ground state, panel D: CARS, when the frequency di�erence of pump and Stokes laser
matches a vibrational resonance, resonant scattering at the anti-Stokes frequency is emitted,
but also non resonant processes depicted in panel E can contribute to the signal at the anti-
Stokes frequency, limiting the contrast.

In the following focus will be put on the contrast mechanisms SHG, a χ(2)-process,

and the χ(3)-processes TPEF and CARS. The three processes are schematically

depicted in �gure 2. In the ideal case depicted in �gure 2 panel A, the SHG,
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TPEF and CARS signals are spectrally separated emitted from the sample. Hence,

SHG, TPEF and CARS can be simultaneously excited and detected by spectral

�ltering. The key advantage of multimodal nonlinear imaging by the combination

of SHG, TPEF and CARS microscopy, is the direct visualization not only of tissue

morphology but also of the molecular composition of the tissue, i.e., picturing the

morphochemistry. The origin of the molecular contrast and the actual imaging

properties are di�erent for SHG, TPEF and CARS, therefore each method will be

discussed individually in the following.

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)

SHG is a coherent scattering process as depicted in �gure 2 panel B. Two photons

are coherently scattered into a photon of twice the energy and frequency. For sym-

metry reasons, this process is forbidden in isotropic media and molecules. SHG can

occur only in non isotropic systems, e.g., at interfaces or in highly ordered crystal-

like structures.

The SHG signal intensity depends in detail on the peak intensity I0 and the magni-

tude of the second order nonlinear susceptibility χ(2), which is the hyperpolarizabil-

ity β multiplied by the number N of SHG active molecules within the focal volume

(according to [18, 19]):

ISHG ∝ I20 |χ(2)|2 = I20 ·N2 · |β|2 (6)

In tissue, speci�c proteins are organized in quasi crystalline structures. These

proteins are collagen, the most frequent protein and a main constituent of the ex-

tracellular matrix, actin-myosin, the motor proteins of the muscle cells and tubulin,

a protein of the cell cytoskeleton [20]. Recently also cholesterol crystals have been

identi�ed as sources of SHG signals [21]. However, there is no spectral di�erence

in the SHG signal from the di�erent markers, e.g., from collagen, tubulin or choles-

terol. Therefore, by SHG alone discrimination of the distinct possible sources of

SHG radiation is not possible. But since these proteins are usually not co-localized,

they can be detected in combination with morphological information and knowledge

about the abundance of the SHG active markers in speci�c tissues.
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Two Photon Excited Fluorescence (TPEF)

TPEF is neither a coherent nor a scattering process in contrast to SHG. TPEF

is initiated by a two photon absorption in a chromophore followed by deactivation

via auto�uorescence as depicted in �gure 2 panel B. The TPEF signal intensity

dependence with respect to the number of chromophors N, the �uorescence quantum

yield Φ, the two-photon absorption cross section σTPA and the peak intensity of the

excitation light I0 is shown in equation 7 according to [22, 23].

ITPEF ∝ N · ΦF · σTPA · I20 = N · σTPEF · I20 (7)

For simplicity, �uorescence quantum yield Φ and the two-photon absorption cross

section σTPA can be combined to the TPEF cross section σTPEF . TPEF depends -

as SHG - on the square of the incident light intensity, but only linearly on the dye

concentration N. However, �uorescing chromophors are rare in animal tissue [24], in

contrast to plants. The most prominent auto�uorophors include the proteins elastin

and keratin, pigments like melanin and enzymes like NADH and �avines [25, 26].

But in comparison to the strong signals of exogenous dye labels, e.g., �uorescein

or rhodamine, the two-photon cross section σTPEF of endogenous markers is orders

of magnitude lower, e.g., σTPEF = 0.1...0.04 GM for NADH at 700 nm [23, 24] in

contrast to more than 100 GM in case of rhodamine [27]. 1GM = 10−50cm4s is the

unit for measuring the two photon absorption cross section, named after the Nobel

laureate Maria Goeppert-Mayer.

Vibrational Imaging - Spontaneous and Coherent Raman E�ect

In contrast to SHG and �uorescence, which can be used to visualize only a limited

number of endogenous markers in tissue, possessing very speci�c properties, e.g.,

an anisotropic quasi-crystalline structure in case of SHG and an absorbing chro-

mophore, which is de-excited via �uorescence in case of TPEF, molecular vibrations

are a general characteristic of molecules. The vibrational spectrum can be assessed

by infra-red (IR) absorption and Raman scattering. While IR based techniques do

not allow for sub-µm-spatial resolution according to the fundamental resolution limit
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(see equation 13) and are not applicable in aqueous environment due to the strong

IR absorption of water, only Raman based techniques come into consideration for

in vivo vibrational imaging of tissue.

In order to appreciate the great wealth of information about molecular structure con-

tained in the Raman spectrum, which �rstly allows using all Raman-active molecules

as markers and secondly provides much more structural information im comparison

to TPEF and SHG, spontaneous Raman spectra of two biomolecules will be brie�y

explained in the following. In �gure 3 Raman spectra of milk protein and triglyceride

and the general molecular structures of peptides and triglycerides are exemplarily

displayed. The Raman spectrum is characterized by spectral bands, resonances, at

characteristic wavenumbers. The spectrum can be subdivided into the low wavenum-

ber spectral region, i.e., in the range from 500 to 1000 cm-1, the so-called '�ngerprint'

region, the adjacent group frequency region from 1000 to 1800 cm-1 and the high

wavenumber region, i.e., in the spectral range from 2700 to 3500 cm-1. In between

there is a spectrally silent region devoid of Raman resonances with only few ex-

ceptions, e.g., C-D-stretching vibrations of deuterated molecules and triple bond

stretch vibrations, e.g., C≡C and C≡N . The so-called �ngerprint spectral region

is similarly molecule speci�c as a �ngerprint is characteristic for a human, which is

why this spectral region is mainly used for the identi�cation of molecules.

Apart from identifying a speci�c molecule, Raman spectroscopy can be used to

analyse the molecular structure. Raman based molecular structure determination is

based on the fact, that many vibrational frequencies are only slightly in�uenced by

the rest of the molecule but appear in a special spectral region, which is speci�c for

the functional group. This is exemplarily illustrated for proteins and triglycerides in

�gure 3. In the protein spectrum �gure 3 panel C the Raman band at 1000 cm-1 cor-

responds to the ring breathing mode of benzene, hence is characteristic for aromatic

amino acids, e.g., phenylalanine. The most prominent protein band at 1666 cm-1,

the so-called amide I band, corresponds primarily to the C-O-stretching vibration

of the peptide bond [28, 29].

The spectrum of triglycerides is dominated by bands assigned to the methyl and

methylene groups and vibrations of the ester linkage between glycerol and the fatty
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acids. The bands at 1400 to 1470 cm-1 are due to C-H-deformation vibrations,

e.g., CH3-bending as well as CH2-scissoring, wagging and rocking modes, while the

band at 1300 cm-1 is assigned to the skeletal CH2-in-phase-twist vibration. Two

prominent bands originating in the ester functional group are at 1100 cm-1, which

corresponds to a C-O-C-skeletal vibration and the C-O-stretch vibration of the car-

bonyl double bond of the ester group at 1750 cm-1 [30].

In panel B of �gure 3 the C-H-stretch vibrations of CH2- and CH3-functional groups

are depicted. The corresponding spontaneous Raman spectra of proteins and triglyc-

erides in the high wavenumber region are depicted in panel E of �gure 3 and the

symmetric and anti-symmetric C-H-stretching vibrations of methyl and methylene

groups are indicated [31]. Even though proteins and triglycerides possess both CH2-

and CH3-functional groups, the Raman spectrum of both groups of molecules is dif-

ferent, due to the di�erent amount of the respective functional group per molecule

and the di�erent chemical environment. For example the ratio of CH2- to CH3-

groups is approximately 2 in proteins according to the abundance of their building

blocks, the amino acids [32], while it is signi�cantly higher in triglycerides. This

is mirrored in the much higher intensity of the symmetric CH2-stretch vibration

in triglycerides in comparison to proteins. Therefore, also the high wavenumber

Raman spectrum is informative for di�erentiating biomolecules. However, appli-

cation of spontaneous Raman in biomedical imaging is limited, since it is a very

weak e�ect [33, 34, 35]: The strength of the Raman e�ect as described by the

scattering cross section σ (see equation 8), is about σRaman ≈ 10−30cm2 [36] and

therefore orders of magnitude smaller than the cross section for UV-VIS �uores-

cence σFluorescence ≈ 10−16cm2 [37] and infra-red (IR) absorption σIR ≈ 10−19cm2

[38].

The Raman signal intensity expressed as a function of the frequency of the Stokes

radiation ωS, the incident laser intensity I0, the number density of molecules N

and the derivative of the molecules polarizability α with respect to the vibrational

coordinate Q is given by equation 8 [39].

I(ωS) = N · ω4
s

12πϵ0c3
Q2

0I0


dα

dQ

2

Q=0

⇐⇒ σRaman =
ω4
sQ

2
0

12πϵ0c3z


dα

dQ

2

Q=0

(8)
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Figure 3 � Structures (panel A) and Raman spectra of protein (panel C) and triglycerides
(panel D), two highly abundant groups of biomolecules. The Raman spectrum is divided
into the high wavenumber region marked in red, in which C-H, O-H and N-H stretching
vibrations reside and the so called �ngerprint region marked in green. The Raman spectrum
in the �ngerprint region is highly molecule speci�c, hence most useful for analysis. Intense
vibrations are assigned to the respective functional group for both molecules, e.g., the C=O-
stretch vibration of the peptide bond at 1660 cm-1 or of the ester bond at 1740 cm-1. In
CARS microscopy primarily the high wavenumber spectral region depicted in panel E is used
for imaging due to the high signal levels. The characteristic CH-stretch vibrations of CH3-
and CH2-functional groups are indicated in panel B.

One option to signi�cantly enhance the Raman signal is to use the nonlinear ana-

logue of the spontaneous Raman e�ect, one of the so-called 'coherent Raman' tech-

niques. Several coherent Raman processes exist [39], e.g., stimulated Raman scat-

tering (SRS), coherent Raman scattering and Raman induced Kerr e�ect (RIKE).
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SRS [40], which can be either stimulated Raman gain (SRG) or simulated Raman

loss (SRL), coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [41] and Raman induced

Kerr e�ect (RIKE) [42] have been employed for imaging. In this work focus will be

on CARS only.

As TPEF, CARS is a third order nonlinear process, but requires illuminating the

sample with two spatially and temporally overlapping laser pulses (see �gure 2 panel

D). When the frequency di�erence of both pulses matches the frequency of a Raman

active molecular vibration, the molecules are coherently driven to vibrate in phase.

This results in an intensity loss of the pump laser beam and gain of the Stokes laser

beam. Further photons from the pump beam can be subsequently inelastically scat-

tered from this coherent oscillations generating the CARS signal at the anti-Stokes

frequency ωCARS = 2ωpump − ωStokes.

The CARS signal intensity is both nonlinear in concentration as well as excitation

intensity as displayed in equation 9, containing a term linear in number density N

and a term quadratic in N.

ICARS ∝ |χ(3)
CARS + χ(3)

nr |2  
∝N2+2χ

(3)
nr N

·I2pump · IStokes (9)

The nonlinear concentration dependence is detailed in chapter 12. Brie�y, the non-

linear susceptibility χ(3) in the focal volume can be expressed using the number Nl of

Raman active molecule of index l and their polarizability αa(ω̃) at the wavenumber

position ω̃ :

ICARS(ω̃) ∝ |χnr +

l

Nlαl(ω̃)|2 (10)

This relationship is responsible for the term linear and quadratic in number density

as indicated in equation 9. In order to compare spontaneous Raman and CARS, the

CARS and Raman intensities can be rewritten according to [43] using the plane wave

approximation as follows in terms of polarizability α with respect to the vibrational
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coordinate Q, the wavevector k and the interaction length L in equation 11.

ICARS ∝ ω2
CARS ·N2 ·


dα

dQ

4

0

· I2PumpIStokesL
2sinc2


∆kL

2


(11)

↔ IRaman ∝ ω4
S ·N ·


dα

dQ

2

Q=0

· I0 (12)

Due to the nonlinear concentration and intensity dependence as displayed in equa-

tion 9 and 11 the signal intensity is orders of magnitude enlarged in comparison

to spontaneous Raman spectroscopy [44, 45], when the phase matching condition

is ful�lled. Therefore, in case of high laser intensities the signi�cant enhancement

of the CARS signal in comparison to spontaneous Raman signal enables video rate

image acquisition [46] and sub-µs pixel dwell times in contrast to 25 ms per pixel

in spontaneous Raman imaging [47].

However, this applies to high concentrations only. In this case, a coherent enhance-

ment of 500 for CARS microscopy has been estimated [48], while for low concentra-

tions, e.g., below concentrations in the mM range, this advantage is generally lost

[49]. A further di�erence to spontaneous Raman scattering is due to the fact, that

in case of CARS only a part of the spectrum is excited, which is spectrally covered

by the spectral width of pump and Stokes laser pulses, while the full spectral infor-

mation is automatically obtained in spontaneous Raman spectroscopy.

In principle CARS microscopy can be applied to visualize any vibration, e.g., the

symmetric PO−
2 stretch vibration of the DNA backbone at 1090 cm-1 [50, 51], or

protein vibrations in the �ngerprint spectral window, e.g., the amide I vibration at

1660 cm-1 [51]. However, CARS imaging is usually performed to image the aliphatic

C-H-stretching vibration of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1 for the visualization of

lipids [52, 53, 54]. This is due to the fact, that the C-H-stretching resonances are the

strongest within the CARS spectrum enabling highest imaging speeds up to video

frame rate [46]. Also this spectral region is suited to detect compositional changes

connected to disease progression, as demonstrated for Raman spectroscopy [55, 56].

In contrast to SHG and TPEF which are in principle background free methods, in

parallel to CARS a so called unspeci�c nonresonant background is generated, which
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limits the available image contrast as illustrated in �gure 2 panel E. Non Raman

resonant four wave mixing processes generate this background. Hence, the CARS

image contrast is therefore dependent on the ratio of resonant signal to nonreso-

nant background. Longer wavelength excitation light is advantageous, since the

four wave mixing process becomes resonantly enhanced, when the virtual scattering

state is energetically close to an electronic absorption (see �gure 2 panel E). Fur-

thermore, the background depends on the concentration of absorbing molecules. In

order to reduce the nonlinear background in CARS microscopy, several methods have

been proposed: polarization sensitive detection (P-CARS) [57], time delayed prob-

ing (T-CARS) [58, 59], interferometric detection (I-CARS) [60] and epi-detection

(Epi-CARS) [61]. However, all of them come at the cost of either complicating the

experimental setup (I-CARS, P-CARS) or signi�cantly reducing the signal intensity

(P-CARS, T-CARS, Epi-CARS).

In general, CARS as another nonlinear imaging method is suited to visualize the

spatial distribution of abundant marker molecules in tissue and can therefore com-

plement SHG and TPEF.

Table 1 � Summary of characteristic properties of SHG, TPEF and CARS imaging

SHG TPEF CARS

∝ N2 ∝ N ∝ N2

∝ I20 ∝ I20 ∝ I2pump · IStokes
ω̃SHG =

√
2∆ω̃Laser ∆λTPEF ∼ 50 nm ∆ω̃CARS ∼ 2− 20cm−1

∆k⃗ = 0 - ∆k⃗ = 0
coherent incoherent coherent
directional isotropic directional
scattering absorption scattering
no bleaching photobleaching no bleaching

Table 1 summarizes characteristics of the beforehand described multimodal nonlin-

ear microscopic imaging methods SHG, TPEF and CARS, which are relevant for
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clinical diagnostics. In table 1, the following notation is used: N, number of marker

molecules in the focal volume, I0 - intensity of the excitation laser, ω̃Laser - spectral

width of the excitation laser, ∆λTPEF -spectral width of TPEF emission, ∆k⃗ - phase

mismatch.

Detailed examples of biomedical applications of multimodal imaging are introduced

in the next section and described in depth in the respective articles [Meyer et al.

2011], [Meyer et al. 2013], and [Meyer et al. 2013 a].

2.2 The Optimal Parameters for Multimodal Imaging of

Tissue

Even though the three imaging modalities TPEF, SHG and CARS are based on

nonlinear e�ects, which can be excited by high intense ultrashort pulses, the require-

ments on characteristics of this pulsed laser are di�erent for the three modalities.

Therefore, in the following it is brie�y discussed, which parameters, e.g., spectral

resolution, are best suited in order to allow for simultaneous e�cient excitation and

detection of all three nonlinear signals. Furthermore, it will be brie�y discussed,

which optical properties of the sample, i.e., human or animal tissue, have to be

taken into account in order to enable high quality tissue imaging in terms of spatial

resolution and depth penetration.

The most important parameter for imaging is the excitation wavelength, which de-

termines, e.g., the spatial resolution and depth penetration. According to Abbe's

equation (equation 13) the spatial resolution is determined by the wavelength.

dxymin =
λ

2n sinα
⇔ dzmin =

nλ

NA2
(13)

In equation 13 dxymin is the lateral resolution, dzmin is the axial resolution, NA =

n · sinα is the numerical aperture of the microscope objective, n the refractive in-

dex. The depth penetration in tissue is limited at shorter wavelengths by scattering

[62], which strongly increases with decreasing excitation wavelength [16], and in

the near infrared (NIR) by onset of water absorption at roughly 1400 nm, which

results in an optimal spectral window from 750 nm to 1400 nm for animal tissue
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imaging depicted in �gure 4. When using high NA objectives, sub-µm spatial res-

olution is possible. The red and green curves in �gure 4 represent the lateral, e.g.,

dxymin and axial resolution, i.e., dzmin of a NA 0.4 microscopic objective. For TPEF

Figure 4 � The absorption spectrum of water along with the wavelength dependence of
Rayleigh scattering in the UV-NIR spectral range determine the most useful spectral window
for imaging native tissue, which is in between 750 and 1400 nm as indicated. Furthermore,
sub-µm spatial resolution can be realized at high numerical aperture. The red and green curve
describe the di�raction limited spatial resolution of an 0.4 NA objective.

excitation the wavelength of the illuminating laser needs to coincide with an elec-

tronic two-photon-absorption of endogenous �uorophores for e�cient generation of

auto�uorescence signals. According to [24] approaching 1000 nm the TPEF cross

sections of endogenous markers in tissue decrease rapidly. At 800 nm excitation of

a selection of auto�uorescing marker molecules, e.g., NADH, ribo�avin and elastin,

can be used, while excitation wavelengths below 800 nm signi�cantly increase the

�uorescence cross section of many marker molecules and allow detection of further

�uorescing molecules [24]. Therefore, in order to use TPEF as contrast mechanism,

the excitation wavelength needs to be below 1000 nm.

TPEF and SHG require a single excitation wavelength, while for CARS two wave-
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lengths have to be used. The following discussion of the e�ects of scattering and

the optimal choice of excitation wavelength and intensity is restricted to CARS mi-

croscopy. In �gure 5 panel A the CARS signal intensity is displayed as a function

of the ratio of pump and Stokes intensity for di�erent depths, e.g., at the surface,

100 µm and 1000 µm in the tissue and for three excitation wavelength sets tak-

ing into account the wavelength dependent scattering exemplarily for human skin

[63, 64]. Even though the intensity at the surface is reduced for longer wavelength

excitation due to the excitation frequency dependence, scattering reduces the exci-

tation light intensity with depth exponentially. Hence while at the surface the pump

and Stokes wavelengths of 670 and 830 nm produce twice the signal in comparison

to 1000 and 1400 nm, 1 mm deep in the tissue the signal of the pump and Stokes

at 1000 and 1400 nm produces a 70% stronger signal. However, the total amount of

generated signal is reduced to 8.6% of the signal at the surface at 1 mm depth.

The optimal ratio of pump to Stokes intensity for thin samples is 2, corresponding

to the peak of the plot shown in �gure 5 panel A. For this intensity ratio at constant

total intensity the maximal CARS signal is generated. However, since the shorter

wavelength pump laser is stronger a�ected by scattering than the Stokes laser, the

optimal intensity ratio increases with depth and decreases with wavelength as illus-

trated in �gure 5 panel B for a depth of 1 mm. The optimal intensity ratio is 3.3 for

pump and Stokes laser at 670 nm and 830 nm, while it is 2.7 for pump and Stokes

laser at 1000 nm and 1400 nm.

A further di�erence when exciting TPEF and CARS signals results from the di�er-

ent spectral widths of vibrational and electronic resonances. According to [24], the

two-photon absorption of auto�uorescing markers are spectrally broad, i.e., in the

range of 700 to 1000 nm exceeding 50 nm spectral width, which corresponds from

700-750 nm to 950 cm-1, while Raman resonances are spectrally narrow, e.g., few

cm-1. The desired spectral resolution restricts the minimum pulse duration accord-

ing to the time-bandwidth product, equation 14. For a Gaussian laser pulse the

time bandwidth product is given by:

0.44 ≥ c0 ·∆ν̃ · τ (14)
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Figure 5 � Graphical visualization of optimal parameters for CARS imaging of tissue. Panel
A: Comparison of the CARS signal intensity at the surface, 100 and 1000 µm deep in the tissue
for three wavelengths sets for imaging the aliphatic C-H-stretching vibration of methylene
groups at 2850 cm-1, i.e., pump/Stokes wavelengths 670 nm/830 nm (blue), 800 nm/1030 nm
(green) and 1000 nm/1400 nm (red), as a function of the intensity ratio of pump/Stokes
laser. Neglecting scattering, the optimal intensity ratio is 2, generating at constant power
maximal CARS signal. Panel B: when scattering during penetration is considered, due to
larger losses of the pump laser beam, a larger ratio of pump-to-Stokes laser is required, e.g.,
2.7 for 1000 nm/1400 nm and 3.3 for 670 nm/830 nm for largest CARS signal at constant
power 1000 µm in the tissue.

Thus, in order to realize 1 cm-1 spectral resolution for high contrast CARS mi-

croscopy, the pulse duration is τ = 15ps. Further limits con�ne the maximum

average power below the linear damage threshold, while the peak power needs to

be on the order of several 100 W for e�cient excitation of nonlinear processes. The

average power Pav depends on laser repetition rate νLaser, peak power Ppeak and

pulse duration τ as follows:

Pav = Ppeak · τ · νLaser (15)

For imaging with a NA 0.4 objectives, average powers of 30 mW are safe, while peak

powers of 500 W are required to excite the nonlinear processes. When a spectral

resolution of 1 cm-1 is required, the repetition rate is 4 MHz at a pulse duration of
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15 ps, which is not usual for current laser sources.

In summary, the optimal parameters for multimodal nonlinear imaging of human

tissue with high spectral resolution using simultaneously TPEF, SHG and CARS

are wavelengths of 800 nm for the pump and 1030 nm for the Stokes laser, emitted

at 4 MHz repetition rate with 15 ps pulse duration. The three nonlinear imaging

methods SHG, TPEF and CARS use di�erent molecular properties and therefore

also complementary molecular markers. Thus the combination of SHG, TPEF and

CARS termed "multimodal imaging" enables direct label-free visualization of the

tissue structure and composition, i.e., the morphochemistry of the specimen.

3 Applications

This section summarizes applications of multimodal nonlinear imaging to the in-

vestigation of morphological as well as compositional changes connected to disease

progression. The results presented have been partially published. The work on brain

tumor imaging can be found in [Meyer et al. 2011], results from investigating

tumors of the head and neck are integrated in [Meyer et al. 2013] and imaging

of atherosclerosis is described in [Meyer et al. 2013 a].

In order to prove multimodal nonlinear microscopy a valuable clinical imaging tool,

e.g., for routine screening, (1) the method needs to be safe and nontoxic, (2) multi-

modal nonlinear image data need to provide information on structural and compo-

sitional disease related changes for diagnostics.

3.1 Phototoxicity

Preceding widespread clinical application the phototoxic e�ects of this analytic

method need to be assessed, as performed in detail for TPEF microscopy [13, 14].

These results indicate, that di�erent e�ects contribute to sample damage. The most

prominent damage process depends in detail on the laser parameters, e.g., wave-

length, pulse duration, peak and average power. According to Hopt et al. [14],

safe imaging conditions are peak intensities of 750 × 1012W/m2, which has been

determined for a laser of 82 MHz repetition rate, 3 mW average power, 190 fs pulse
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duration at 830 nm focused by a NA 0.9 objective. Therefore, in order to evaluate

the potential of multimodal nonlinear microscopy as a clinical imaging tool, the pho-

todamage of the specimen needs to be investigated for the laser parameters, which

suit the envisioned biomedical application, e.g., surgical guidance. Speci�cally, it is

necessary to determine if sample integrity during measurements is ensured at the

average and peak intensities required for generating su�cient signal photons to sup-

port the desired image acquisition speed.

Lasers are already routinely used in surgery, e.g., head and neck surgery [65], but

not yet applied to routine diagnostics. Thus, suitable imaging parameters for non-

invasive routine imaging with no or minimal side e�ects have to be de�ned. In

addition to phototoxicity studies performed for TPEF as the most commonly used

nonlinear imaging modality, also for the CARS process phototoxicity studies have

been performed [66, 15]. Scattering based methods such as CARS and SHG are less

damaging than TPEF, since no electronic absorption process is involved. However,

also in case of CARS the damage threshold is reduced by a factor of 2 when imaging

in resonance with a Raman active molecular vibration [15]. Since CARS does not

deposit any energy in the material as depicted in �gure 2 panel D, other nonlinear

processes contribute to the Raman resonant photothermal damage, e.g., SRS. SRG

and SRL transfer up to 0.02% of the incident energy to the material [15]. However,

at moderate power levels damage occurs only, if the laser is focused to a di�rac-

tion limited spot in the specimen for several seconds, while the typical exposition

time in a CARS imaging experiment is only on the order of few µs. Therefore, it

can be concluded, that at moderate power levels, e.g., few 10 mW at the specimen

utilizing an excitation laser operating in the NIR spectral range and for pixel dwell

times commonly used, i.e., on time scales of up to few ms, phototoxic e�ects are

insigni�cant.

3.2 Comparison with the Golden Standard

In order to prove multimodal nonlinear imaging useful in biomedical applications,

e.g., for surgical guidance and non invasive histopathologic examination of tissue,

the methods capabilities for visualization of tissue morphology and composition need
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to be investigated and compared to the golden standard of staining histopathology

for evaluation.

In this respect the capabilities of multi-contrast microscopy have to be characterized

according to the following criteria:

� Comparison of visualization of tissue architecture with the golden standard

of staining histopathology, i.e., morphological characteristics on the scale of

tissue architecture, e.g., structure and shape of tissue layers, visualization of

tissue boundaries, determination of cell density and ordering.

� Comparison of the methods visualization capabilities for cytologic characteris-

tics, e.g., size and shape of single cells and cell compartments, e.g., cell nuclei.

� Evaluation of the basis of label-free contrast for the discrimination of diseased

tissue with respect to benign tissue in order to understand the molecular origin

of image contrast and evaluate, if such information provides additional insight

in the process of disease progression.

Since the whole �eld of histopathology is beyond the scope of this short introduc-

tion, again focus will be on a few examples, namely head and neck squamous cell

carcinoma (HNSCC), brain tumors and cardiovascular diseases (CDV) with empha-

sis on atherosclerosis.

The size scales relevant to histopathologic imaging ranges from sub-µm, the size of

bacterial cells and cell organelles like mitochondria, to the macroscopic extension of

the specimen of some cm as schematically depicted in �gure 1 in addition to relevant

structures. Nonlinear microscopy perfectly �ts histopathologic application, since it

enables visualization of structures in the relevant size range from 300 nm up to few

mm. Hence, the full range of sizes is accessible, apart from very tiny structures, e.g.,

viruses, single (macro)-molecules, e.g., DNA bases or collagen �brils, which are not

resolvable.

But in addition to optically resolving small sized structures, the contrast for visual-

izing these structures with respect to the surrounding matrix is even more important

for clinical diagnostics. In this respect label-free multimodal nonlinear imaging pro-

vides high molecular contrast for a wide range of tissue structures.
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3.3 Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma (HNSCC)

Visualization of the tissue morphology and structure is �rst illustrated for epithelial

tissue of the head and neck with emphasis on the determination of structural changes

related to the malignant transformation process, which is illustrated by H&E images

of epithelium in di�erent states of carcinogenesis in �gure 6. The malignant transfor-

mation is manifested by characteristic morphological changes in tissue architecture

and accumulation of cellular atypia, which increase with the grade of dysplasia or

cancer.

Figure 6 � H&E stained tissue sections of normal epithelium, grade II epithelial dysplasia, car-
cinoma in situ (grade III) and squamous cell carcinoma (grade IV) representing the malignant
transformation process. The carcinogenesis is accompanied by characteristic morphological
changes driven by genetic modi�cations inducing changes in the chemical composition.

Benign epithelium is characterized by well di�erentiated epithelium starting from

the bottom at the basal cell layer. Towards the top of the cell layer the cells ori-

entation direction changes, the cells become thinner and lack nuclei. Cell division

takes place in the basal cell layer only. Dysplastic epithelium is characterized by

architectural changes, e.g., bulbous rete pegs, hypercellularity, altered maturation

patterns of keratinocytes, keratin pearl formation, irregular epithelial strati�cation,

loss of integrity of the basement membrane, lymphocyte in�ltration, and cellular

atypia, e.g., altered nucleus to cytoplasmic ratio, altered size and shape of cell nu-

clei, and multiple nuclei per cell [67]. If these changes are rare and a�ect the bottom

third of the epithelium only, it is mild dysplasia (grade I), while if two thirds of the

thickness are a�ected, the dysplastic grade is II. When the changes are frequent
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or a�ect more than two thirds of the thickness of the epithelium, the diagnosis is

dysplasia grade III. Carcinoma in situ is the most severe form of dysplasia. Here

tissue alterations are evident throughout the thickness of the epithelium, while the

basement membrane towards the connective tissue is still intact. Breaking of cancer

cells through the basement membrane is the hallmark for diagnosing squamous cell

carcinoma.

In �gure 7 H&E histologic images of a carcinoma of a laryngeal site (panel A) are

contrasted to multimodal nonlinear images (panels B, C) of the parallel section.

Since parallel sections are compared, the shape of the samples and the morphology

di�er in detail. However, in histopathology usually several parallel tissue sections

are stained di�erently for diagnosis. Hence, the comparison of image data from par-

allel sections, as it is performed in this section, is a common procedure.

In the H&E stained image (�gure 7 A) of a parallel section areas of di�erent dys-

plastic grade are indicated: a - benign epithelium, b - dysplastic epithelium, c -

in�ammation of the connective tissue, d - connective tissue. The structures are also

visible in the nonlinear images. The marked area 1 is depicted in detail in �gure 8

displaying both normal and dysplastic epithelium, while region 2 is the transition

region from dysplasia to in�ammatory connective tissue. The lymphocytes have

much smaller cell nuclei than epithelial cells, which is reproduced by TPEF imaging

(�gure 7 panel B 2) due to the NADH �uorescence, which provides negative nuclear

contrast [68]. The cell and nuclei are visualized and the individual shapes are repro-

duced similar to the H&E image. The CARS image also shows the transition from

connective tissue to epithelium, but single cells are only partially visible, e.g. in the

healthy epithelium in �gure 8 panel C.

In �gure 8 benign and transformed, i.e. dysplastic, epithelium of a laryngeal site

is displayed in detail. The upper image is the H&E histologic image of a parallel

section (panel A), panel B and C are combinations of SHG and TPEF and SHG

and CARS at 2850 cm-1. The di�erences in tissue architecture between benign and

dysplastic epithelium are discernible in CARS-SHG and TPEF-SHG images, while

di�erences in the size and shape of individual cells can be seen in the TPEF im-

age. Single cells are only partially visualized by CARS in the healthy epithelium,
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Figure 7 � Histologic (A), and combined TPEF-SHG (B) and CARS-SHG (C) images of a
HNSCC of a laryngeal site revealing the tissue architecture and characteristic morphological
structures and disease related changes. In panel A areas of normal epithelium (a), dysplastic
epithelium (b), in�ammatory in�ltrates (c) and connective tissue (d) are indicated. Area 1
is displayed in �gure 8 in detail, while the transition region (2) from dysplastic epithelium
to in�ammation in the underlying connective tissue is displayed in the bottom row. The
histologic images are taken from a parallel section.

�gure 8 panel C. The shape of rete pegs as an architectural marker for dysplasia is

reproduced by CARS and TPEF in �gure 8 (panel B and C, right). Thus, the tissue

boundaries are visualized by the nonlinear modalities. In particular SHG highlights

the basement membrane (blue) and the ordering of collagen.

The connective tissue underlying dysplastic epithelium is characterized by high cell

density due to in�ammation, characterized by in�ltration of lymphocytes (�gure 8

panel B, right side). The layered structure of the dysplastic epithelium and the

polarity of the basal cell layer is lost, and cytologic changes, e.g., altered nucleus to
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Figure 8 � Comparison of the histologic H&E image of a parallel tissue section (panel A)
and multimodal nonlinear images TPEF-SHG (B), CARS-SHG (C) demonstrating label-free
visualization of characteristic morphological changes associated with the malignant trans-
formation process, e.g., abnormal strati�cation, loss of polarity of basal cells, and altered
nucleus-to-cytoplasmic ratio.
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cytoplasm ratio as well as cell and nuclear size and shape are apparent. All these

changes are invisible within the benign tissue on the left [69, 67]. Additional dif-

ferences are evident from the nonlinear images: The auto�uorescence of dyplastic

epithelium and connective tissue is of higher intensity indicating higher NAD(P)H

concentration and, therefore, higher metabolic activity in agreement with �uores-

cence measurements [70]. In addition, the collagen displayed in blue is less ordered

within the connective tissue underlying dysplastic epithelium indicating weakening

of the basement membrane in case of dysplasia preceding in�ltrative growth of the

cancer, which is not reproduced by H&E staining and necessitates additional stain-

ing for protein �bers. The CARS signal is also changed in dysplastic epithelium and

characterized by a reduced overall intensity. The lower signal intensity indicating

lower lipid content does also hint at an increased metabolic activity in dysplastic

tissue in agreement with the auto�uorescence image.

An example for a cancer growing invasively into the connective tissue at an oropha-

ryngeal site is displayed in �gure 9 panels A-C. The H&E image of a parallel section

depicted in panel A displays a tumor nest surrounded by epithelial and connective

tissue with lymphocyte in�ltrates. The nonlinear TPEF (green, panel B) and CARS

(red, panel C) images enable similarly the detection of the tumor nest, while the

enclosing collagen �bers of the connective tissue are highlighted by SHG. The cell

nuclei are visualized by TPEF only.

Another characteristic of HNSCC is overexpression of keratin. Such keratin pearl

formation is correlated with the prognosis of the cancer and as such an important

�nding. In �gure 9 panels D-F a keratinized carcinoma of a hypopharyngeal loca-

tion is displayed. Keratin is detected by nonlinear imaging as a dense �uorescing

protein structure by colocalized intense CARS and TPEF signals [71, 72, 73]. The

in depth description of the application of multimodal nonlinear imaging towards the

investigation of HNSCC is presented in chapter 6 [Meyer et al. 2013].

In summary in case of HNSCC multimodal nonlinear microscopy combining SHG,

TPEF and CARS allows in agreement with histologic H&E staining visualization

of cell density, size and shape of individual cells and cell nuclei. Nonlinear imaging

allows determining the polarity of the basal cell layer, and evaluating the smooth-
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Figure 9 � Comparison of H&E image of a parallel tissue section (A) and combined TPEF-
SHG (B) and CARS-SHG (C) images of a tumor nest of an invasively growing HNSCC of an
oropharyngeal site. TPEF visualizes the cell nuclei due to missing NADH auto�uorescence,
while SHG highlights collagen �bers of the connective tissue (blue). In panels D-E histologic
H&E image (panel D) is compared to multimodal nonlinear images of a keratin pearl from
a human keratinized carcinoma located in the hypopharynx. Keratin is visualized by TPEF
�uorescence and high CARS intensity at 2850 cm-1.

ness of the basement membrane by visualizing the shape of rete pegs. Hence, the

tissue architecture and many cytologic characteristics are reproduced. Some in-

formation retrieved by H&E staining is not accessible, e.g., mitotic �gures and a

greater a�nity to haematoxylin called hyperchromasia due to the negative nuclei

contrast. However, alternatively additional information on the molecular composi-

tion and metabolic activity is retrieved, which is not accessible by H&E staining,

e.g., increased NADH �uorescence and decreased lipid content. Of particular im-

portance is imaging the integrity of the basement membrane by SHG, which allows

detection of cancer cells breaking through the membrane by SHG microscopy - the

hallmark for diagnosing HNSCC.
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3.4 Brain Tumors

Even though the architecture and composition of the brain is signi�cantly di�erent

from epithelium, also this organ can be imaged by multimodal nonlinear imaging

as illustrated in �gure 10 in case of the cerebellum of a domestic pig, sus scrofa

domestica. The histologic image of the parallel H&E stained section is depicted

in �gure 10 panel A, while the label-free combined TPEF-SHG-CARS image is

displayed in panel B. SHG (blue) particularly highlights the arachnoid membrane

enclosing the brain due to the high collagen content, while CARS (red) highlights

the axons wrapped in myelin sheath, which is composed of protein enriched with

lipids. TPEF on the other hand can be used to locate the cells by their NAD(P)H

�uorescence providing negative contrast for the detection of cell dense areas, e.g., the

granule layer. The region marked by a white rectangle is enlarged in panels C and

D showing the distinct layers of white and grey matter, which is subdivided into the

cell dense granule layer, the layer of the larger Purkinje cells and the molecular layer

containing only few cell bodies, as depicted and labelled in panel C. The nonlinear

image in panel D visualizes the structure di�erently. CARS at 2850 cm-1 enables

detecting the white matter rich in lipids. The TPEF signal is lowest in the white

matter and higher in the grey matter, providing negative contrast at the locations

of cell nuclei for the detection of the granule cell layer. SHG �nally highlights the

arachnoid membrane, but also from the white matter and blood vessels signals are

generated. This demonstrates, that the three imaging modalities TPEF, SHG and

CARS add complementary information allowing analyzing the structure of brain

tissue label-free.

This holds true also in case of human brain tissue, which was derived from the

"normal" boundary of a brain tumor sample and therefore predominantly benign,

as displayed in �gure 11. By comparing the H&E image (panel A) with TPEF (B)

and CARS image (C), several structures are detected: a small haemorrhage (1), cell

nuclei (2), axons (3) and cholesterol crystals (4). Cholesterol crystals and axons are

only detected by SHG and CARS, while the crystals are removed during the staining

procedure. But also molecular and structural changes related to disease progression

can be visualized as illustrated in �gure 12. Brain tumors are categorized according
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Figure 10 � Comparison of an H&E stained (panel A) and a combined SHG-TPEF-CARS
image at 2850 cm-1 (panel B) of the cerebellum of a domestic pig (sus scrofa domestica)
proving the capability of nonlinear microscopy to image large specimen label-free with high
contrast comparable to staining histology. The marked region is enlarged in panels C and
D proving discrimination of major morphological structures, e.g., white matter and granule
cell, Purkinje cell and molecular layer of the grey matter, as indicated in the inset of panel C.
The enclosing arachnoid membrane is bright blue (panel D). The complementary information
of the three contrast mechanisms is visualized in panel D showing parts of the image for the
single channels only, e.g., SHG highlights the membrane composed of collagen.
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Figure 11 � Comparison of histologic H&E images (panel A) with TPEF (panel B) and CARS
images (panel C) at 2850 cm-1 of human brain tissue demonstrating detection of haemorrhage
(1), single cells and nuclei (2), and intersections of axons (3) and cholesterol crystals (marked
blue) (4). The marked region in panels A-C is enlarged in the second row to improve the
visibility of axons and cells, a part of the TPEF image is enlarged in the inset to display the
small feature of intersecting axons.

to their origin in primary and secondary tumors. The most common tumor entity in

the group of primary tumors are gliomas (displayed in panel A-C of �gure 12) [74].
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The group of gliomas has a particularly bad prognosis due to its in�ltrative growth,

hence complete removal is virtually impossible resulting in tumor recurrence. Lym-

phomas (panel D-F) are derived from lymphoid tissue, displayed in the second row

of �gure 12. The most common tumors in the brain are metastases. In the third row

of �gure 12 in panels G-I a brain metastasis of a squamous cell carcinoma located

in the lung is depicted.

Early detection and as complete resection of the tumor as possible are important

therapeutic targets. This, however, requires detection of tumor tissue characterized

by higher cell density, di�erent size and shape of cells and nuclei, and grading by

characteristic structures, e.g., vessel proliferates and necroses.

The most common tumors in the brain are secondary tumors, e.g., metastases of

cancers as displayed in panels G-I of �gure 12. They originate in other locations

than the brain. Eventually the primary tumor is unknown, hence detecting the

originating tumor location by morphological characteristics of the metastasis would

be highly improving the diagnosis and in�uence further treatment strategies for this

group of patients. In case of the metastasis of a lung cancer displayed in �gure 12

panel G-I. The solid tumor and satellite tumor nests are visualized by di�erences in

auto�uorescence and CARS signal. In particular, the tumor tissue is characterized

by a lower CARS intensity at 2850 cm-1 than the surrounding necrotic tumor tissue.

[75]

Thus, the nonlinear images of brain tissue and brain tumor specimen demonstrate

visualizing the architecture and cytologic characteristics, e.g., cell density, by con-

centration gradients of NAD(P)H highlighted by TPEF as well as lipids visualized

by CARS within the tissue.

Therefore, multimodal nonlinear microscopy enables the visualization of normal

brain structures and the detection of tumors in the brain [75] & [Meyer et al.

2011] as described in more detail in chapter 5.
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Figure 12 � Comparison of histologic H&E with TPEF and CARS images at 2850 cm-1

of malignant neoplasms in the brain demonstrating good correspondence of the label-free
techniques with the golden standard H&E for visualizing the tissue morphology. In the �rst
to third row the most common brain tumor entities are displayed, a glioma in the �rst row
(A-C), areas of di�ering cell density of a lymphoma in the second row (D-F) and a cancer
metastasis in the third row (G-I). Tumor nests of the lung carcinoma brain metastasis invade
the surrounding brain tissue, panels G-I.
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3.5 Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD)

While malignant tumors originate in modi�cations of the DNA, other prevalent dis-

eases in the industrial nations are related to the metabolic syndrom, i.e., health risks

associated with obesity and alterations in the lipid metabolism.

Multimodal nonlinear imaging and in particular CARS microscopy are powerful

tools for lipid imaging [76, 53], not only as a clinical imaging tool, but also in funda-

mental research, e.g., to study the progression of macrophages to foam cells, which

is involved in the process of atherosclerosis [77] and search for the genetic basis of

the fat metabolism by investigating model organisms, e.g., Caenorhabditis elegans

[78]. CARS enables label-free imaging of lipid droplets in macrophages depicted in

�gure 13 panels A-C with subcellular resolution. Auto�uorescence and lipid droplets

in the intestine of Caenorhabditis elegans are displayed in panel D. The worm's in-

testine is enlarged in panel E (white background) to display the lipid droplets more

clearly.

In case of imaging cardiovascular diseases, di�erent morphological structures and

molecular markers are of interest as compared to cancer, hence the course of the

disease is brie�y summarized in the following to motivate, which structures are pos-

sible targets for imaging the disease progression. Cardiovascular diseases, with more

than 40% the most common cause of death in Germany 2011 [6], are initiated as

early as in the second or third decade of live, even though severe symptoms evolve

usually much later in older patients [79]. Since this disease is particularly a�ected

by the life style, e.g., risk factors include smoking, alcohol drinking, hypertension

and hypercholesterolemia, i.e., a cholesterol rich diet and high body weight, the

course of the disease can be signi�cantly improved if the disease is recognized early.

However, the detection of early atherosclerotic lesions is not trivial to accomplish.

Just recently it has been realized, that atherosclerosis is not a lipid storage disease,

but more appropriately characterized as a chronic in�ammatory disease of the blood

vessel walls [80]. In an early stage, atherosclerosis starts as a in�ammatory process

of the vessel wall initiated by in�ltration of macrophages and T lymphocytes. Sub-

sequently characteristic morphological changes are induced, e.g., wall thickening due

to deposition and accumulation of lipids within the vessel wall.
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Figure 13 � Imaging of model organisms for studying diseases related to the lipid metabolism.
Panel A-C: Foam cell formation is implicated at an early stage of atherosclerosis. The lipid
uptake of macrophages can be studied in detail by CARS microscopy at 2850 cm-1 in vivo. Cell
nuclei and lipid droplets are resolved. Caenorhabditis elegans is a model organism for studying
the lipid metabolism, which can be investigated label-free by TPEF and CARS imaging, panel
D. Single lipid droplets in the intestine are highlighted in red, panel E (white background) at
larger magni�cation.

While in an advanced stage many vessels are a�ected by atherosclerotic deposits,

only high risk plaques, so-called "vulnerable plaques" are surgically treated. Hence,

the di�culty arises to detect the plaques, which are most likely to rupture causing

acute events, e.g, thrombus formation. This risk of plaque rupture depends primar-

ily on the plaque composition [79]. Characteristic structures of a high risk plaque,

a thin-cap �broatheroma (TCFA), include a �brous cap thickness below 65 µm and

a large necrotic or lipid core underneath the cap. Hence, in the following, multi-

modal nonlinear imaging is applied to visualize characteristic structures, which de-
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Figure 14 � Panel A: CARS microscopic image of the cross section of a rabbits artery fed
with a high cholesterol diet. Panel B: magni�ed area marked in panel A shows the structure
of the artery as sketched in panel C: 1: endothelium, 2: atherosclerotic lipid deposit, 3:
elastica interna, 4: tunica media composed of elastic �bers and smooth muscle cells, 5: elastica
externa.(Panel A Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry)

termine the risk of atherosclerotic lesions. To investigate the plaque formation and

structure an animal model is used. Rabbits fed with high cholesterol diet develop

atherosclerotic lesions similar to humans and therefore allow studying the process

of in�ammation of the vessel wall initiating atherosclerosis and the plaque compo-

sition in detail. The cross section of an artery with plaque deposits is displayed in

�gure 14 panel A. The area marked by a white rectangle is enlarged in panel B of

�gure 14 and visualizes the morphology of the artery as illustrated in panel C. The

innermost endothelium (1) separates the plaque (2) from the blood stream. Below

the lipid deposition is a layer of elastic and collagen �bers, the elastica interna (3),

followed by the tunica media consisting of smooth muscle cells and elastic protein

�bers, which is enclosed by the elastica externa, rich in protein �bers.

While the artery architecture is visualized by CARS at 2850 cm-1 only, SHG and

TPEF add information on the molecular composition as illustrated in �gure 15.
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Figure 15 � Multimodal microscopic image combining CARS at 2850 cm-1, SHG and TPEF
for the visualization of a rabbit artery cross section to study the initiation of atherosclerosis
(panel A). In panels B-D the separate channels are displayed. CARS allows visualizing the lipid
component, while SHG highlights collagen and crystalline cholesterol. The TPEF emission is
used to localize elastic protein �bers and oxidized fatty acids. Adapted with permission from
the American Chemical Society, dx.doi.org/10.1021/ac400570w.

The multimodal nonlinear image combining the SHG, TPEF and CARS displayed

in panel A enables discrimination of the plaque, the elastica interna and externa and

the tunica media. The single images are displayed in panels B-D. CARS at 2850 cm-1

highlights the lipid deposits and visualizes the curly protein �bers in elastica intima,

externa and tunica media. TPEF signals arise from the plaque and from the protein

�bers. Fluorescence signals in lipid deposits have been assigned to oxidized lipids

[81], while �uorescence in tunica media and elastic interna and externa is due to

collagen and elastin [82]. The SHG signal from the protein �bers is due to colla-
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gen and actin-myosin of muscle cells [20], while signals in the plaque can also arise

from crystalline cholesterol [21]. Thus, manifold information on plaque structure

and composition, e.g., size, and shape of elastin, collagen and actin-myosin protein

�bers, thickness and density of lipid deposits, the distribution of cholesterol crystals

and oxidized lipids within plaque deposits are assessable by multimodal nonlinear

microscopy.

However, discrimination of SHG and TPEF signals from di�erent marker molecules

emitted at the same signal wavelength is based on knowledge about the abundance

of markers in speci�c tissue structures. By multispectral CARS imaging at multiple

Raman resonances, however, precise assignment of the observed signals to the origi-

nating structure without additional knowledge is possible as illustrated in �gure 16.

In �gure 16 perivascular tissue is imaged by multispectral CARS- and SHG-

microscopy. Periadventitial tissue surrounding the artery contains adipose tissue,

nerves and smaller blood vessels as depicted in panel A. For comparison, the sec-

tion has been subsequently stained with elastica van Giesons (EVG) staining for

the visualization of elastic �bers and collagen. The histologic image is displayed in

panel B of �gure 16. The nonlinear and the histologic images display collagen �bers

and a nerve bundle, which is magni�ed in panel C and lipid droplets and cytoplasm

of adipocytes enlarged in panel D. Collagen �bers are highlighted by SHG and are

better visualized in the nonlinear image than in the histologic image, as evident

from panel D. Here partially strong SHG signal is observed, while there is no signif-

icant di�erence in the staining pattern discernible at the respective locations. The

CARS image at two resonances, 2844 cm-1 and 2942 cm-1, characteristic for CH2-

and CH3-functional groups [83] allows for the discrimination of protein and lipid

structures due to their di�erent ratios of these functional groups. Thus, proteins

appear bluish, while lipids, e.g., triglycerides in lipid droplets of adipocytes and the

lipid rich myelin sheath, are depicted in green (panel C). Hence, CARS imaging at

two spectral positions characteristic for CH2- and CH3-functional groups enables

discrimination of lipids and proteins facilitating the assignment of �uorescence and

SHG signals to protein and lipid structures.

Hence, also in case of imaging CVD requiring visualization of di�erent morphologi-
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Figure 16 � Multispectral CARS microscopy and SHG imaging of a human perivascular tissue
specimen for a detailed insight in structure and composition of adipose tissue. To di�erentiate
protein and lipid component, CARS images at two resonances characteristic for CH2- and
CH3-functional groups at 2844 cm-1 and at 2942 cm-1 are superimposed in panel A (green
and blue) together with SHG of collagen (red). The result agrees well with the EVG image
in panel B. The marked areas are enlarged in panels C and D demonstrating visualization of
myelin sheath (C), a lipid rich protein, lipid stores and the cytoplasm of adipocytes in the
perivascular tissue (D).
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cal structures in comparison to cancer imaging, multi-contrast nonlinear microscopy

visualizes the structure and composition of the arterial vessel wall and disease re-

lated lipid deposits.

In conclusion label-free multimodal nonlinear imaging provides molecular contrast

based on the spatial distribution of endogenous markers as summarized in table 2

enabling visualization of structure and composition, i.e., the morphochemistry, of

normal healthy tissue and disease related structural and chemical alterations in

agreement with the golden standard of staining histopathology.

Table 2 � Overview of marker molecules utilized for SHG, TPEF and CARS imaging.

SHG TPEF CARS

Collagen NAD(P)H Lipids, e.g.,
Actin-Myosin Elastin, Collagen Triglycerides, Cholesterol, Myelin
Crystalline Keratin Proteins, e.g.,
Cholesterol Oxidized Lipids Elastin, Collagen, Keratin

4 Compact Multi-Contrast Imaging Platform

Despite multiple studies have collected convincing data proving multimodal nonlin-

ear imaging a powerful and versatile tool for biomedical diagnostics, application is

still limited to fundamental research and has not yet arrived in clinics. This is due

to the technical complexity of a state-of-the-art nonlinear imaging platform, which

requires regular maintenance and is very sensitive to environmental changes, e.g.,

temperature �uctuations. Furthermore, the instrumentation is expensive, sophisti-

cated to handle and space consuming, while an ideal biomedical imaging tool for

routine diagnostics has to be facile to operate, compact, and rugged. Thus, trans-

lation of the methodology into clinical settings requires developing novel and more

compact instruments. Thus, as illustrated in section 2, in order to optimize the

signal generation e�ciency and contrast for all three modalities, i.e., SHG, TPEF

and CARS, for imaging of animal or human tissue, lasers of very speci�c character-

istics, e.g., 15 ps pulse duration, 4 MHz repetition rate, 1 cm-1 spectral resolution
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operating in the NIR spectral range of 800-1000 nm, are required.

Hence the following technical improvements need to be addressed:

� Development of a compact and robust microscope for biomedical imaging of

native tissue enabling simultaneous detection of SHG, TPEF and CARS sig-

nals and optimized for use in combination with a low power pulsed NIR laser

source. This requires speci�cally:

� Reduced instrument complexity, e.g., minimal alignment

� Optimized NIR transmission for using compact and low power lasers

� Large �eld of view for fast imaging of mm-sized tissue samples at few

seconds per frame and sub-µm spatial resolution

� Simple instrument control and acquisition of high quality image data

� Evaluation of compact tunable multicolour NIR-laser sources for optimized

SHG-TPEF-CARS signal generation, depth penetration and spatial resolution

at minimal sample damage for multimodal nonlinear microscopy according to

the following requirements

� Su�cient average and peak laser power at the specimen for e�cient signal

generation

� Laser spectral tuning enabling multispectral CARS imaging

� Optimal pump to Stokes power ratio 2:1

� High spectral resolution for optimal CARS contrast

� Minimal alignment, rugged, maintenance-free and compact instrument

Therefore, in this section a laboratory multimodal imaging platform is presented in

order to highlight the modi�cations implemented into a compact imaging system

adapted for application in clinics. Subsequently, results from testing compact �ber

lasers for multi-contrast nonlinear microscopy are presented, which are in terms

of the laser characteristics close to the before mentioned optimal parameter set.

The presented results have been partially published in [Meyer et al. 2013 a],

[Baumgartl et al. 2012], [Baumgartl et al. 2012 a], and [Chemnitz et al.

2012].
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4.1 Compact Multimodal Nonlinear Microscope

In order to illustrate, that the equipment currently used for multimodal microscopy

is not suited for use in clinical environment, a typical laboratory setup is depicted

in �gure 17. In panel A the setup is schematically sketched, while a photograph

of the laser source is depicted in panel B. In particular high power ultrafast laser

systems are sensitive to environmental changes, e.g., of temperature or vibrations

and require additional equipment for cooling and power supply. Therefore, these

lasers need to be installed on optical tables within climatised laboratories. In order

Figure 17 � Sketch (panel A) of a laboratory setup for multimodal nonlinear imaging con-
suming signi�cant space, e.g., 1.5 m x 6 m on an optical table, and power and requiring
regular alignment due to long free space beam paths susceptible to temperature changes.
Panel B: laser scanning microscope (left) including the electronic hardware and internal lasers
in the large module (bottom right). In panel C a photograph of the laser system is depicted,
showing the Ti:Sa-Laser on the right in grey and the OPOs in blue. For instrument control
spectrometers and an oscilloscope are needed.
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to illustrate the complexity of a laboratory nonlinear multimodal imaging platform,

the system will be brie�y described in the following. First, the whole setup requires

a large laser table of 1.5 m × 6 m in a climate controlled laser lab for installation

of laser scanning microscope and the three-stage laser system. The �rst stage of the

laser consists of a water cooled 18 W Nd:Vanadate continuous wave laser (Coherent

Verdi-V18) pumped by diode stacks, which is then used to pump a separately water

cooled high power Titanium:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser (Coherent Mira HP) emitting up

to 3 W of laser radiation in the range of 700 to 1000 nm with either 150 fs or 2 ps

pulse duration. In order to force the laser to emit pulsed instead of continuous wave

radiation, the Kerr lens mode locking e�ect of Sapphire is used. High peak intensi-

ties induce a change of the refractive index within the crystal, which focuses the high

intensity part of the laser emission. In the plane of focus a slit is positioned. If the

slit is narrowed, high losses are generated in the unfocused cw part of the laser emis-

sion, favouring pulsed operation. However, to stabilize the pulses, compensation of

the group velocity dispersion is required. In the fs emission regime this is realized by

a prism compressor, while in the ps-regime a Gires-Tournois-Interferometer is used.

The emission is split to pump one or two optical parametric oscillators (APE), which

generate by parametric conversion in a periodically poled Lithium niobate (PPLN)

crystal NIR and IR radiation from 1000 nm to 1600 nm (signal-beam) and 1600 to

3200 nm (idler beam) of several 100 mW power. The pulse duration �ts the length

of the pumping laser pulse. By inserting a second crystal into the OPO cavity for

temperature tuned phase matched second harmonic generation of the signal beam,

visible radiation from 500 to 800 nm can be produced. Spectral tuning is realized by

dispersion blocks in the OPO cavity, which induce temporal separation of the spec-

tral components. Only the wavelength with the same round trip time in the OPO

cavity as featured by the Ti:Sa laser is e�ciently generated. The laser repetition

rate is determined by the cavity length, hence a 76 MHz repetition rate corresponds

to a 4 m laser cavity.

In order to perform CARS imaging, either the output of both OPOs or the output

of one OPO and the Ti:Sa pump laser are recombined and spatially and temporally

overlapped using a mechanical delay line and a dichroic mirror and are directed into
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the entrance port of a laser scanning microscope (LSM510, Zeiss). Adjusting the

mechanical delay is particularly demanding for fs pulses, since 200 fs pulses are only

60 µm long, requiring very careful adjustment. Since the dispersion in glass is on

the order of 10 ps/m [Chemnitz et al. 2012] in the NIR spectral range already

6 mm of additional glass in the beam path result in complete loss of the temporal

overlap of 200 fs pulses, hence changing the microscope objective usually requires

readjustment of the delay line. But also the spatial overlap is critical, since the focus

position of both pump and Stokes laser beam have to coincide in order to generate

the CARS signal, which is di�cult for typical di�raction limited spot sizes down

to sub-µm in the specimen plane. All these facts underline, that adjustment of a

multimodal nonlinear microscope is di�cult. Even small changes in temperature

induce shifting of the laser beam and vanishing of the CARS signal. Hence, after

turning on the laser a waiting time on the order of 1 hour is needed until the ther-

mal equilibrium within the laser system is established. The whole system further

more consumes a signi�cant amount of electrical power, e.g, typically 900 W for the

Verdi-V18 pump laser and up to 5 kW for the laser scanning microscope.

Obviously such a system is anything but well suited to be operated in clinics. The

same holds true for most of the laser platforms utilized for multimodal nonlinear

microscopy or CARS microscopy, which are reviewed in the following. Special focus

is paid on their potential clinical use, e.g., if instrumental miniaturization and re-

duction of maintenance is possible.

When using compact and robust laser sources, the average output power of such

lasers is low compared to conventionally used solid state lasers, which easily provide

several watts of power at 80 MHz repetition rate. Such high laser power can com-

pensate for poor throughput of commercial laser scanning microscope optics, which

are often not adapted to NIR excitation. Microscopes used for CARS imaging alone

or in combination with other modalities for multimodal nonlinear microscopy are

either based on modi�ed laser scanning microscopes or home-built stage scanning

microscopes [41]. The need for fast image acquisition in biomedical imaging is

not met by slow stage scanning systems, even though they are advantageous when

spectra are acquired [59], hence usually laser scanning microscopy is employed for
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investigating tissue [44] allowing for video rate image acquisition [46]. The overall

NIR transmission of such poorly NIR-optimized instruments can be only 10% [84]

or even less. Therefore, a home-built compact laser scanning microscope has been

tailor made to meet both the requirements of low power NIR lasers as well as to ful-

�ll the prerequisites for multimodal nonlinear imaging in clinical settings regarding

small footprint and handling simplicity. The instrument is schematically depicted

in �gure 18 panel A, while a photograph of the instrument in the pathology depart-

ment of the University Hospital Jena is displayed in panel B. It is anticipated, that

apart from compact size, which allows for quick reinstallation on a moving platform,

e.g., for bedside application, also an intuitive and easy instrument control has to be

realized. In order to reach this goal, the system is reduced to the capabilities, which

are required without a�ecting the quality of the image data, e.g., resolution, sensi-

tivity, imaging speed and image contrast. The system is dedicated to multimodal

nonlinear imaging utilizing the nonlinear processes of TPEF, SHG and CARS for

signal generation. Therefore, the instrument does not support more than 4 detection

channels.

The limited number of available options allow for a graphical user interface, which

shows all relevant elements for system control on the screen without hidden menu

items as depicted in �gure 19. Since nonlinear imaging intrinsically con�nes the sig-

nal generation to the laser focus, a confocal instrument design is not required. This

greatly simpli�es the optical layout and improves the transmission. Furthermore,

while confocal systems are limited to the detection of ballistic photons, which is a

with tissue depth exponentially decreasing fraction of all generated signal photons,

in nonlinear microscopy also scattered signal photons can be detected. These lower

scattering losses result in the signi�cantly improved penetration depth of multipho-

ton microscopy [17, 85, 86]. Further strategies to increase the fraction of detected

scattered photons include to enlarge the detector size and to reduce the distance

between specimen and detector. Since nonlinear signals are weak in comparison to

the re�ected laser intensity, which is removed by �ltering, the detection system has

been optimized to the detection of faint signals only. Due to these prerequisites

photomultiplier modules (PMT) combining relatively high quantum e�ciency and
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Figure 18 � Panel A: Sketch of the compact laser scanning microscope and panel B: photo-
graph of the instrument at the department of pathology, University Hospital Jena. Panel A
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry, DOI: 10.1039/C3AN00354J.
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Figure 19 � Screenshot of the graphical user interface for controlling the compact laser
scanning microscope allowing for complete instrument control.

depending on the cathode material su�cient sensitivity in the NIR spectral range

with high signal ampli�cation of 107, a high dynamic range of 1000 and a large

active surface are used for detection. In order to electronically process the wide

dynamic range of intensities provided by the PMT detector, the detection system

has been designed for 16 bit data depth. This allows to use the full dynamic range

of the detectors, hence enables simultaneous detection of weak and bright signals

corresponding to a large range of concentrations. In addition it allows to simplify

the instrument control, since adjustment of the PMT o�set, which corrects for the

voltage dependent dark current, is not required. In order to adapt for low power
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�ber lasers, only the galvanometric scanner, the NIR optimized scan lens and a

dichroic mirror are included in the illumination beam path. Since spatial overlap of

pump and Stokes laser at the focus is critical, the scan lens is based on NIR achro-

matic lenses (Edmund Optics), minimizing chromatic aberrations in the range from

750 to 1100 nm used in combination with a NIR apochromatic corrected microscope

objective (Mitutoyo). Re�ection losses of the scan lens are below 4 % by NIR an-

tire�ective coatings on the lenses in the spectral range from 750 to 1500 nm. The

simple optical layout enabling highest excitation wavelength transmission and signal

detection e�ciency is illustrated in �gure 20. The optical design of the illumination

beam path results in an excellent overall NIR transmission of 60 % from the laser

source onto the specimen, which is excellent, even when compared to an NIR opti-

mized instrument [87], which provides 40 % transmission. The system is described

in depth in chapter 11. Furthermore, the �eld of view is signi�cantly enlarged to

1.4 mm in combination with a 20x objective, which allwos for faster investigation of

large specimens. An impression of the reduced size is given in �gure 18, in particular

when comparing it with �gure 17. The footprint of the whole instrument including

computers for instrument control is less than 1 m2. Important characteristics of the

compact microscope are summarized in table 3.

Table 3 � Summary of the characteristics of the compact nonlinear microscope

Parameter Compact Microscope

Field of View (20×) 1.4× 1.4 mm2

data depth 16 bit

max. number of detectors 4

pixel dwell time range 1-256 µs

image size / pixels 128× 128− 4096× 4096

Footprint 45× 45 cm2

image acquisition speed up to 8 frames/s (128× 128 pixels)

acquisition time (1024× 1024) 1 s
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Figure 20 � Optical layout of the compact microscope constructed for simultaneous TPEF,
CARS and SHG imaging in a clinical setting, hence space and power consumption as well
as alignment requirements are reduced. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry, DOI: 10.1039/C3AN00354J.

A very important part of the microscope in order to reduce size and power require-

ments is a compact laser source. Subsequent to introducing laser sources for both

CARS and multimodal nonlinear imaging, a novel �ber laser concept is presented

in the following, which ideally suits the desired biomedical imaging application.
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4.2 Novel Laser Sources for Multi-Contrast Microscopy

Before presenting a novel approach for a �ber based compact laser suitable for mul-

timodal microscopy, the laser sources applied to CARS microscopy in general and

multimodal imaging are reviewed in the following part.

Historically, the �rst implementation of CARS microscopy relied on synchronized

dye lasers in 1984 [88, 89, 90]. Since introducing the concept of tight focusing in com-

bination with a collinear beam arrangement in 1999 only solid state lasers have been

employed. In this collinear CARS microscopy experiment realized by Zumbusch et

al. in 1999 [41], a 250 kHz repetition rate has been used, which did not allow for

high frame rates. Therefore, subsequent sources were based on 80 MHz laser sys-

tems. Especially in the early years the pulse repetition rate was often lowered by

pulse picking to few MHz. Most widely used laser sources for CARS microscopy

are based on (1) two synchronized Ti:Sa-Lasers [44] with homebuilt synchronization

circuit [91, 92] or using the synchronization electronics provided by the main manu-

facturers Coherent [93, 94] and Spectra Physics [44], (2) a combination of an optical

parametric oscillator (OPO) pumped either by an ultrafast Ti:Sapphire [41, 95] or

Nd:Vanadate laser [46, 96, 97]. In the second approach the OPO generates the tun-

able wavelength by parametric conversion, hence the repetition rate is automatically

synchronized with the pumping oscillator, which reduces experimental complexity

and adjustment requirements considerably.

It was already 2002 recognized, that the complex instrumentation is a major limiting

factor for the methods applicability. To resolve this problem, a single but spectrally

broadband laser source in combination with a pulse shaper has been used instead

[98]. However, in order to realize full spectral coverage of 3000 cm-1 bandwidth and

access the important CH-stretching region, which provides in biological tissue the

highest CARS signal intensity, ultrashort pulses of 5 fs pulse durations have to be

used. These are few cycle lasers, which are extremely sensitive to environmental

changes, e.g., vibrations or temperature �uctuations. In addition, all optical ele-

ments in the beam path cause reduced peak intensity and chirping of the pulse by

dispersion, which has to be compensated for and needs to be adjusted, when optical

elements as the microscope objective are changed. Since the pulse shaper required
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is as complex as a second laser source or OPO, this approach has been found few

applications [99] and is limited to multiplex CARS and CARS spectroscopy allowing

acquisition of the full CARS spectrum [100].

Now it will be discussed, which laser parameters are particularly suited for multi-

modal nonlinear imaging. Solid state lasers typically emit pulses of few hundred fs

to several ps pulse duration at 80 MHz repetition rate. Recombining both lasers on

the sample by careful alignment in space and time enables simultaneous excitation

of nonlinear signals [101]. However, in case of 80 MHz oscillators the three processes,

i.e., CARS, SHG, and TPEF, are either not simultaneously e�ciently excited or the

molecular contrast is reduced. For SHG and TPEF short fs pulses of high peak

power are most e�cient, while for CARS longer pulses �tting the small spectral

linewidth of Raman bands are preferable to optimize the ratio of resonant signal to

nonlinear background. Hence, ps pulses provide higher contrast, but come at the

cost of reduced total signal intensity [102] due to the low peak intensity compared

to a fs-laser of the same average power. To overcome this limitation various laser

sources have been proposed, e.g., performing successively CARS- and TPEF-SHG-

imaging using synchronized ps-lasers for CARS and a fs laser for TPEF and SHG

[82]. Obviously, this approach is technically challenging and does not allow for si-

multaneous acquisition of SHG, TPEF and CARS signals, which is not desirable for

in vivo diagnostics in order to avoid motion artefacts. Alternatively either spectral

resolution by using fs-lasers [97] or SHG and TPEF signal generation e�ciency have

been sacri�ced [103] when using 80 MHz ps lasers. However, if the C-H-stretching

resonance is used for CARS imaging, fs-spectral resolution is su�cient [102] due to

the large spectral width of this band, which is in detail composed of several closely

spaced vibrational resonances [31]. However, the disadvantageous size, complexity

and sensitivity of solid state lasers prevent their widespread application.

The key demand on a laser for coherent Raman imaging is to provide a multicolour

tunable output. Generating di�erent frequencies from a single laser source in an

OPO is based on nonlinear e�ects in low symmetric crystals like LBO or BBO.

However, also optical �bers with crystal like micro-structure named "photonic crys-

tal �bers" (PCF) provide high conversion e�ciencies for nonlinear e�ects and are
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therefore likewise suited for wavelength conversion. Already in a �rst approach in

2003 the pump laser beam at 643 nm was generated in a PCF [104] and recombined

with another fraction of the Ti:Sa-pump laser at 795 nm to probe the aromatic

CH-stretching vibration of polystyrene beads, however requiring long integration

times due to the low peak powers available from the PCF. More e�cient is to use

the supercontinuum of a PCF as Stokes beam for multiplex CARS imaging or spec-

troscopy [105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110].

However, optical �bers do not only provide an e�cient way for wavelength con-

version. When the �bers are specially doped, they can be used as a gain medium

allowing for ultracompact and environmentally stable �ber laser sources. These

�ber lasers are due to their small size and long gain medium, which allows for high

ampli�cations and beam quality, promising sources to succeed current solid state

lasers. Therefore, �ber lasers have been employed to substitute current solid state

lasers for pumping conventional OPOs [111]. However, as mentioned above, PCFs

provide also an e�cient way of �ber based wavelength conversion, hence research

has focused on �ber integration of the CARS pump laser as well as using a nonlinear

�ber for frequency conversion and wavelength tuning. Di�erent nonlinear processes

in �bers can be utilized to generate a synchronized output at a di�erent wavelength.

These processes are supercontiuun generation [112], which is a combination of sev-

eral nonlinear e�ects like self phase modulation, soliton generation, soliton �ssion

and dispersive wave generation, soliton generation alone [113, 114] or four wave

mixing (FWM) [115, 116]. The laser sources developed by Krauss et al.[113] and

Pegoraro et al.[114], both published in 2009, provide �ber integrated tunable lasers.

However, both laser concepts rely on free space optics to overlap pump and Stokes

pulses spatially and temporally, and su�er from relatively low spectral resolution

and power for the tunable Stokes beam. The source presented by Zhai et al. [115]

represents a �ber OPO system, utilizing a PCF in an resonator to generate signal

and idler beams by FWM. Hence, except for replacing the nonlinear crystal by a

PCF, the concept is similar to the one of Kieu et al. [111]. Also in this case the

power output of the OPO is limited to few mW at 50 MHz repetition rate, the spec-

tral resolution is poor due to 100 fs pulse duration and free space optics for beam
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recombination are still required.

By seeding the FWM process Lefrancois et al. realized a higher spectral resolution

of 15 cm-1 in parallel to an output power of more than 150 mW at 54 MHz repetition

rate, which su�ces to be used as pump beam. Even spectral tuning across 500 cm-1

has been realized. However, the signal of the PCF is recombined in space and time

with another fraction of the pump �ber laser, still requiring additional free space

optics for alignment. Furthermore, due to the short pulse duration of 2 ps, adjust-

ment of the temporal overlap when changing microscope objectives is required.

Another �ber based approach relaxes the requirement for aligning the temporal

pulse overlap by using longer pulses of 35 ps duration at a reduced repetition rate

of approximately 13 MHz to balance the loss of peak power due to the longer pulse

duration [87]. Here, a fast electronically tunable ps Stokes laser is combined with

a �ber laser at 1080 nm driven by the same electronics for synchronization. This

approach allows for high speed spectrum acquisition of CARS spectra at 0.5 cm-1

spectral resolution. However, the tuning range is limited to the CH-stretching range

from 2700 to 2950 cm-1. Due to the excitation in the NIR, i.e., the pump wavelength

is around 800 nm, TPEF of auto�uorescing molecules is less e�ectively excited in

addition to the fact, that the Stokes wavelength at 1524-1608 nm is already a�ected

by stronger water absorption in tissue as evident from �gure 4.

Based on the known speci�cations deduced from multimodal nonlinear microscopy

utilizing a conventional laser source [Meyer et al. 2011], [Meyer et al. 2013]

and on the optimal parameters as introduced in section 2 a di�erent �ber laser

source has been developed at the Institute of Applied Physics in Jena as depicted

in �gure 21.

It di�ers from all beforehand mentioned concepts, since signal, idler and residual

pump wavelength emitted from the PCF are used for CARS imaging directly, as

depicted in panel A. This laser concept provides two important advantages: First,

the low repetition rate of 1...2 MHz and the long ps pulse duration of 25...100 ps

emitted from the same �ber results in perfect spatial overlap of pump and Stokes

wavelength. Second, due to the long pulse duration, the temporal overlap of pump

and Stokes pulses is almost not a�ected by dispersion, which is on the order of below
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10 ps/m [Chemnitz et al. 2012]. Hence, a delay line is dispensable. Therefore,

this arrangement simpli�es adjustment greatly and allows for the �rst time a �ber

based setup without any free space optics [Baumgartl et al. 2012 a]. Addition-

ally, due to precisely balancing repetition rate and pulse duration, at acceptable

average powers of below 30 mW at the specimen similar peak power as compared

to a few 100 fs 80 MHz laser can be realized. This is due to the fact, that lowering

Figure 21 � Panel A: Schematic layout of the all-�ber laser concept [Baumgartl et al. 2012
a]. Panel B: Photograph of a similar �ber laser used for CARS microscopy. The footprint is
only 30 cm by 60 cm. Panel A is reproduced by permission of The Optical Society, Optics
Express, 20(19) 21013 (2012).
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the repetition rate by a factor of 80 is compensated by the longer pulse duration of

25 ps, which directly corresponds to a 300 fs 80 MHz system of the same average

power.

Hence, the beforehand mentioned discrepancy of either e�ciently excite SHG and

TPEF or provide high resonant contrast for CARS, which applies for 80 MHz laser

sources, is resolved when using 25 ps lasers at 1-2 MHz repetition rate. Therefore,

apart from their striking simplicity, this laser concept enables simultaneous high

spectral resolution CARS- and high e�cient TPEF- and SHG-signal generation. As

demonstrated by [Chemnitz et al. 2012], by seeding the FWM process the spec-

tral resolution can be increased to 1 cm-1 in combination with spectral tunability

from 1200 to 3800 cm-1 except for a small spectral gap in the silent vibrational spec-

tral region around 2000 cm-1, which is not relevant for label-free imaging. Hence, this

tuning range compares well with alternatively realized tunable �ber based sources

for multimodal imaging, which provide tuning ranges of 1050-2220 cm-1 [115], 2700-

2950 cm-1 [87], 1100-3800 cm-1 [113] or 2400-3400 cm-1 [114], respectively. The �ber

lasers are in depth described in the chapters 8, 9, 10 and results from using these

laser sources for biomedical imaging are presented therein.

In order to illustrate the performance of the microscope in comparison with a labo-

ratory nonlinear imaging platform, the same thin tissue sections of human HNSCC

specimen as described in detail in section 3 have been imaged utilizing di�erent imag-

ing setups, e.g., di�erent lasers and microscopes. The tested laser sources include a

2 ps Ti:Sa-Laser in combination with an OPO as described at the beginning of this

section, a pulsed Nd:Vanadate laser (HighQ lasers) of 7 ps pulse duration in combi-

nation with an OPO, a compact tunable �ber laser similar to the source described

in [113] (Toptica) and �nally the novel light source developed by at the Institute of

Applied Physics, FSU Jena. The results are displayed in �gure 22. The standard

system consisting of a laser scanning microscope and Ti:Sa-OPO system operating

in the VIS-spectral range has been used as a reference. The images obtained with

this instrument are displayed in the �rst column, while the other columns present

images acquired using the compact home-built instrument in combination with the

di�erent laser sources mentioned above.
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Figure 22 � In order to illustrate the performance of the compact CARS microscope utilizing
several laser sources, CARS microscopic images of HNSCC tissue samples at the aliphatic
CH-stretching vibration of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1 are compared to images from the
same specimen acquired using the laboratory system. Further images of these samples are
depicted in �gures 7, 8 and 9. The microscope used to acquire the images is indicated on
the top, while the laser source is stated below. First row: benign epithelium, individual cells
and nuclei are discernible, sample of an oropharyngeal site. Second row: HNSCC tumor nest
embedded in connective tissue, oropharyngeal site. Third row: boundary of dysplastic and
benign epithelium, laryngeal site. Scale bar 100 µm

In the �rst row benign epithelium and in the second row a tumor nest of a grade

IV HNSCC both of an oropharyngeal site are displayed, while the transition region

from benign epithelium to connective tissue and dysplastic epithelium at a laryngeal

site is visualized in the third row. As evident, the compact laser scanning micro-

scopes retrieves image data of similar quality as compared to the commercial LSM.
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In the �rst row of �gure 22 single epithelial cells are clearly resolved. A tumor

nest invasively growing into the connective tissue characterized by slightly higher

lipid content is similarly discernible in the second row. The higher lipid content

of benign epithelium in contrast to dysplasia and surrounding connective tissue is

also reproduced in all con�gurations (third row). The image quality of di�erent

laser sources working at similar wavelengths and characterized by spectral widths

of similar magnitude is comparable in combination with the same microscope, as

evident by comparing the second to fourth column of �gure 22, even though the ra-

tio of pump and Stokes laser intensity, the spectral widths as well as repetition rate

and average powers are slightly di�erent as summarized in table 4. When precisely

Table 4 � Overview of the lasers and their characteristics tested for CARS imaging. ∆ν̃-
spectral width, λPump-wavelength of pump laser, λStokes-wavelength of Stokes laser, P(pump),
P(Stokes) - output power of pump and Stokes laser, E/pump pulse - energy per pump laser
pulse.

Parameter Coherent
VIS

Coherent
NIR

Toptica IAP

repetition rate 76 MHz 76 MHz 40 MHz 1 MHz
pulse duration 2 ps 2 ps 1 ps 30 - 100 ps
∆ν̃ 20 cm2 20 cm2 10 cm2 40 cm2

λPump 670 nm 775 nm 775 nm 795 nm
λStokes 830 nm 995 nm 995 nm 1032 nm
P(Pump) (output) < 300 mW > 1 W 130 mW 25 mW
P(Stokes) (output) > 1 W 50 mW 3-5 mW > 100 mW
E/pump pulse 4 nJ 13 nJ 3.25 nJ 25 nJ

comparing the images, some di�erences are apparent. Firstly, slightly greater pulse-

to-pulse laser power �uctuation due to multiple �ber ampli�er stages as sketched in

�gure 21 of the �ber laser translates into larger noise in comparison to solid state

lasers. However, this noise is not large and therefore not apparent at �rst sight.

Secondly, due to the low pulse repetition rate of 1 MHz, there is a weak periodic

noise pattern, since the laser repetition rate is of similar magnitude as compared

to the data acquisition rate of 1 MHz, which is 500 kHz low pass �ltered preceding

analogue to digital conversion. Therefore, the noise does not signi�cantly deteriorate
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the image quality, which is also demonstrated in �gures 13 panels A-C, 14 panels A

and B, 15, 16 and 27. However, the apparent advantages of the �ber laser concept,

e.g., adjustment simplicity, signal generation e�ciency, spectral resolution, clearly

dominate.

Hence, the presented microscopic system in combination with the compact low

repetition rate �ber laser is a promising instrument for clinical diagnostics.

5 Interpretation of Multimodal Image Data

Even though the information extracted from multimodal image data correlates with

tissue characteristics routinely assessed by staining histopathology as illustrated in

section 3, the origin of the observed image contrast is di�erent, e.g., due to the distri-

bution of endogenous markers. In order to provide the basis for disease recognition,

the expression of molecular markers needs to be correlated with disease progression.

Therefore, research is ongoing in order to understand the molecular basis of the ob-

served endogenous image contrast, which potentially provides additional insight in

biochemical mechanisms associated with disease status. In this chapter work on the

interpretation of multimodal image data is presented, focusing on relating the en-

dogenous image contrast to compositional changes. For the endogenous TPEF and

SHG-active markers, correlations of marker signal with disease status have been

analyzed, e.g., correlating the increased NADH auto�uorescence in dysplasia with

the altered metabolic activity [70] or evaluating disease induced modi�cations of

collagen structure [117, 118, 119]. For CARS microscopy, however, systematic stud-

ies on the connection of disease induced molecular changes and the observed signal

are at the beginning, hence, the presented work focuses primarily on approaches to

interpret the observed CARS image contrast:

� Investigation of the origin of reduced CARS signal intensity within the C-H-

stretching spectral region, which enables the detection of cell nuclei and can

be employed to automatically extract quantitative information, e.g, the cell

density, average size and shape of nuclei, the nucleus to cytoplasmic ratio.

� Development of methods to di�erentiate multiple CARS markers utilizing mul-

tispectral CARS imaging in the C-H-stretching spectral region and determi-
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nation of the optimal imaging parameters, e.g., the optimal spectral resolution

for discrimination of multiple marker molecules.

The data presented in this section has been published in [Meyer et al. 2012] &

[Meyer et al. 2013 b].

5.1 The Origin of CARS Contrast for Cell Nuclei Detection

As demonstrated for epithelial and brain tissue, cell nuclei can be detected by lower

CARS intensity at 2850 cm-1 at the location of the cell nuclei in contrast to the

surrounding cytoplasm. In order to analyze the origin of this contrast, a brain

metastasis of a squamous cell carcinoma specimen has been investigated by CARS

at 2850 cm-1 and Raman imaging and the results are compared to H&E staining

in �gure 23. In the �rst row the image of the successively H&E-stained section is

depicted in panel A, while the CARS image is visualized in panel B, which provides

contrast suitable for the automated detection of cell nuclei and cell bodies [120].

The results from image analysis are presented in panels C and D for the detection

of cell nuclei and cells, respectively.

For comparison, a parallel section was analyzed by Raman imaging and subse-

quently vertex component analysis has been performed within the C-H-stretching

vibrational spectral region. Two components VC 1 and VC 2 have been retrieved.

The corresponding spectra are plotted in panel E. While VC 1 is characterized by

high Raman intensity at the aliphatic CH-stretching vibration of methylene groups

at 2850 cm-1 characteristic for lipids, spectral signatures at 2930 cm-1, which are

characteristic for methyl groups, contribute primarily to VC 2. The corresponding

abundance map of VC 1 is displayed in panel F, while the abundance map of VC 2 is

depicted in panel G. As evident, the image in panel F agrees with the CARS image

in panel B proving, that the Raman signals at 2850 cm-1 are lower at the location

of the cell nuclei. The contrast is inverted in the abundance map of VC 2, i.e., the

Raman intensity at 2930 cm-1 is higher at the location of nuclei than within the

surrounding cytoplasm, as displayed in panel G. In panel H the subsequently H&E

stained histologic image is displayed for comparison. Both VC 1 and VC 2 can be

used for the detection of cell nuclei, but only the Raman signal at 2850 cm-1 com-
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Figure 23 � Comparison of a subsequently H&E stained section (panel A) with the CARS
image (2850 cm-1) (B) of a human carcinoma brain metastasis enabling detection of individual
cells and nuclei. The image contrast allows for the automated detection of cells and cell nuclei
displayed in panels C and D. The molecular basis of the CARS image contrast allowing cell
nuclei detection is analyzed by Raman imaging in the CH-stretching spectral region of a
parallel section displayed in panels E-H. Panel E: vector component analysis (VCA) of the
Raman data retrieves two spectral components VC 1 and 2. Panel F: The contrast of the
abundance map of VC 1 is similar to the CARS image, above in panel B, substantiating that
cell nuclei detection in CARS is due to the on average lower Raman intensity at 2850 cm-1

in the nucleus with respect to the surrounding cytoplasm, which is associated with the lipid
component. Panel G: VC 2 corresponding to CH-stretching vibrations of CH and CH3 groups
provides positive nuclei contrast. The H&E image (H) is depicted for comparison. Adapted
with kind permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, J. Biophotonics 5(10),
729�733 (2012).

plies with the CARS image. Hence, the observed CARS image contrast enabling the

detection of cell nuclei is based on the lower abundance of CH2-functional groups

in the nucleus in comparison to the cytoplasm, i.e., the lipid content in cell nuclei

is lower than in the cytoplasm.

5.2 Interpretation of Multispectral CARS Data

In this section it is outlined, how the multiplexing capabilities of CARS microscopy

can be employed to analyze the spatial distribution of multiple Raman active marker
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molecules. This is important for disease diagnostics, since exogenous labelling is dif-

�cult to apply. Therefore, endogenous markers need to be used. In human and

animal tissue there is only a limited set of endogenous SHG- or TPEF-active molec-

ular markers available, since the molecular properties required for generation of

SHG and TPEF signals, e.g., non-inversion symmetric structure in case of SHG

and auto�uorescence in case of TPEF, are rare in tissue. Therefore, the chemical

composition can be only partially analyzed by SHG and TPEF microscopy alone.

Coherent Raman imaging can be used to overcome this limitation allowing to use

many molecular markers, i.e., all Raman active molecules. However, in order to

exploit this advantage, multispectral CARS data needs to be collected, since deter-

mining the number N of marker molecules labelled from the CARS signal at a single

wavenumber position is not possible (see equation 10).

In the following, a novel approach to analyze multispectral CARS image data is

presented. Since the largest CARS signals are generated within the C-H-stretching

spectral region, this spectral part is primarily employed for CARS imaging. However,

the most frequent biomolecules, e.g., proteins, triglycerides, DNA, contain CH2- and

CH3-functional groups. Therefore, their Raman and CARS spectra are spectrally

overlapping in this wavenumber range as depicted in case of Raman spectra in �g-

ure 3 for triglycerides and proteins. Therefore, analytic methods are required to

disentangle the spectral contributions of di�erent markers in order to determine the

composition. Recently spectral decomposition algorithms used for Raman imaging

have been employed to CARS and SRS data [121, 122].

In the following an alternative powerful approach is presented, which is based on

colocalization analysis, originally developed for the analysis of multichannel �u-

orescence data in order to separate multiple �uorescence labels with overlapping

�uorescence emission spectra[123]. The basic idea is, that pixels of similar color are

occupied by the same molecules and the brightness of the pixel is a measure of con-

centration. In order to explain the principle, CARS imaging at two resonances ω1

and ω2 is considered. The CARS images at two resonances ω1 and ω2 are assigned to

the blue and green image channel. The frequency scatter plot is the two-dimensional

histogram of this two-channel image, which is a three-dimensional plot, depicted in
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�gure 24. Along the axes of the plot the intensity ICARS(ω1/2) in each channel is

plotted, while the brightness of an individual pixel in the plot corresponds to the

number of pixels in the originating two color CARS image characterized by the

corresponding pair of intensity values at ICARS(ω1) and ICARS(ω2). A pixel occu-

pied by a single Raman active substance labelled 'a' is characterized by the CARS

intensities ICARS
a (ω̃1) and ICARS

a (ω̃2) at the frequencies ω̃i can be interpreted as a

vector in the frequency scatter plot according to equation 16, which depends on the

susceptibility of the substance a (equation 9).
ICARS
a (ω̃1)

ICARS
a (ω̃2)


∝


|χnr + χr

a(ω̃1)|2

|χnr + χr
a(ω̃2)|2


(16)

This CARS intensity pair is according to equation 10 related to number of molecules

Na weighted by the polarizability αa(ω̃) of the molecule a at the frequency ω̃i shown

in equation 17:
ICARS
a (ω̃1)

ICARS
a (ω̃2)


∝ N2

a ·

α2
a(ω̃1)

α2
a(ω̃2)
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+2Na · χnr ·

αa(ω̃1)

αa(ω̃2)
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+χ2
nr


1

1


  

(3)

(17)

Hence, the position in the frequency scatter is directly related to the number of

marker molecules a weighted by the polarizability αa of the molecule a at the

wavenumber positions ω̃1 and ω̃2. There are three vectorial components:

(1) the �rst component depends on the square of number of molecules and domi-

nates for high concentrations and when the polarizability is large in comparison to

the nonresonant background.

(2) The second vectorial component is linear in the number of molecules Na and

dominates for low concentrations or large nonresonant background or small polariz-

ability αa.

(3) The third component is the lowest observable pixel intensity, which is determined

by the nonresonant nonlinear background χnr and does not contain any molecular

information.

In case of a pure linear concentration dependence, the pixels occupied by a single
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marker a would be arranged along a line, e.g., along component (2), but due to the

nonlinear concentration dependence of CARS, the pixels in the frequency scatter

plot occupied by the same marker a bend to the right for higher concentrations of

this marker a, as displayed in �gure 24. This is also observed experimentally in

�gures 26 panel B and 27 panel C.

Figure 24 � Correlation of the molecular structure and the scatter plot, a 2D-histogram of
CARS images at two resonances ω1 and ω2. The origin of the pixel cloud is determined by the
nonresonant background χnr, if noise from the detection electronics is neglected. Each pixel
corresponds to a pair of intensities at both CARS resonances, which is related to the molecules
polarizability α at the resonance ω̃i and the number density Na. Due to the interference of
resonant and nonresonant signal, two vectorial contributions linear and quadratic in number
density determine the position, which is why the scatter plot point cloud of a molecule is
not linear, but slightly bend. When the spectral di�erences are large enough, two substances
a and b cluster in separate regions of the scatter plot and allow locating both molecular
markers in the original image. The separation angle φ increases for high spectral resolution
measurements.
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The relationship between pixel position in the two-dimensional histogram and the

molecule speci�c parameters, i.e., number of molecules Na and polarizability αa is

displayed in �gure 24.

Here two additional parameters are displayed, the angles θ1, θ2 and φ. The angle

θ, the pointing direction of the vectorial component (2) is a measure of the polariz-

ability ratio αa at the wavenumber positions ω̃1 and ω̃2.

sin θ1 =
α2
a(ω̃1)

α2
a(ω̃2)

sin θ2 =
αa(ω̃1)

αa(ω̃2)
(18)

Component (2) points in direction 2θ, since it contains the square of the direction

of component (2). The third component (3) is a displacement along the diagonal of

the frequency scatter plot. Since the direction of the vectors in the frequency scatter

plot is determined by the molecule speci�c polarization, the location in the plot is

similarly a characteristic of the molecule a. This is depicted exemplarily for another

molecule b, which is characterized by the polarizability αb(ωi), thus pixels occupied

by substance b cluster in another area of the two-dimensional histogram as depicted.

Hence, the Raman active marker molecules a and b concentrate in di�erent areas

of the plot, as depicted in �gure 24, which are separated by the angle φ, which is

determined by the molecules polarizability. In the region, in which the linear term

(2) dominates, the angle φ is given by:

φ = θb − θa (19)

Therefore, spectral separation in the frequency scatter plot is directly related to

di�erent polarizabilities, hence a molecular characteristic.

In the following, this image analysis approach is illustrated by separating protein

from triglyceride contributions in multispectral CARS images. CARS images at two

Raman resonances characteristic for methyl and methylene functional groups, i.e., at

2850 cm-1 and at 2930 cm-1, are used. First the molecular basis of the discrimination

of molecules by vibrational spectroscopy is illustrated in �gure 25. The tissue speci-

men contains triglyceride depositions within adipocytes and protein �bers. Triglyc-

erides and proteins are discernible by the abundance of CH2- and CH3-functional
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groups, which is the basis of discriminating triglycerides from proteins within the

C-H-stretching spectral region. In �gure 26 panel A a two dimensional plot of the

Figure 25 � The structural basis of di�erentiating biomolecules within the C-H-stretching
vibrational spectral region is depicted here in case of adipose tissue containing lipid deposits
and protein �bers of the connective tissue. The structure of major biomolecules, e.g., triglyc-
erides and proteins, incorporates di�erent amounts of methylene and methyl groups, which
allows for CARS spectroscopic discrimination, when two resonances characteristic for CH2-
and CH3-functional groups are imaged.

number of methylene and methyl groups per molecule is displayed. Along the x-axis

the number of CH3-groups is plotted, while the number of CH2-groups is displayed

along the y-axis. Fatty acids as major building blocks of triglycerides are character-

ized by a high ratio of CH2-CH3 functional groups of ten to 16 for the most frequent

fatty acids, e.g., stearic, palmitic and oleic acid. Proteins on the contrary are on

average characterized by a CH2-CH3-ratio of 2 when taking into account the abun-

dance of all amino acids and their composition. Some amino acids, e.g., Alanin and

Leucin, are plotted for comparison. As evident, both groups of biomolecules cluster

in di�erent areas of this plot of structural characteristics. This structural di�erence

is used to discern triglycerides from proteins by multispectral CARS imaging.

Due to the higher CH2-CH3-ratio, triglycerides are characterized by a larger CARS

intensity ratio ICARS(CH2)-ICARS(CH3), than proteins, hence, lipids occupy the
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Figure 26 � A: Number of methylene and methyl groups plotted for selected fatty acids and
amino acids, the building blocks of proteins and triglycerides. On average the CH2-CH3-ratio
is 2 in proteins and larger than 10 in triglycerides, which is the basis for discerning proteins
and triglycerides CARS microscopically. B: 2D-histogram, i.e., frequency scatter plot, of two
CARS images at 2850 cm-1 (CH2) and 2930 cm-1 (CH3) of an artery section showing two
separate pixel groups assigned to lipid and protein according to the CH2-CH3-intensity ratios
in agreement with the molecular structure depicted in panel A.

upper left region of the frequency scatter plot marked in �gure 26 panel B, while

proteins dominated image pixels cluster in the lower right part of the plot. The fre-

quency scatter plot is calculated from CARS images of the cross section of an artery

of a rabbit fed with a high cholesterol diet which were acquired at 2850 cm-1 and

2924 cm-1, which are characteristic for CH2- and CH3-functional groups [83]. Dark

pixels correspond to a high abundance of the respective intensity pair. Backproject-

ing of areas of the frequency scatter plot onto the original image allows localizing

the protein and lipid pixels, which is exemplarily demonstrated in the following.

In order to demonstrate the application of this method for analyzing the composi-

tion of complex tissues, an artery section of a rabbit model for atherosclerosis has

been investigated by multispectral CARS imaging at 2850 cm-1 (green, CH2) and

2924 cm-1 (blue, CH2, see panel A) and SHG microscopy (panel B) displayed in

�gure 27. By multimodal imaging using CARS at one resonance only, one cannot
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Figure 27 � The principle of analyzing the tissue composition by multimodal microscopy
incorporating multispectral CARS imaging is depicted in this �gure. Here an artery section
of an animal model for atherosclerosis (rabbit model) is imaged by CARS microscopy at two
resonances, i.e., 2850 cm-1 (green, CH2) and 2924 cm

-1 (blue, CH3) in panel A, the SHG signal
is depicted in red in panel B (white background). To determine the SHG active structure in the
lipid deposits and in the elastica externa (bottom), the 2D-histogram of the CARS images (C)
is analyzed, showing two distinct signal groups, i.e., proteins and lipids. By backprojecting the
marked areas in the scatter plot onto the original CARS image, the plaque is identi�ed as pure
lipid structure, while the tunica media and the elastica externa are low and high intense protein
structures. Hence, the SHG source in the plaque is an oxidized lipid, while it is collagen in
the elastica externa. Adapted with permission from dx.doi.org/10.1021/ac400570w American
Chemical Society.

discern between proteins and lipids spectroscopically (see �gure 15). Similarly by

SHG microscopy alone it is not possible to discriminate SHG signals from di�erent

molecules, since the emission wavelength is identical. However, this can be ac-

complished by CARS imaging at 2850 cm-1 characteristic for CH2 and at 2924 cm-1

characteristic for CH3-functional groups. The composite CARS image showing CH2

in green and CH3 in blue is depicted in panel A, while the corresponding frequency
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scatter plot is displayed in panel C of �gure 27 and the SHG signal is displayed in

red in panel B. The frequency scatter plot enables discrimination of two clusters of

pixels:

(1) is due to the larger CH2-CH3-CARS signal ratio assigned to lipids. (2, 3) are

due to the smaller CH2-CH3-CARS intensity ratio assigned to proteins in agree-

ment with the respective molecular structure (�gure 26 panel A). By backprojecting

the areas labelled 1-3 onto the original CARS image, the spatial distribution of this

groups of pixels is retrieved as displayed in the second row of �gure 27 panels 1-3:

(1) Lipid deposits are localized in the atherosclerotic lesion.

(2) Low intense protein contributions originate protein �bers of the tunica media,

e.g, elastin of the elastic vessel wall, collagen �bers and actin-myosin of the smooth

muscle cells. (3) High intense protein pixels originate in the tunica externa contain-

ing large amounts of collagen.

Hence, the multispectral CARS data enables to identify the source of SHG and

TPEF signals, which is demonstrated for the SHG signal in the following. Within

the plaque, no intense protein structures have been detected, therefore the source

of SHG in this area is possibly a lipid, e.g., crystalline cholesterol [21]. The strong

SHG signal in the elastica externa, however, is unambiguously assigned to a protein

structure, i.e., collagen. Hence, multispectral CARS imaging enables assignment of

TPEF, SHG signals to the originating molecule. However, as discussed in detail in

[Meyer et al. 2013 b], in order to use co-localization analysis most e�ectively,

high spectral resolution CARS measurements need to be performed, since the sepa-

ration of the clusters in the frequency scatter plot decreases with increasing spectral

width.

In summary, image analysis based on colocalization is a powerful tool for interpret-

ing multispectral CARS data in the C-H-stretching region allowing analyzing the

spatial distribution of multiple Raman active marker molecules in complex tissue.
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6 Conclusion & Outlook

Driven by the demand for novel molecular imaging tools enabling label-free in vivo

visualization of tissue structure and composition with subcellular spatial resolution

in the biomedical sciences, multimodal nonlinear imaging has matured to a promising

technique capable to �t these demands over the past years. This progress is directly

related to the shift in medicine from �ghting infectious diseases towards clinical

patterns, which are not caused by pathogens, either so-called lifestyle induced dis-

eases, e.g., atherosclerosis, or diseases originating from molecular changes within the

body, e.g., malignant tumors. As illustrated, multimodal nonlinear imaging combin-

ing SHG, TPEF and CARS signals for tissue analysis constitutes a versatile imaging

tool for a wide range of disease patterns. Moreover, nonlinear microscopy provides

insight into the tissue structure beyond the pure visualization of morphology: Mul-

ticontrast microscopy allows determining the tissue composition, i.e., visualizing the

distribution of molecular markers. As summarized in section 3, the structural in-

formation retrieved from multimodal images compares well with the current golden

standard of staining histopathology, as illustrated for epithelial and connective tis-

sue of the head and neck, benign and malignant brain tissue as well as tissue of the

blood vessels.

In the course of the presented work, for three disease entities, i.e., (i) head and

neck squamous cell carcinoma, (ii) brain tumors and (iii) cardiovascular diseases,

systematic studies on a representative set of samples of unlabelled dried thin tissue

sections have been performed to evaluate which parameters are accessible by com-

bining SHG, TPEF and CARS imaging modalities.

(i) In case of HNSCC detection of a large set of morphological changes associated

with the process of carcinogenesis and therefore required for grading of HNSCC has

been demonstrated, e.g., architectural changes including loss of epithelial strati�ca-

tion, cell density, the integrity of the basement membrane and dyskeratosis as well

as cytologic changes like the nucleus to cytoplasmic ratio, cell and nuclear size and

shape and the polarity of basal cells.

(ii) In case of brain tissue the architecture of benign brain tissue has been visual-
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ized, e.g., white matter, the individual layers of the grey matter and the arachnoid

membrane, in addition to the detection of single cells. Disease induced alterations

have been determined as demonstrated for common brain tumors, i.e., glioma and

lymphoma, as well as secondary tumors, i.e., cancer brain metastases.

(iii) For cardiovascular diseases, speci�cally atherosclerosis, beyond visualization of

the morphology of the vessel wall and the plaque deposits, major molecular con-

stituents have been identi�ed, i.e., elastic protein �bers composed of elastin and

collagen were detected in the vessel wall, whereas in addition to triglycerides, oxi-

dized lipids and crystalline cholesterol were detected within the plaques.

While the number of TPEF and SHG markers is limited, multispectral CARS imag-

ing enables a further extension of the available set of molecular markers. Imaging at

two resonances characteristic for CH2- and CH3-functional groups allows discerning

lipids and proteins and enables to assign the origin of SHG signals to crystalline

cholesterol or collagen.

While the morphological information is in agreement with results from staining

histopathology, label-free imaging provides furthermore direct access to disease re-

lated changes in the molecular composition. However, the diagnostic relevance of

the additional information about chemical alterations associated with disease pro-

gression is not yet determined, since so far only proof-of-principle studies have been

performed on a limited number of samples. This results primarily from the big

technical challenges connected to clinical translation of these sophisticated imaging

techniques.

Therefore, from a clinical perspective another important aspect is the successful im-

plementation of the instrumentation into a compact and rugged platform without

compromising the image quality. In order to bridge this gap, i.e., to translate the

methodology into clinics, in the course of this work a compact microscope has been

developed. The instrument provides an exceptionally large �eld of view and highest

transmission of 70% for NIR radiation up to 1500 nm. The high optical through-

put enables using novel ultra compact, adjustment-free �ber laser light sources of

modest average power, which are insensitive to environmental changes, e.g., tem-

perature variations and vibrations, and are, therefore, of high importance for the
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demonstration of a working system in clinics. Furthermore, using NIR radiation for

excitation is an indispensable prerequisite in order to minimize phototoxic e�ects

and maximize the depth penetration in native tissue.

The presented microscope provides qualitatively similar image data as compared to

a standard laboratory system but at greatly reduced instrument size, power con-

sumption, adjustment requirements and instrumental complexity, readily suited for

clinical testing in the near future.

According to the interpretation of CARS images, it has been shown, that the ob-

served CARS image contrast, which enables the detection of cell nuclei, is based on

the chemical composition of tissue. Furthermore, a novel image analysis approach

has been presented, which allows to derive the spatial distribution of Raman active

markers from multispectral CARS images.

In the course of this work, multimodal nonlinear microscopy combining SHG, TPEF

and (multispectral) CARS imaging has been successfully applied to investigate struc-

ture along with the composition, e.g., the morphochemistry, of tissue and disease

associated changes for three prevalent disease patterns. In parallel tools for image

analysis and interpretation have been developed and ideal parameters for the e�-

cient combination of the three imaging modalities have been derived. On this basis

a compact microscopic platform has been developed suited for clinical application.

Hence in future work extended testing of the methodology on larger sets of specimens

need to be performed. To mature into a clinical imaging tool, miniaturization of the

multimodal nonlinear microscopy equipment is required, ideally enabling integration

into endoscopes in the near future.
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Abstract

Contemporary brain tumour research focuses on two challenges: First, tumour typ-

ing and grading by analyzing excised tissue is of utmost importance for choosing a

therapy. Secondly for prognostication the tumour has to be removed as completely

as possible. Nowadays, histopathology of excised tissue using haematoxylin-eosine

staining is the golden standard for the de�nitive diagnosis of surgical pathology spec-

imens. However, it is neither applicable in vivo, nor does it allow for precise tumour

typing in those cases when only non-representative specimens are procured. IR and

Raman spectroscopy, allow for very precise cancer analysis due to their molecular

speci�city, while nonlinear microscopy is a suitable tool for rapid imaging of large

tissue sections. Here, unstained samples from the brain of a domestic pig have

been investigated by a multimodal nonlinear imaging approach combining coherent

anti-Stokes Raman scattering, second harmonic generation and two photon excited

�uorescence microscopy. Furthermore, a brain tumour specimen was additionally

analyzed by linear Raman and FTIR imaging for a detailed assessment of the tissue

types that is required for classi�cation and to validate the multimodal imaging ap-

proach. Hence label-free vibrational microspectroscopic imaging is a promising tool

for fast and precise in vivo diagnostics of brain tumours.

KEY WORDS: Raman microspectroscopy; coherent anti-Stokes Raman scatter-

ing microscopy; infrared microspectroscopy; nonlinear imaging; multiphoton mi-

croscopy; brain tumor.
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Introduction

Even though brain cancers are not among the most common types of cancer account-

ing for approximately 3% of all tumors [1], the therapy of brain tumors is a very

important issue. First, they are especially abundant in children and adolescents.

Here 22.9% of all cancers diagnosed originate in the brain and only leukaemia is

more prevalent than tumors of the central nervous system [1]. Second, since metas-

tases are the most prevalent type of brain tumors, dealing with brain cancer will

give valuable insight into the process of metastasizing, which is, to a large extent,

responsible for the lethality of cancer.

For the successful treatment of brain cancers, a precise assignment of the tumor type

and grade is of utmost importance as is the detection of the tumor in an early de-

velopment stage. These prerequisites of successful therapy need to be met, because

medical treatment di�ers substantially for individual forms of tumors. This is again

due to the fact that metastases are far more common than primary tumors, and

successful treatment requires removal of the primary tumor as well. Furthermore,

during surgery it is crucial to remove the cancerous tissue as completely as possible

to prolong the time without symptoms and the survival rate of the patient[2]. A

particular challenge in neurosurgery is to preserve normal brain tissue and minimize

de�cits in brain functions.

Nowadays, the commonly used standard method in neuropathology is staining with

haematoxylin and eosine (H&E). The dye eosine stains proteins and the cytoplasm

bright pink, while haematoxylin stains basophilic structures like DNA blue-purple.

However, this rather simple method is limited to ex vivo investigations.

According to the importance of cancer treatment not only in the brain tremendous

e�orts have been undertaken in order to improve and invent imaging techniques for

an early detection of tumor tissue. Noninvasive approaches for brain imaging to be

stated here are computer tomography, magnetic resonance tomography (MRI), and

positron emission tomography (PET)[3]. Immunohistochemistry is used to com-

plement histopathology [4], whereas elastic light scattering [5], auto�uorescence,

optical coherence tomography [6], and �uorescent labeling [2] are recent experimen-
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tal methods that have been applied intraoperatively to identify cancerous tissue in

vivo. In �uorescence imaging �uorescing molecules like �uorescein bound to human

serum albumin (HSA) [2] or the porphyrine derivative 5-aminolevulinic acid [7] are

injected. Due to the faster metabolic rate of tumor cells the �uorescing particles

are enriched over time within the cancerous tissue. A few hours after application

the tissue is illuminated by laser light during surgery and the �uorescing cancerous

tissue is removed. This allows for a more thorough resection of the tumor compared

with conventional methods [2]. But despite its advantages, this technique su�ers

from severe restrictions. First of all, brain cancers do not accumulate �uorophores

if the blood-brain barrier is still intact. This is especially true in the early stages of

the cancer. In later stages the barrier is often damaged and �uorophores can pene-

trate more easily from the blood into cancerous tissue. As shown in [2], only 84% of

the cancer absorbed the �uorescing species. Second, �uorescent labelling does not

allow for tumor typing, because the dyes are not speci�c labels. This is, in princi-

ple, also true for other beforehand mentioned brain imaging techniques as MRI and

PET. The tumor detection is based on a di�erent enrichment of a marker substance

in cancerous and physiological tissue. Third, �uorescence-based techniques su�er

from the limited stability of the �uorophores, which tend to photobleach upon laser

irradiation. Other optical methods like optical coherence tomography (OCT) and

elastic light scattering use di�erences in physical properties, e.g., refractive index,

for di�erentiation of cancerous and normal tissue.

The work presented here aims at developing a fast, label-free, sensitive, and selective

diagnostic tool for the investigation of cancerous tissue potentially even in vivo. To

address these fundamental problems in current neuropathology and neurosurgery,

vibrational spectroscopic methods have been used. Infrared (IR) and Raman spec-

troscopy � as longstanding and well-established methods for tissue typing and grad-

ing � have been applied to determine the chemical composition of tissue samples

in order to validate the performance of the multiphoton microscopy approach. On

this basis, nonlinear imaging techniques like coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering

(CARS), second harmonic generation (SHG), and two photon excited �uorescence

(TPEF) have been employed for a rapid and label-free visualization of the morphol-
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ogy and composition of brain tissue.

Raman and IR spectra provide molecule speci�c �ngerprints. Since each cell or

tissue has a distinct chemical composition, biological species or tissue types can

be identi�ed by their Raman and IR spectra [8, 9]. Consequently, these methods

are increasingly used for disease recognition [10]. In the context of brain tissue,

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman microspectroscopic imaging have al-

ready been applied to classify malignant gliomas [11], to determine the primary

tumor of brain metastases [12, 13, 14, 15] to detect meningioma [16] and to iden-

tify tumors in mice and rats [17, 18, 19]. However, even though IR and Raman

spectroscopy are promising, they have some method-intrinsic limitations. IR spec-

troscopy su�ers from the strong absorption of water, which is the reason why its

application is hampered in vivo [20, 21, 22]. Furthermore, the wavelength of the

IR light (∼ 2.5 − 10µm) is larger than that of visible light; hence high optical res-

olution on a subcellular level cannot be achieved in IR microspectroscopy. Raman

microspectroscopy on the other hand uses visible or near-IR light and is applica-

ble in aqueous environment. However, the Raman scattering e�ciency is very low.

Therefore, integration times in the order of seconds per spectrum are needed and

fast data acquisition cannot be realized for imaging. Furthermore weak Raman sig-

nals of tissue are often overwhelmed by the tissues' auto�uorescence.

Both limitations can be overcome by using a nonlinear version of Raman scattering,

i.e., coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy, has been applied.

In CARS the sample is illuminated by two pulsed lasers whose frequencies di�er by

the frequency of the molecular vibration to be imaged [23, 24]. The lasers are tem-

porally and spatially overlapped on the sample at the focus of the microscope. The

vibrational level selected for imaging is then selectively populated, because the beat-

ing frequency of both pulses corresponds to the vibration of interest and forces the

molecules to vibrate. The excitation scheme is depicted in 1 panel b. Due to the non-

linear enhancement the CARS signal is much stronger than the spontaneous Raman

signal. Therefore, CARS allows for fast data acquisition while preserving the chem-

ical speci�city of vibrational spectroscopy. Using single-band CARS microscopy,

i.e., imaging the spatial distribution of a single Raman band in a microscope, it
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is possible to achieve image acquisition with video repetition rate [25]. This fast

image acquisition rate of single-band CARS comes at the price of reduced chemical

information compared to recording the full Raman and/or IR spectrum. However,

the virtual freedom of the image from single photon �uorescence and the ability to

follow biological processes on timescales of fractions of seconds with subcellular reso-

lution combined with its relative simplicity in the experimental setup is unparalleled

for all currently available optical imaging techniques. But two drawbacks have to

be kept in mind. First, other nonlinear processes generate a method-intrinsic back-

ground at the CARS signal wavelength limiting the image contrast. Second, as the

signal depends on the square of the concentration of scattering molecules spectral

contributions of less abundant molecules are small. But despite these drawbacks it

has been proven to be an extremely sensitive method for imaging lipids and other

molecules rich in aliphatic C-H-stretching vibrations capable of investigating normal

brain tissue and brain tumors [26, 27]. In addition a variety of skin disorders such

as, e.g., human basal cell carcinoma [28] can be probed by CARS microscopy.

In the present work we have combined CARS microscopy with SHG and TPEF

imaging to obtain multimodal nonlinear spectroscopic images [29]. SHG � as CARS

� is a nonlinear scattering process. A diagram of the process is displayed in 1 panel

c. In SHG, two photons are fused to a single photon of twice the energy. This e�ect

is limited to structures lacking inversion symmetry and depends on the square of

the concentration of scatterers. Since the SHG signal is the coherent superposition

of the emissions of single molecules only highly ordered molecular structures give

rise to an intense signal. In tissue, the most abundant molecule having a large SHG

cross section is collagen. The collagen distribution and structure is an important

indicator for tumor type and grade, since the metastatic potential of tumors corre-

lates with the degradation of collagen [30]. Furthermore the structure of collagen

governs the delivery of therapeutics in tumors [31]. Beside these tumor-speci�c ap-

plications SHG allow for imaging microtubules in nerve tissue and connective tissue

and is thence a promising technique for visualizing the composition and morphology

of brain tissue [32]. For the investigation of di�erent diseases like liver �brosis or

chronic arthritis SHG has been successfully applied to visualize the collagen net-
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work [33, 34]. The third applied nonlinear imaging method is TPEF. The scheme of

TPEF is depicted in 1 panel d. Here, two NIR photons are simultaneously absorbed

and hence, TPEF is only observed within the laser focal spot where the photon

density is highest. Therefore, bleaching e�ects and out of focus �uorescence are

greatly reduced. Another advantage is the use of NIR illumination. Here, the depth

penetration in tissue is highest. For all these nonlinear techniques a pulsed laser

source is required to supply a high photon density at low average powers to avoid

photodamage.

Summarizing what has been laid out before the scope of this paper is to present a

combination of spectroscopic techniques �rst for a precise and sensitive investigation

of brain tissue and second for a rapid detection of cancerous tissue during surgery.

Based on IR and Raman studies particular emphasize is put on CARS, SHG, and

TPEF imaging as these nonlinear spectroscopic modalities contain the potential for

fast bedside imaging applications in clinics [35]. The manuscript is structured as

follows. First, the methods and the experimental setup are presented. Afterwards,

results are presented from the application of nonlinear imaging to examine the mor-

phology of brain tissue sections from a domestic pig. To verify our �ndings we have

checked the results using conventional H&E staining microscopy and IR and Raman

studies. Then, the application of CARS imaging to investigate human brain tumor

sections is displayed and discussed.

Methods

Nonlinear Microscopic Imaging

In Fig. 1 the experimental setup for CARS, SHG, and TPEF imaging is depicted.

This multimodal nonlinear imaging experimental setup is based on a previously re-

ported setup for CARS microscopy [36]. The main laser source is a coherent Mira

HP Ti:Sa-Laser pumped by a Verdi-V18 Nd-Vanadate laser. The laser can be op-

erated in fs or ps-pulse mode. For superior spectral resolution in CARS microscopy

the laser is operated in the ps-pulse mode at 830 nm. A typical Raman line has a

bandwidth of 2 to 10 cm-1 . This corresponds very well to the linewidth of a ps laser,
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as a 1 s laser pulse at 800 nm has a bandwidth of 15 cm-1 assuming a Gaussian line

pro�le. A fraction of the laser serves as the Stokes pulse, another fraction is used

to pump an optical parametric oscillator (OPO, APE, Berlin, Germany) generating

the pump wavelength. It is widely tunable from 500 to 800 nm, allowing for imag-

ing in the wavenumber region between 500 and 4000 cm-1. Both pulse trains are

spatially and temporally overlapped, and subsequently fed into a commercial laser

scanning microscope (LSM 510 Meta, Zeiss, Jena, Germany). To scan large sample

areas a 10 × /NA 0.3 EC Plan-Neo�uar (Zeiss) has been used. The �eld of view is

1.2 × 1.2 mm2. Typical parameters for image acquisition are 1024 × 1024 pixels,

2.5 µs integration time per pixel, averaging of eight single images, resolution 1.2 µm.

For larger areas of interest, a mosaic of several single images is acquired. For SHG

and TPEF imaging only the Ti:Sa-laser is used at 826 nm working in the ps-mode.

In the microscope several stacked �lters (Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey; Omega

Optical, Brattleboro, Vermont; LOT, Darmstadt, Germany) are used to separate

the signal from the lasers used for excitation. For CARS imaging a set of short pass

�lters from Thorlabs and Omega optics has been used. The typical laser power at

the sample is in the order of 50 mW for CARS microscopy. For SHG imaging a

very narrow laser line bandpass �lter centred at 413 nm has been employed (LOT)

in combination with a stack of short pass �lters from Omega optics and Thorlabs.

For TPEF the internal �lters of the microscope have been used. For image analysis

and image processing LSM image examiner (Zeiss), LSM image browser (Zeiss) and

ImageJ (Wayne Rasband, NIH) have been applied.

Raman Spectroscopic Imaging and Data Analysis

Raman images were collected in backscattering mode using a commercial microscopic

Raman system (RXN1 Microprobe, Kaiser Optical Systems, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

The system consists of a multi-mode diode laser at 785 nm emission (Invictus-Laser

from Kaiser optical system), an f/1.8 spectrograph with a holographic transmis-

sive grating (Kaiser) and a Peltier-cooled, back-illuminated, deep-depletion CCD

detector (Andor Technology, Belfast, UK). The microscope is coupled to the Raman

system by �ber optics. Raman images were recorded in the serial mapping mode
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Figure 1 � (a) Setup for CARS, SHG, and TPEF imaging. A Ti:Sa ultrafast laser oscillator
is operated in the ps-pulsing mode for high spectral resolution in CARS microscopy (∼10
cm-1). One fraction of the laser serves as Stokes beam or as excitation laser for SHG and
TPEF imaging. The second fraction pumps an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) from APE
generating the tunable pump laser for CARS imaging in the range from 500�4000 cm-1. Pump
and Stokes laser are recombined in space and time and fed into a commercial laser scanning
microscope (Zeiss LSM 510 Meta). The signal is separated from the exciting lasers by a set
of �lters (Thorlabs, LOT, Omega Optical, Zeiss) and detected using a photomultiplier tube.
CARS and SHG as shown in (b) and (c) are non-absorptive processes. The CARS process
requires simultaneous illumination by two lasers whose di�erence in frequency matches a vi-
brational resonance (b). The emitted light is shorter in wavelength than the wavelengths of
the illuminating lasers. But this process is not background free. Other nonlinear processes
also generate photons at the CARS signal wavelength, reducing the image contrast. In SHG
two photons of longer wavelength are fused to form an elastically scattered photon of twice the
energy. This process is only allowed in non-centrosymmetric media. Therefore this method
allows for selective imaging of non-symmetric structural proteins like collagen. In (d) the prin-
ciple of TPEF imaging is depicted. By simultaneous absorption of two near infrared photons
the molecules are excited to a higher electronic state and emit light of shorter wavelength
when relaxing to the electronic ground state.
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at 10 µm m step size with 10 s exposure time per spectrum using a 100 × NA 0.9

objective. Each Raman spectrum covers the range of 200 to 3450 cm-1 at a spectral

resolution of 4 cm-1. The acquisition software Holograms (Kaiser) automatically

performs cosmic spike removal, wavelength calibration and intensity calibration.

The Raman images were imported into Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA)

for pre-processing. In-house written scripts were applied for background subtraction,

baseline correction and vertex component analysis (VCA). The application of VCA

to reconstruct Raman images has recently been described in detail [37]. Brie�y,

given a set of mixed hyperspectral vectors and considering that each vector is a

linear combination of spectral signatures, linear unmixing aims at estimating the

number of reference substances, also called endmembers, their spectral signatures

and their abundance fractions. If the number of substances and their signatures are

not known, hyperspectral unmixing falls into the class of blind source separation

problems. VCA o�ers an unsupervised solution to the blind source separation prob-

lem which was �rst described in 2005 [38]. VCA represents the image raw data in

a space of smaller dimensionality aiming to retain all relevant information. Scope

of VCA is that endmembers represent spectra of pure chemical constituents. Then,

scores denote the concentration of the endmember spectra. The VCA algorithm

iteratively projects data onto a direction orthogonal to the subspace spanned by

the endmembers already determined. The new endmember signature corresponds

to the extreme of the projection. The algorithm iterates until all endmembers are

exhausted. Finally, the dimensionality of the procedure is reduced to a few endmem-

bers, and all other spectra are expressed as linear combinations of these endmembers.

Fourier Transform Infrared Imaging

FTIR images were collected in transmission mode using a commercial FTIR spec-

trometer (model 670, Varian, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California) and an

FTIR microscope with a 64 × 64 focal plane array detector (model 620, Varian).

The microscope was equipped with a Cassegrain 15 × NA 0.4 objective. The micro-

scope chamber was enclosed in a home-build box and purged by dry air to reduced

spectral contributions from water vapor. Each image covers an area of 350 × 350
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µm2 with each pixel corresponding to an area of 5.5 × 5.5 µm2. The mosaic data

acquisition mode enables to assess larger sample areas by acquiring a series of FTIR

images and composing them to one image. For the current work a 3 × 2 mosaic was

collected covering areas of 1050 × 700 µm2. Each IR spectrum was acquired in the

interval 900 to 4000 cm-1 at a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 with a zero �lling factor

1 and Blackman Harris term 3 apodization. The data sets were processed using

the program Cytospec (www.cytospec.com) and Matlab. After baseline correction

and removal of low intensity spectra, K-means cluster analysis was used to partition

the data set into K clusters so that the di�erences between the data within each

cluster are minimized and the di�erences between clusters are maximized according

to some de�ned distance measure. Here, the K-means cluster algorithm used multi-

plicative signal correction for intensity normalization, squared Euclidean distances,

�ve clusters and the spectral regions from 900 to 1800 cm-1.

Tissue Specimens

For CARS, SHG, and TPEF imaging of domestic pig brain tissue, unprocessed fresh

cerebral tissue from a local slaughter-house has been shock frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Tissue sections of 20 to 50 µm thickness have been prepared using a Leica microtome

model CM 3050 S. Parallel sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosine (H&E)

using a standard protocol. The stained sections were investigated by bright�eld and

laser scanning �uorescence microscopy. The unstained sections have been analyzed

by CARS, SHG, and TPEF microscopy. Tumor tissue specimens from human brain

neoplasms were procured during surgery at the university hospital in Jena. Tissue

was shock frozen and cryostat sections of 10 µm thickness were cut. Slides were

H&E stained and examined with bright�eld microscopy by the neuropathologist Dr.

Romeike. Parallel unlabelled sections were investigated by FTIR, Raman and CARS

microscopy.
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Results

To illustrate the potential of the nonlinear imaging methods in the �eld of neuro-

surgery with respect to conventional H&E staining the cerebellum of a domestic pig

has been investigated. At H&E stained sections di�erent brain cell types like Purk-

inje cells and granule cells as well as the cell nuclei, which are especially abundant in

the granule cell layer, were identi�ed by the neuropathologist Dr. Romeike. White

and grey matter consisting of granule cell layer, Purkinje cell layer and the molec-

ular layer are discernible. Furthermore, the white matter containing the myelin

�bres for signal transmission, the arachnoid membrane, which envelopes the brain,

and smaller and larger blood vessels penetrating the brain transporting oxygen and

nutrients were discriminated in the H&E image as shown in Figs. 2(a) � 4(a) [see

Fig. 2(a) for an overview and Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) for more detailed H&E images

as indicated by the boxes in Fig. 2]. On the other hand, the CARS, SHG, and

TPEF images 2(b) and (c) of the parallel section show at similar accuracy the basic

morphology of the sample. As the �eld of view using a 10 × objective was smaller

than the tissue section, the H&E, CARS, SHG, and TPEF images were composed

of 15 × 15 single images. CARS at the CH-stretching vibration of 2850 cm-1 shows

a very pronounced signal in the white matter, since the nerve �bers are rich in fatty

acids, which give rise to an intense CARS signal [27]. Even the orientation of the �-

bres can be visualized, which is a particularly interesting capability of this method.

In this respect, it seems very likely that polarization sensitive detection schemes

[26, 32, 39] will highlight the orientation of the nerve �bres in the brain with higher

contrast. The gray matter appears darker in the CARS image.

In Fig. 2(c) the spatial distributions of auto�uorophores (TPEF, blue) and colla-

gen (SHG, green) is displayed. For excitation the NIR laser was tuned to 826 nm.

The TPEF signal has been detected in the range between 435-485 nm, hence the

SHG signal, which appears at 413 nm is spectrally �ltered and excluded. The image

faintly shows the granule cell layer with its large amount of nuclei. The white matter

appears darker than the uniformly illuminated gray matter. This is due to the fact,

that several �uorophores are excited simultaneously, i.e., two-photon transitions in
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elastin, collagen, and NAD(P)H are excited within the bandwidth of the laser pulse

[40]. They all add to the signal in the spectral detection window and, consequently,

their individual contributions are di�cult to separate by the time-integrated mea-

surements performed here. Since these molecules are distributed along the cellular

structures, the TPEF image shows very well the morphology of the sample. SHG

on the other hand selectively displays the arachnoid membrane which is composed

of collagen.

To visualize �ne morphological details of the sample CARS, TPEF, and SHG

Figure 2 � Comparison of (a) H&E, (b) CARS at 2850 cm-1, and (c) TPEF/SHG images of a
cerebellum tissue section of a domestic pig. Similar information can be extracted using either
H&E staining or nonlinear imaging methods. H&E staining visualizes the morphology of the
cerebellum (a); the boxed region 1 and 2 are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 for more detailed views.
CARS allows us to di�erentiate white (green) and gray matter (blue) (b). In (c) a combined
SHG and TPEF image shows the SHG emission (green) of the arachnoid membrane. In the
TPEF channel (blue) (excitation 835 nm, emission 435�485 nm) the white matter appears
darker than the grey matter and the granule layer is faintly accentuated.

imaging has been performed and a composite image is displayed in Fig. 3(b). CARS

allows to di�erentiate white (bright green) and gray matter. The arachnoid mem-

brane, which is to a large extent composed of ordered collagen, is exclusively visu-

alized by SHG (red), while TPEF allows to faintly discern the granule layer of the

gray matter (blue). However, �ne structural details on single cell level like single

cell nuclei could not be visualized, which can be seen in the H&E image in Fig. 3(a)

showing nuclei of the granule cell layer and single Purkinje cells.

In Fig. 4 the boxed area 2 of Fig. 2 is magni�ed. The CARS image (B) allows vi-
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Figure 3 � Comparison of a H&E stained section (a) and a composite CARS (green channel),
SHG (red) and TPEF (blue) image of an unstained parallel section (b) of cerebellum of a
domestic pig as indicated by the boxed area 1 of Fig. 2. This enlarged view (a) shows �ne
details on single cell level, the white matter with few nuclei, the granule cell layer with its
extremely high density of small neurons, the larger Purkinje cells adjacent to the granule layer,
blood vessels, and the arachnoid membrane. Except for the cell nuclei, single Purkinje cells
and blood vessels, the basic structural components are also visible in the composite CARS
(green), SHG (red), and TPEF (blue) image (b).

sualizing white and gray matter as well as the molecular layer, the outermost layer

of the gray matter. To increase the CARS image contrast a nonresonant image at

2700 cm-1 has been subtracted from a resonant CARS image following Refs. [41] and

[42] [Fig. 4(c)] resulting in a contrast rich image, which clearly allows to separate

white and gray matter. However, even though the contrast improved signi�cantly,

single cells and the granule layer are not discernible at this level of optical magni�-

cation.

Additional TPEF and SHG imaging reveals further details as shown in Fig. 4(d).

Besides visualizing the arachnoid membrane the collagen structures of small blood

vessels pervading the brain become visible by SHG imaging (green). Again the gran-

ule layer adjacent to the white matter is visible in the TPEF channel (blue). The

nonlinear imaging modality pursued in this work has proven capable of resolving

structural details of the sample comparable to H&E staining on a size scale larger

than single cells. Hence, it can be concluded that such approach will be suited for
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resolving the morphology and tumor margins of primary brain tumors and metas-

tases potentially even during surgery.

Figure 4 � Comparison of a H&E stained image of the boxed area 2 of Fig. 2 with CARS,
SHG, and TPEF images of a parallel unstained section. (a) Cellular details are visible in the
H&E stained image as assigned in Fig. 3 (a). The corresponding CARS image (b) shows white
and grey matter and highlights the outermost layer of the cerebellum, the molecular layer.
To increase the image contrast, a nonresonant CARS image at 2700 cm-1 has been subtracted
resulting in a contrast rich image (c). The white matter appears bright, while the grey matter
is much darker. Using TPEF and SHG however in (d), the granule cell layer is faintly visible
(TPEF, blue), while SHG selectively highlights areas of densely packed and ordered collagen
�bres (green), which are not exclusively within the arachnoid membrane but also in blood
vessels. The size of each image is indicated by the scale bar of 200 µm.

Figure 5 compares the H&E stained tissue section of a brain metastasis [Fig. 5(a)],

which originated from a lung carcinoma, with a CARS image recorded at 2850 cm-1

[Fig. 5(b)], Raman images [Fig. 5(c) � 5(f)] and an FTIR image [Fig. 5(g)] of an un-

stained parallel tissue section. Raman and FTIR imaging of the same tumor sample

have been applied to evaluate the results from CARS imaging. The H&E stained

tissue section reveals a solid tumor mass with high cell density in the right portion,

a region of lower tumor cell density in the central part and necrotic tissue particu-

lar in the lower left portion. As the brain metastasis of a lung carcinoma contains

the molecular information of the primary tumor, the biochemical composition and

morphology signi�cantly di�ers compared with brain tissue and necrosis. Hence,

the solid tumor is identi�ed in the CARS image by a well delineated, homogeneous

area of higher intensities. This corresponds to a distinct lipid content in comparison
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with brain tissue, as con�rmed by the Raman and FTIR spectra that are presented

below (Fig. 6).

Figure 5 � H&E stained tissue section (a), CARS image at 2850 cm-1 in blue-green false
colors with a spectral pro�le along the diagonal line (b), Raman image analyzed by VCA
(c)�(f) and FTIR image (g) analyzed by k-means clustering from brain metastasis of lung
carcinoma. Even though only one resonance is used for CARS imaging, the tumor margin is
clearly visible in (b). The transition of necrotic brain tissue to tumor is resolved within an
accuracy of 10 µm due to the di�erent intensity pro�le in necrotic and cancerous tissue. Single
cell nuclei within the tumor appear dark because of reduced lipid content. The component (c)
of the Raman image is assigned to blood vessels, (d) to tumor tissue, (e) to necrosis and (f)
to cell nuclei. The cluster membership map of the FTIR image (g) separates tumor (orange),
necrosis (yellow, cyan) and scattered tumor cells with necrosis (blue). Small islets of cancerous
tissue outside the solid tumor are indicated by arrows. Comparing the images (b) with (c)�(g)
the superior spatial resolution of CARS is apparent. The image acquisition time of CARS is
also greatly reduced compared to FTIR and Raman imaging. Scale bar valid for all images.

The area of lower tumor cell density appears more heterogeneously. The intensity

pro�le along the diagonal is shown below allowing for tumor margin detection with

a spatial resolution of approximately 10 µm. Within this CARS image single cell

nuclei are visible. They appear darker, since the density of CH-stretching vibration

is lower within the nuclei [27]. Tumor islets identi�ed by Raman and FTIR imaging
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are indicated by arrows. Such structures are also discernible in the CARS image.

Since the full vibrational spectrum is available for each position in the FTIR and Ra-

man image, the analysis of these images reveals further insight in the composition

of this tissue section. The VCA analysis of the Raman image resolves a compo-

nent of high haemoglobin content between the solid tumor and the scattered tumor

cells [Fig. 5(c)]. The assignment is con�rmed by the endmember spectrum (Fig. 6,

trace 1) which shows prominent haeme bands at 666, 739, 1250, and 1585 cm-1.

The second component [Fig. 5(c)] corresponds to the solid tumor. In agreement

with the higher CARS intensities the endmember spectrum (Fig. 6, trace 2) shows

intense cholesterol (701 cm-1) and phospholipid bands (719, 1085, 1299, 1440, and

1657 cm-1). The area of lower tumor cell density corresponds to the third component

Figure 6 � Left: Endmember spectra of the Raman images Fig. 5 panels (c)�(f) and right:
mean cluster spectra of FTIR image from brain metastasis of lung carcinoma in Fig. 5 panel(g).
See the results section for a detailed description and band assignment.
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[Fig. 5(e)]. The endmember spectrum (Fig. 6, trace 3) is dominated by spectral con-

tributions of proteins. Bands of aromatic amino acids (Phe: 622, 1003, 1032, 1208

cm cm-1; Tyr: 643, 828, 851, 1208 cm-1; Trp: 757, 1340 cm-1) are identi�ed. The

positions of the protein amide III band (1240 cm-1) and amide I band (1668 cm-1)

point to β-sheet secondary structures. The forth component [Fig. 5(f)] is unevenly

distributed in the left and right portion of the Raman image. The concentration is

decreased in the central portion which corresponds to necrosis by comparison with

the H&E stained image. The endmember spectrum (Fig. 6, trace 4) contains more

intense bands due to DNA (497, 668, 727, 781, 1098, 1315, 1680 cm-1). This is

consistent with a high cell density in tumor and a low cell density in necrotic tissue.

Furthermore, the amide bands signi�cantly shift to 1248 and 1660 cm-1 compared to

the third endmember spectrum. This observation points to a change of secondary

structures from β-sheets to more α-helical and unordered conformations. The band

at 531 cm-1 is tentatively assigned to disul�de bridges between cysteine amino acids.

The cluster membership map of the FTIR image contains �ve clusters [Fig. 5(g)].

The clusters are assigned to the solid tumor (orange cluster), necrosis (yellow and

cyan), the scattered tumor cells (blue), and the tissue margin (brown). The mean

cluster spectra are overlaid in Fig. 6 (right). In agreement with the Raman signature

the IR spectrum of the orange cluster contains more intense spectral contributions

of phospholipids (1075, 1240, 1734, 2854, 2924 cm-1). Further di�erences compared

with the other IR spectra are observed in the amide II (1539 cm-1) and amide A band

(3290 cm-1) whose intensities are reduced relative to the amide I band (1654 cm-1).

The variations of the blue, cyan, and yellow cluster are smaller. The cluster mean

spectrum of the brown cluster at the tissue margin is not displayed because it is

strongly a�ected by spectral contributions of OCT medium.

Discussion

As the current neuropathologic investigation of brain tumor sections is based on

H&E staining microscopy it is limited to �xed (ex vivo) tissue specimen. This
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work aims at providing nonlinear microspectroscopic tools allowing for a label free

analysis of brain tissue with similar accuracy than the established H&E staining

microscopy, which are potentially also applicable in vivo as already demonstrated

[25, 31, 32, 35, 40, 43]. Single-band CARS in resonance with the CH-stretching

vibration combined with TPEF and SHG imaging can give similar insight into the

composition and morphology of brain tissue as does H&E staining. This is at least

true on a larger size scale. On single cell level the resolution of H&E microscopy has

been superior. This is mainly due to the fact that in order to scan large sample areas

a low magni�cation large �eld of view 10 × objective has been used. Since SHG

and CARS require phasematching, a high NA objective will not only increase the

spatial resolution but also the e�ciency of the signal generation for these processes.

Further more the sample preparation is limiting the resolution.

In this study dried sections from shock frozen tissue have been investigated. Due

to the drying process the tissue shrinks. As a result the sample is not uniform in

thickness and refractive index, which degrades the image contrast. This is because

the laser beams cannot be focused to a di�raction limited spot deep in the tissue,

which also a�ects the e�ciency of the signal generation due to the nonlinear de-

pendence on the intensity of the excitation lasers. To circumvent this problem the

tissue will be cut at room temperature using a vibratome in forthcoming studies.

Preparation based alterations of the tissue are thereby minimized. Therefore, it is

expected, that even �ner structural details will become generally visible in CARS

images. This more elaborate sample preparation o�ers another advantage. Since

sample modi�cations are small and the sections remain in a humid environment,

the conditions are more similar to those in vivo. Although this ex vivo study re-

vealed signi�cant results in vivo assessment of tissue will form the core of future

investigation.

Especially SHG imaging has revealed paramount details, which are di�cult to see if

not completely invisible in H&E images. Since only ordered collagen is visualized,

SHG o�ers high chemical selectivity. The image contrast is extremely high, because

SHG selectively highlights exclusively the arachnoid membrane, blood vessels and

other structures as axons composed of collagen. TPEF on the other hand allows
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for label free imaging the morphology of the sample. Even though the contrast is

less pronounced than in H&E images, the main structural details of brain tissue can

be visualized. These are white and grey matter. In the latter even the granule cell

layer appears accentuated, which is invisible in the CARS images.

CARS as the third nonlinear microspectroscopic technique employed is very promis-

ing for imaging the chemical composition. So far only the aliphatic CH-stretching

band has been used for visualizing the distribution of lipids and membranes. How-

ever, this method already allows to clearly di�erentiate white and grey matter.

Even the orientation of the nervous �bres is faintly visible. Due to di�erences in

their chemical composition cancerous tissue could also be identi�ed by CARS mi-

croscopy. The margin of lung tumor metastasis and necrosis has been detected with

high spatial resolution of approximately 10 µm. FTIR and Raman imaging have

identi�ed four small tumor islets outside the solid tumor mass, which are also visible

in the CARS image. In general the molecular speci�city of single band CARS mi-

croscopy is lower than in Raman or FTIR imaging, because in contrast to FTIR and

Raman imaging single band CARS utilizes only one Raman resonance for contrast

generation. Furthermore the CARS signal is unevenly generated across the �eld of

view decreasing to the edges. This is due to the phasematching condition, which

is not equally satis�ed across the full �eld of view. Hence, the tumor islets at the

edge of the �eld of view are di�cult to visualize. Nevertheless CARS is su�ciently

sensitive to delineate the solid tumor and islets employing acquisition times, which

are greatly reduced compared to Raman and FTIR microspectroscopy.

However, as only single-band CARS has been applied in this study, detailed chem-

ical information as encoded in the whole vibrational spectra of a sample has not

been obtained yet by this nonlinear technique. Hence, in order to validate the non-

linear imaging approach the underlying variations in chemical composition between

cancerous and normal tissue were characterized with high accuracy in Raman and

FTIR images that allow distinguishing di�erent features within each tissue sections.

It has already been demonstrated that these techniques enable tumor typing and

grading [19, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Therefore, to realize tumor typing or grading the en-

tire vibrational �ngerprint of a sample has to be used. The Raman and IR spectra
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indicate that the main spectral di�erences between cancer and normal tissue are

assigned to proteins and lipids. But these spectral variations are usually small and

distributed across a wide spectral range requiring the use of multivariate statistical

analysis algorithms. But FTIR and Raman imaging are far too slow for being ap-

plicable in vivo. Furthermore, the use of FTIR is restricted to dry samples, thus,

despite its great success in characterizing tissue sections its in vivo application will

be hampered by the presence of water in biological samples.

For an online, i.e., intra-surgery all-optical analysis of brain tissue CARS microscopy

will be the method of choice, which might be combined with Raman analytics as

recently demonstrated by Potma and co-workers in a proof-of-concept device [44].

But since already single band CARS does provide su�cient information for the de-

tection of tumor tissue, [27] it is probably also capable of tumor typing, when more

than a single resonance is used for imaging and when the results are combined with

other nonlinear imaging modalities like SHG and TPEF. Furthermore, statistic im-

age analysis can be applied to interpret CARS images [45, 46].

These �rst results are very promising. A combination of nonlinear imaging tech-

niques visualized the morphology of brain tissue and di�erentiated cancerous and

necrotic brain tissue. These �ndings were veri�ed by FTIR and Raman imaging. In

the future further improvements of these nonlinear methods might allow for a rapid

analysis of dissected brain tissue accompanying brain surgeries or biopsies.

Summary and Outlook

In order to become a useful complement or even substitute for standard staining

methods, i.e., H&E staining, in neuropathology the technologically more complex

nonlinear imaging methods must be able to demonstrate clear advantages in com-

parison to the established techniques. Here, it has been shown that a combination

of recently developed multiphoton imaging modalities can provide similar structural

information as does conventional H&E staining in neuropathology. In the present

study CARS revealed general tissue textures as H&E stained samples, neverthe-

less, due to the use of a low-magnifying objective the CARS images do not reveal
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sub-cellular structures. On the other hand, CARS neither requires elaborate sam-

ple preparation, nor is its application limited to ex vivo studies as detection of the

signals in backscattering direction is possible. However, the experimental setup is

somewhat more complicated. Nonetheless, progress in laser technology may enable

that these techniques will be implemented in a compact microscope comparable in

size to the bright �eld microscopes nowadays widely used in hospitals. We believe

that the implementation of �bre lasers [47, 48, 49, 50] with their small footprint and

robustness will bring CARS and nonlinear microscopy from specialized laser labs

into hospital.

By shifting the excitation laser wavelength further into the near-IR, lower photo in-

duced damage and higher depth penetration is expected comparable to the situation

established for two-photon �uorescence. Hence, investigations will not be limited to

the surface of the sample, but contactless and hence non-invasive measurements of

tissue a few hundred microns deep are realistic. By utilizing di�erent resonances for

CARS imaging especially within the �ngerprint spectral region chemically selective

imaging of more structural details inside the brain is expected. For instance the

granule cell layer is extremely rich in DNA which could be used to selectively image

this region. A rapid multispectral analysis of biopsies will allow for faster and more

precise tumor typing. For the future we aim for a fast and reliable intraoperative

diagnosis of the tumor type and grade by using solely nonlinear imaging modalities.
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Abstract

Background. Prognosis and appropriate treatment of head and neck squamous cell

carcinoma (HNSCC) depend on the tumor type routinely derived by invasive histo-

pathology. A promising non-invasive alternative is nonlinear optical imaging, which

is capable of in vivo tissue visualization for tumor typing and grading.

Methods & Results. Thin tissue sections from three cases aged 56 to 60 years

presenting advanced carcinoma of the hypopharynx, larynx and left tonsil were

investigated by coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), second harmonic

generation (SHG) and two photon excited �uorescence (TPEF) to study the tis-

sues morphochemistry. Morphologic alterations of prognostic signi�cance, e.g. cell

density, nuclear to cytoplasm ratio and keratinization as well as the underlying

compositional changes during malignant transformation were determined, e.g. the

distributions of lipids, collagen and auto�uorophors.

Conclusion. Nonlinear imaging provides a non-invasive optical biopsy of the epi-

thelial layer comparable to staining microscopy. By integration into an operational

microscope routine screening of suspicious lesions and surgical guidance can be rea-

lized.

KEYWORDS:Nonlinear microscopy; head and neck cancer imaging; SHG; CARS;

TPEF.
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Introduction

Despite enormous improvement of diagnostic and therapeutic possibilities, two thirds

of patients with head and neck cancer are detected in advanced stage and even after

curative treatment 30-50% sustain a locoregional recurrence with worse prognosis

[1, 2]. Beside long periods without symptoms, the di�cult access to some head and

neck subsites and the �eld cancerization process are major reasons why it is so di�-

cult to detect head and neck cancer in early stage as well as to guarantee clear tumor

free margins (R0) when approaching a tumor with surgical therapy [3]. Tumor-free

margins are a major prognostic factor for local tumor recurrence which occurs in

10-30% of patients with advanced disease [4]. The �eld cancerization process leads

to the fact that the otorhinolaryngologist facing a suspicious lesion in the head and

neck region typically is confronted with combination of in�ammatory, dysplastic and

cancerous areas. In early stage cases, it is di�cult to di�erentiate chronic in�amma-

tion from early cancer and in advanced tumors it is di�cult to de�ne clinically, even

when using endoscopic or microscopic assistance, the tumor borders. To date, the

clinician only can rely on systematic biopsies and their histopathologic grading of

the epithelial dysplasia. This is time consuming, must be performed ex vivo, and has

methodological limitations. It is well known that there are other molecular factors

indicating genetic altered cells beyond dysplasia that have major prognostic impact

on tumor diagnosis and evaluation of tumor margins [3].

Fortunately, there are some promising new developments in optical diagnostics also

discussed for future application in head and neck cancer [5]. The present case report

is focused on nonlinear optical imaging techniques, based on �uorescence and Raman

scattering [6, 7]. Raman spectroscopy is a laser-based technique that enables cha-

racterization of the chemical composition of complex samples. Raman spectroscopy

based methods are being considered as techniques which could be complementary

or even alternatively used to biopsy, pathology and clinical assays in many medical

technologies. Two recent reviews on Raman spectroscopy in head and neck cancer

have shown some exploratory results in classical squamous cell cancer [8, 9]. Howe-

ver, acquisition of spectra across a large area is time consuming, while single spectra
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instead of images requires to measure at the appropriate location, which is di�cult

to choose. Therefore staining histopathology has been shown to be more precise. A

recent review on the future of image-guided surgery in head and neck cancer even

did not incorporate Raman scattering [10], since the Raman e�ciency is low pro-

ving real time imaging impossible. However, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering

(CARS) as a nonlinear Raman analogue can overcome these limitations and enables

fast imaging [11, 12].

Therefore, the present case series focuses on the investigation of unstained thin tissue

sections by means of multimodal nonlinear microscopy in order to give a proof-of-

principle, that the progression of dysplasia to squamous cell carcinoma in head and

neck cancer can be visualized by this combination of imaging methods. To validate

the diagnostic potential of the combination of second harmonic generation (SHG),

two photon excited �uorescence (TPEF) and CARS the results are compared to

the current gold standard in histopathology, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining.

In this work tissue specimen from three cases containing representative material of

benign epithelial tissue, dysplastic and malignant epithelium of laryngeal, hypopha-

ryngeal, hypopharyngolaryngeal and oropharyngeal sites were investigated.

Case Reports

The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee for human research at

the Medical Faculty, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena. Three patients with primary

diagnosis of HNSCC were included into this pilot study. During diagnostic panen-

doscopy the primary tumors were �rst photographed. Biopsies were taken from the

primary tumor site and its environment. Each biopsy was split into two parts. One

part was forwarded for routine histopathological investigation. From the other part

cryosections of 20 µm thickness were used without further processing. For further

alignment of standard diagnostics and multimodal imaging diagnostic parallel sec-

tions were used from each specimen. Parallel diagnostic pathological typing and

grading was performed by a pathologist (G.E.) according to the current World He-
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alth Organization (WHO) classi�cation using H&E stained sections. In total, one

unlabelled section and one parallel H&E stained section were analyzed per case.

To investigate the parallel thin tissue sections a combination of TPEF, SHG and

Figure 1 � Sketch depicting the nonlinear processes for signal generation CARS (A), SHG
(B) and TPEF (C), and the experimental setup used for nonlinear multimodal imaging (D).
Here PMT denotes photo multiplier tube, FI Faraday isolator, DC dichroic mirror for beam
combination or separation, DL mechanical delay line for temporal pulse synchronization, BS
beam splitter.

CARS has been employed for multimodal nonlinear imaging utilizing NIR illumi-

nation from 670 to 1000 nm. The setup as depicted in Figure 1 has been described

in detail elsewhere [12]. A Ti:Sa Laser (Coherent Mira HP) with an output power

of 3 W at 76 MHz repetition rate emits pulses of either 200 fs or 2 ps duration.

While 200 fs pulses due to their high peak intensities are ideal for SHG and TPEF

imaging, their spectral resolution is insu�cient for CARS imaging. Hence, CARS

uses 2 ps pulses. The output of the Ti:Sa laser is split using a non-polarizing be-
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am splitter. One fraction serves as excitation laser for SHG and TPEF imaging or

further attenuated as Stokes beam for CARS imaging. The other fraction of the

Ti:Sa-laser tuned to 830 nm is used to pump an optical parametric oscillator (OPO,

APE, Germany) generating a continuously tunable laser output of up to 300 mW in

the range of 500 to 800 nm and above 1000 nm. In the presented experiments the

pump beam was tuned to 670 nm in order to perform CARS imaging using the ali-

phatic C-H-stretching vibration of lipids at 2850 cm-1. Both pump and Stokes laser

pulse trains are temporally and spatially overlapped by a mechanical delay and a

dichroic beam combiner and subsequently coupled into a laser scanning microscope

(LSM 510 Meta, Zeiss). The signals are spectrally separated by dichroic beamsplit-

ters, shortpass and bandpass �lters (Zeiss, Omega Optics, Semrock, Thorlabs) and

detected by photomultiplier tubes. In �gure 1 the setup for subsequent CARS, SHG

and TPEF imaging is schematically depicted. In the presented work CARS and

SHG were recorded individually as for thin tissue sections both CARS and SHG are

primarily emitted in forward direction and due to the available beamsplitter and

�lter combination, only one of both contributions could be recorded. Subsequent to

CARS imaging 200 fs pulses at 830 nm were applied for TPEF and SHG imaging

in order to maximize the signal generation e�ciency for the latter two modalities.

It was necessary to prove if multimodal nonlinear imaging is su�ciently precise to

visualize the tissue morphology of HNSCC and is able to allow a grading of dysplasia

and malignant tissue with similar precision as done by H&E staining histopatho-

logy. Therefore, it was analysed if it is possible to visualize a variety of standard

architectural and cytological changes as given by actual WHO grading scheme (Ta-

ble 1) also by multimodal nonlinear imaging. The completely label free multimodal

images retrieve chemical images of the tissue. In the three cases presented the chemi-

cal composition changes in relation to normal tissue which is valuable for studying

the process of cancerization. Additionally morphologic information of the multimo-

dal nonlinear images was compared to the parallel H&E sections. Each individual

imaging method highlights either a single or a group of chemical constituents of the

tissue section, which is speci�cally lipids in case of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scat-

tering (CARS), speci�cally collagen in case of second harmonic generation (SHG)
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[13, 14] and various auto�uorescing species like nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

(NADH), elastin and keratin in the case of two photon excited �uorescence (TPEF)

[14, 15].

Table 1 � Summary of morphologic alterations observable during malignant transformation
on which the WHO grading scheme of epithelial dysplasia is based. The mentioned alterations
can be visualized by nonlinear imaging. The loss of basement-membrane integrity presents the
hallmark for diagnosing invasive carcinoma20

Architectural changes Cytological changes

Irregular epithelial strati�cation Abnormal variation in cell size and shape

Dyskeratosis Abnorm. var. in nuclear size and shape

Hyperplasia Increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio

Irregular shaped rete pegs Enlarged nuclei and cells

Loss of integrity of basement

membrane

Loss of polarity of basal cells

Case 1

The �rst case was a 56-year old male patient with squamous cell carcinoma of hypo-

pharynx and larynx (pT3pN2bM0; Figure 2). He was treated by partial resection of

hypopharynx and larynx, neck dissection, transient tracheostomy, and postoperative

radiochemotherapy.

In Figure 3 A a region of normal and dysplastic epithelium of the laryngeal side

of the tumor is shown. The H&E stained parallel section (Figure 3 A) clearly sho-

wed morphologic alterations of the dysplastic epithelium, especially the irregular

strati�cation, irregular shaped rete pegs, abnormal variation in nuclear as well as

cell size and shape, increased nuclear to cytoplasm ratio and the predominantly loss

of polarity of basal cells. In addition in�ammation of the adjacent connective tis-

sue was evident by high concentration of lymphocytes, partially also invading the

epithelium.
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Figure 2 � Endoscopic view on the carcinoma of hypopharynx-larynx of case 1. The magni-
�cation in the right lower corner is showing the area of the tumor border which was selected
for the further investigation of the shift from normal to dysplastic and then to the malignant
tumor (cf. Figures 3 and 4)

By direct comparison, all of these features were also discernible in the multimodal

nonlinear images. For clarity only TPEF and SHG (Figure 3 B, TPEF green, SHG

blue) and CARS and SHG (Figure 3 C, CARS grey scale, SHG blue) had been com-

bined. The TPEF channel (detection window 435-485 nm) showed the cytoplasm

in bright green, while the cell nuclei present as dark spots due to lacking �uore-

scence signal. The prominent signal within the cytoplasm was due to the presence

of NADH/NADPH [16], a �uorescing metabolite.
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Figure 3 � Comparison of a hematoxylin�eosin-stained (original magni�cation 20Ö) image
(A) and nonlinear microscopic images of an unlabeled parallel tissue section showing normal
(left) and dysplastic epithelium (right) of case 1 with hypopharyngeal�laryngeal carcinoma.
Di�erences in the morphology as well as the chemical composition provide contrast for clear
di�erentiation.
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continued caption Figure 3 composite image of SHG (blue) and TPEF 435�485 nm (green)

is displayed in (B), whereas a combination of CARS (gray) and SHG (blue) is shown in (C). To

generate these large images 3 single microscopic images are stitched together. Illumination arte-

facts at the boundary of these images are due to non-uniform illumination across the whole �eld of

view. (D) Intensity cross sections of CARS and TPEF image along the marked lines demonstrate

contrast between connective tissue, benign and dysplastic epithelium based on the concentration

of auto�uorescing species (TPEF), and lipids (CARS). The SHG signal is mainly due to collagen.

The origin of residual SHG signal within dysplastic epithelium might be due to overexpression of

collagen in the extracellular matrix of dysplastic epithelium with respect to benign tissue.

In addition, Figure 3 depicts intensity pro�les along the marked lines, showing con-

trast in the �uorescence signal between normal and dysplastic tissue. Also the CARS

channel provided contrast for di�erentiating normal from dysplastic epithelium as

evident from 3 C and the corresponding intensity pro�le (black line, 3 D). The CARS

intensity was - on average - higher within normal epithelium. It should be noted,

that the intensity pro�le re�ects relative changes of concentrations. Quanti�cation

is - however - due to the nonlinear concentration dependence of CARS, not possible.

By SHG (3 panels B and C, blue) collagen containing structures within the connec-

tive tissue were visualized. This image modality was especially useful for visualizing

the basement membrane, e.g. detect breaks through this membrane during invasive

tumor growth and monitoring irregular shaped rete pegs. Comparing the SHG si-

gnal in the connective tissue below normal and dysplastic epithelium the structural

di�erences were apparent. In particular for case 1 the smoothness of the basement

membrane con�ning dysplastic epithelium decreased and the structure of collagen

became more disordered in the connective tissue underlying dysplastic epithelium.

This might be due to in�ammation of the connective tissue. While the basement

membrane is directly attached to the basal cell layer and parallel aligned in case

of normal epithelium, the total collagen signal in the presented case of dysplastic

epithelium was lower and not directly located at the basement. Much morphologic

information on architectural and cytological changes usually obtained by H&E stai-

ning was also observed by nonlinear imaging. Especially the TPEF signal showed
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the strati�cation of normal epithelium, which is disturbed in case of dysplasia. Sin-

ce cell nuclei lack �uorescence signal and the cytoplasm produces a bright TPEF

signal, also the change in nucleus to cytoplasm ratio, the irregular variation in cell

and nuclear size and shape as well as the loss of polarity of basal cells is evident.

To verify these results magni�ed images of areas of normal, dysplastic and mali-

gnant epithelial tissue of a larynx specimen of case 1 were analyzed and displayed

in Figure 4. The �rst row displays H&E stained and multimodal nonlinear images

of normal epithelium (4 A). The second and third rows show dysplastic epithelium

and carcinoma in situ, respectively. In the �rst column, H&E stained bright�eld

images of comparable regions of the parallel section are shown, whereas the second

and third column display combined TPEF (green) /SHG (blue) images and compo-

site CARS (grey) /SHG (blue) images, respectively. The images reveal from panel

Figure 4 A to C increasing morphologic alterations. The pronounced histological

changes visible include the loss of strati�cation, the increasingly abnormal variation

in cell and nuclear size and shape, loss of polarity of basal cell and the increasing

in�ammation within the connective tissue. The cell dense in�ammatory in�ltrate is

particularly pronounced in the TPEF image of panel C (CIS) and accompanied by

a marked loss in SHG signal of collagen.

Case 2

The second case was a 59-year old male patient with a pT3N2bM0 carcinoma of the

left tonsil. He was treated by partial pharyngectomy, neck dissection, radial-forearm

�ap, and postoperative radiochemotherapy. This case allowed examining by nonline-

ar microscopy how a more developed malignant grade resulted in breaking of cancer

cells through the basement membrane and invasively growing into the connective

tissue and the formation of tumor nests and cords (Figure 5). The borders of tumor

islets in�ltrating the connective tissue were visualized by SHG (blue), displaying

dense collagen �bres compressed by invasive growth of malignant tissue. These den-

se collagen structures were also responsible for the strong CARS signal at 2850 cm-1

due to the sensitivity of CARS with respect to densely packed organic structures as

collagen �bers or keratin pearls. Thus collagen was visualized by colocalized CARS
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and SHG signal as shown in Figure 5 F. TPEF allowed the visualization of the cell

density, nucleus size and shape and nucleus to cytoplasm ratio of the malignant

tissue (Figure 5 E). By comparing the images of classical histopathology with the

�ndings from multimodal nonlinear imaging it became also in case 2 evident that

multimodal imaging agreed well with the current golden standard of H&E staining

histopathology.

Case 3

The last case was a 60-year old male patient with a cT3cN2cM0 carcinoma of the

hypopharynx. Due to severe comorbidity treatment consisted of tracheostomy and

best supportive care. This case was an example for dyskeratosis, i.e. another possible

change during malignant transformation, for instance the overexpression of keratin,

a �uorescent protein, at unusual sites, e.g. within the epithelium. Such keratin pearls

present valuable diagnostic markers for certain types of SCCs as abnormal kerati-

nization and keratin pearls are a marker for negative human papillomavirus (HPV)

status. This is especially important for SCC of the oropharynx, since 70% of tumors

originating in this site are HPV associated. These tumors have a better prognosis

than non HPV associated tumors and are usually non-keratinizing [17]. In Figure 6 A

a section of the hypopharynx carcinoma is shown. The overview multimodal image

in panel 6A shows keratinized regions employing CARS (grey scale) and TPEF

(green). A single keratin pearl is magni�ed in panel 6 C. The strong CARS signal

of the keratin pearl is due to the high density of the keratin structure and therefore

a large amount of scattering functional CH2-groups. For comparison a H&E stai-

ned image of a parallel section is displayed in panel 6 B. Arrows mark keratinized

regions, which are intensely stained by eosin.

Discussion

The multitude of morphologic and information on the chemical composition derived

from multimodal imaging exceeded much the information content obtained from

H&E stained images and might be of great value for a deeper understanding of the

fundamental metabolic changes connected with disease progression.
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Figure 4 � Morphological changes during malignant transformation of hypopharnx-larynx
carcinoma in case 1. Compilation of H&E images (�rst column), merged TPEF (green, second
column) and SHG images (blue, second and third column) and CARS images (grey scale, third
row) images of normal epithelium (A), dysplastic tissue (B) and carcinoma in situ (C) of a
larynx carcinoma specimen demonstrating label-free visualizing morphological changes during
malignant transformation by nonlinear multimodal imaging. The most prominent are from
top to bottom loss of strati�cation, in�ammation of the connective tissue, abnormal variation
in cell and nuclear size and shape. H&E images are obtained from a parallel tissue cut.
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The presented three cases demonstrate the so far little employed prospects of mul-

timodal nonlinear microscopy for head and neck cancer imaging: In the �rst case of

a laryngeal cancer, an increased signal of NADH/NADPH within the cytoplasm of

dysplastic epithelium in comparison to benign tissue was found. Its concentration in

the cytoplasm is closely connected to the metabolic activity of the cell [16]. Hence,

multimodal imaging allowed the detection of an overall increase in �uorescence si-

gnal in dysplastic epithelium that might be due to an increased metabolic activity.

Since the CARS intensity was higher within normal epithelium, it can be concluded,

that the lipid concentration was higher in benign tissue than in dysplastic or tumor

tissue. Here, multimodal imaging enabled insight in chemical changes accompanying

the malignant transformation process within the epithelium and extending into the

adjacent connective tissue.

For this particular case the loss of smoothness of the basement membrane and the

increased disorder of the structure of collagen in the connective tissue underlying

dysplastic epithelium is most likely due to in�ammation of the connective tissue

[18, 19], a process closely related to carcinogenesis. The loss in SHG intensity can

have in general two explanations: (i) The overall collagen concentration can be lower

or (ii) the ordering of the collagen �bers is irregular, hence, reducing the genera-

tion of the second harmonic signal. It can be concluded that the boundary to the

connective tissue is disturbed in dysplastic epithelium. Since the beforehand men-

tioned chemical alterations in lipid, NAD(P)H and collagen concentration cannot be

derived from H&E staining, multimodal nonlinear imaging clearly adds information.

Case 2 exempli�ed the high concordance of the morphologic �ndings in multimodal

imaging and classic histomorphology. Of course, the accuracy of the method has now

to be proven in a larger series of cases. Dyskeratosis was demonstrated in case 3 by

the overexpression of keratin, a �uorescent protein, at unusual sites, e.g. within the

epithelium [17, 20]. Such keratin pearls present valuable diagnostic markers for cer-

tain types of SCCs as abnormal keratinization and keratin pearls are regarded as a

marker for HPV-negative oropharyngeal tumors [21]. Since a large amount of tumors

originating in this site are HPV associated, this is an important �nding for patient

prognosis. In this regard, multimodal imaging might help in the future to reveal
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Figure 5 � Invasively growing squamous cell carcinoma originating in the oropharynx of case
2. The upper row displays in panel A an H&E stained image of the parallel section, a combined
TPEF (green) SHG (blue) image in panel B and a composite CARS (grey) and SHG (blue)
image in C. In�ltrating tumor nests surrounded by collagen �bers within the connective tissue
are visualized especially due to the pronounced SHG signal of collagen. The second row shows
in panels E and F magni�ed images of a single nest as indicated in panels B and C. Here TPEF
visualizes single cell nuclei, whereas CARS and SHG highlight the dense collagen structure.
In panel D a H&E stained image of a tumor islet is shown for comparison. The H&E image is
taken from a parallel tissue cut.

speci�c etiopathologic and molecular features of HPV-positive in di�erentiation to

HPV-negative tumors. In the following the advantages but also current limitations

of multimodal nonlinear imaging of HNSCC will be brie�y discussed.

For routine clinical application novel methods have to signi�cantly improve esta-

blished diagnostics. For an imaging method especially contrast and resolution for

visualizing relevant structures as well as speed are key features. In this respect non-

linear microscopy compares very well with alternative imaging modalities. These

methods include vital staining with toluidine blue, auto�uorescence at 400-460 nm
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excitation, contact endoscopy, genetic analysis [17] ultrasound and optical-coherence

tomography (OCT) [22]. However, all these approaches are associated with speci�c

pitfalls. The dye toluidine blue used for vital staining has signi�cant cardiac toxi-

city. Contact endoscopy and auto�uorescence allow for determining the horizontal

extension of a cancerous lesion, however, the thickness of the epithelial layer as ad-

ditional grading factor is not assessable [23] due to the limited penetration depth of

the excitation light. OCT and ultrasound on the other hand have high penetration

Figure 6 � Imaging of dyskeratosis of a hypopharyngeal tumor in case 3. Dense keratin pearls
give rise to intense �uorescence (green) colocalized with a pronounced CARS signal within
the aliphatic C-H-stretching region at 2850 cm-1 (white, grey scale). In panel A an overview
image of TPEF (green) and CARS (grey scale) is displayed, panel C shows a magni�ed single
pearl as indicated by the boxed area and in panel B a H&E stained image of a parallel section
is displayed for comparison. The arrows mark keratin pearls in the H&E section. Keratin is
eosinophilic and therefore intensely stained by eosin.

depth (typically more than 1 mm) but both techniques lack chemical contrast and

spatial resolution, which e.g. is limited to typically 15 µm using OCT. Hence, OCT

is not capable to detect cellular atypia relevant for histopathologic grading, e.g. size

and shape of cell nuclei, nucleus to cytoplasm ratio [23]. Finally, genetic analysis on

the other hand is too slow and cannot be applied intraoperatively.
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As evident from the results presented, multimodal nonlinear imaging does not suf-

fer from these limitations but o�ers unique advantages compared to the beforehand

mentioned methods, which will be brie�y summarized in the following. CARS, SHG

and TPEF are label free and non-invasive and provide contrast based on the chemi-

cal composition of the tissue which compares well with H&E staining. Due to the

use of NIR laser light the depth penetration is maximized to a few 100 µm while

maintaining di�raction limited optical resolution and 3D sectioning capability due

to the con�nement of the nonlinear excitation process to the laser focus allowing

for visualizing cellular atypia inaccessible by OCT. Thus these techniques have been

successfully employed in biomedical imaging. Second harmonic generation microsco-

py [13] speci�cally highlights the distribution of the structural protein collagen. The

SHG signal is directional and depends quadratically on the density of the collagen

�brils in addition to their molecular order. Hence, it can be used as an indicator for

ordering and density of collagen structures, both of which change in tumor environ-

ment [24, 25].

By TPEF the spatial distribution of auto�uorescing molecular species can be vi-

sualized. In epithelial tissue of the head and neck abundant �uorophors include

porphyrins, NAD(P)H, elastin [9] and keratin. Here especially the keratin composi-

tion changes during malignant transformation [26], and the NADPH concentration

is a marker for increased metabolic activity in cancer [27]. TPEF can be applied

to study the composition of epithelial tissue and detect dysplastic alterations by

visualizing morphologic changes [28].

Similar to SHG the CARS signal is proportional to the square of the concentrati-

on of scatterers within the focal volume but depends on the cubed intensity of the

illuminating lasers. CARS microscopy [11] is mainly utilized to visualize the lipid

distribution of tissue, since lipids produce an exceptional large signal within the

aliphatic C-H-stretching region at 2850 cm-1 due to the high number of scatterers

[29, 30]. Furthermore the lipid content has been shown to be sensitive to di�eren-

tiate cancer from normal tissue in brain [12, 31] and colon tissue [32] since the lipid

content in tumors is in general lower due to the fast metabolism of malignant tissue.

The lipid metabolism and its connection to tumor growth has been the scope of a
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few CARS microscopic investigations [33, 34]. Since all three methods have been

shown to provide chemical contrast useful for cancer imaging, the synergistic combi-

nation of these modalities presents a promising approach to maximize the chemical

contrast of nonlinear optical imaging. While a combination of OCT, SHG and TPEF

was already applied to the visualization of squamous cell carcinoma [35], multimodal

nonlinear imaging including CARS was not yet employed to investigate SCCs of the

head and neck, but to visualize the chemical composition and spatial extent of basal

cell carcinoma [36] beside various applications of TPEF and SHG to skin imaging

[37, 38, 39].

In table 1 a comprehensive selection of morphologic parameters required for grading

dysplasia of the head and neck is summarized, which can all be derived by mul-

timodal nonlinear microscopy only. An overview of a complete list of morphologic

alterations can be found here [20, 40]. Architectural changes like strati�cation, hy-

perplasia, and shape of rete pegs are accessible by either CARS or TPEF imaging,

while keratin is detectable by colocalized CARS and TPEF signals. SHG provides an

extremely sensitive imaging modality for monitoring the integrity of the basement

membrane. Cytological changes on the other hand can be derived from TPEF and

CARS images, where TPEF provides especially high contrast for the detection of

nuclei. In addition to this pure morphologic data speci�c information on the che-

mical tissue composition, especially the collagen (SHG), lipid (CARS) and NADH

(TPEF) distribution is obtained, which is helpful for studying the process of carci-

nogenesis.

Currently the application of nonlinear microscopy in clinics is limited due to the need

for expensive, large laser equipment. These lasers require regularly maintenance and

need to be operated by trained specialists. Therefore alignment and maintenance

are time consuming. However, novel lasers sources [41] are being developed allowing

for manufacturing small footprint and robust surgical microscopes for routine app-

lication in the future. Employing pulsed lasers inhibits also the use of established

endoscopes, but development of novel �ber optic probes [42] is in progress. Here

proof of principle experiments in clinical environment need to be performed in the

near future. Also automated image analysis routines need to be developed for online
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interpretation of the multimodal image data. Currently the time for acquiring raw

images is on the order of fractions of a second to a few minutes depending on signal

strength and image size, but videorate image acquisition is possible if su�cient si-

gnal is generated [43].

In conclusion multimodal nonlinear microscopy provides a variety of morphologic

information required for grading of dysplastic and malignant epithelial tissue. In ad-

dition changes in the chemical composition during malignant transformation can be

visualized. Especially a high depth penetration is a key feature for optical guidance

and routine screening of suspicious lesions of the head and neck. This is due to the

fact, that �rst tissue alterations in mild and moderate dysplasia manifest themselves

in the lower part of the epithelial lining and are therefore not visible at the surface.

By implementing these techniques into an endoscope or surgical microscope an on-

line optical biopsy can be obtained. This has the potential of greatly improving

speed and accuracy in diagnostics. Therefore the development of compact and ro-

bust light sources and optical probes as well as the development of automated image

processing routines are prerequisites for translating these techniques to the clinics.

Furthermore, the methodological spectrum could be used in future projects to analy-

se the tumor response during neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy or to describe

chemical changes in the tumor environment during carcinogenesis.
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Abstract

Single band coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy is the fas-

test implementation of nonlinear vibrational imaging allowing for video-rate image

acquisition of tissue. This is due to the large Raman signal in the C-H-stretching

region. However, the chemical speci�city of such images is conventionally assumed

to be low. Nonetheless, CARS imaging within the C-H-stretching region enables de-

tection of single cells and nuclei, which allows for histopathologic grading of tissue.

Relevant information such as nucleus to cytoplasm ratio, cell density, nucleus size

shape is extracted from CARS images by innovative image processing procedures.

In this contribution CARS image contrast within the C-H-stretching region is in-

terpreted by direct comparison with Raman mapping and correlated to the tissue

composition justifying the use of CARS imaging in this wavenumber region for bio-

medical applications.

KEY WORDS: CARS microscopy, Raman micro spectroscopy, C-H-stretching

vibration, vibrational imaging.

Introduction

Since its revival in 1999 CARS microscopy [1] has become a powerful label-free ima-

ging modality in life sciences [2, 3]. During the past years further vibrational imaging

methods have been introduced [4, 5], but single band CARS is still the most simple

and most widely used of all implementations.

In principle, all vibrational bands known from Raman microspectroscopy may be

used for single-band CARS imaging. However, most signal photons and hence image

contrast is generated in the C-H-stretching region, allowing for video-rate image ac-

quisition [6] and capable of visualizing the spatial distribution of lipids and proteins

[7]. CARS imaging in the �ngerprint region o�ers higher molecular speci�city but

su�ers from low signal levels, weak contrast and the necessity of spectrally narrow

excitation. On the contrary to its widespread use in CARS microscopy the C-H-

stretching spectral region is only marginally used for Raman imaging since the in-
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formation content is supposed to be much lower compared to the �ngerprint region.

Therefore, the origin of the observed image contrast in CARS has not been correla-

ted with Raman microspectroscopy. In this contribution CARS imaging of a human

squamous cell carcinoma brain metastasis within the C-H-stretching spectral region

reveals exemplarily the location of single cell nuclei and is therefore a promising

imaging modality for label-free and non-invasive biomedical imaging. The origin of

the observed CARS contrast for recognizing cell nuclei is interpreted with the help of

Raman imaging. The results are compared to the golden standard of H&E staining

histopathology. By non-invasive imaging of cell nuclei histopathologically relevant

information like nucleus to cytoplasm ratio, cell density, nucleus size and shape can

be extracted. This presents an essential prerequisite for in vivo grading of tissue by

CARS microscopy in the future.

Methods

CARS microscopic imaging and Raman microspectroscopy have been performed as

described previously [8]. Biopsy specimens of patients at the Clinic for Neurosurgery,

Jena University Hospital, were used with the permission of the ethics committee. 20

µm thick frozen tissue sections of human brain tumor biopsies were used without

further processing. Subsequent to vibrational imaging the samples were H&E stained

for comparative analysis by the histopathological golden standard. For diagnostics

pathological typing and grading of H&E stained parallel sections of the specimens

were performed according to the current World Health Organization (WHO) Clas-

si�cation (BFMR).

In order to extract histopathologically relevant information from the CARS images,

an image processing procedure for the segmentation of cell nuclei was performed,

which is described in detail elsewhere [9]. The algorithm represents an alternative

approach to image processing routines for extracting size, shape and other disease

related cellular features of cancer tissue from CARS microscopic images [10, 11, 12].

In contrast to [11, 12] the manual selection of a point within a cell nucleus is not

required; hence the algorithm allows fully automated extraction of histological fea-
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tures by using, however, an approach di�erent from [10]. The pre-processing of the

images included smoothing with the edge preserving anisotropic di�usion �lter and

a subsequent edge detection procedure. The edge-picture served as an input for

the compact Hough transformation, which was used to detect the location of the

cells within the image. Each location point was then used for the radial search of

the nuclear boundary in the gradient- (edge-) image, where high-amplitude positive

gradient indicated nuclear boundaries. The detected boundaries were then employed

to calculate nucleus size and cell density.

Results and Discussion

In the following the relation of the CARS and Raman image contrast within the

C-H-stretching region to the concentration of main tissue constituents, in particular

lipids and protein, is illustrated. Furthermore, it is shown that this contrast allows

for the detection of single cells and nuclei, which is required for histopathologic tis-

sue grading. To do so a human brain tumor specimen was investigated within the

C-H-stretching region by means of CARS imaging and Raman mapping. In �gu-

re 1 results from both nonlinear and linear Raman images as well as H&E staining

of a human squamous cell carcinoma brain metastasis are presented. In panel A a

bright�eld microscopic image of the consecutively H&E stained section is directly

contrasted to the CARS image of the same section before staining (B) acquired at

2850 cm-1. By Raman spectroscopy of the same tissue sections the CARS image

contrast can be directly related to the abundance of major tissue components as

displayed in �gure 1 C-E. Vertex component analysis (VCA) of the Raman mi-

crospectroscopic information results in clear di�erentiation of cell nuclei from the

cytoplasm as evident from the abundance plots of the �rst two vertex components

(VC) 1 and 2 in panels D and E. Panel C displays the corresponding spectra of the

�rst two endmembers VC 1 and 2. Both abundance plots allow for di�erentiating

cell nuclei and cytoplasm. The corresponding spectrum of VC 1 is the sum of the

symmetric and antisymmetric CH2-stretching vibration at 2850 cm-1 and 2930 cm-1

and the symmetric CH3 stretching vibration at 2870 cm-1 [13]. These Raman re-
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Figure 1 � Direct comparison of the H&E stained (A) tissue section with CARS (2850 cm-1, B)
as well as Raman microscopic images (D,E) of the unstained tissue within the C-H-stretching
region of a human squamous cell carcinoma metastasis in the brain. The CARS and the Raman
image accentuate the positions of single cell nuclei due to a spatially distinct lipid and protein
distribution. Thus, cell nuclei and cell boundaries can be precisely determined allowing for
extraction of morphologic parameters for tissue grading, e.g. nuclei size and shape, nucleus to
cytoplasm ratio, cell density. The origin of vibrational image contrast is derived from the vertex
component analysis of the C-H-stretching Raman data (see panel C), displaying endmembers
of the �rst 2 vertex components. The corresponding abundance plots are shown in panels
D and E. Both vertex components allow for di�erentiating cell nuclei from the surrounding
tissue. The contrast is based on the symmetric and antisymmetric CH2 and CH3-stretching
vibration in the range from 2850 to 2955 cm-1 in case of VC 1 and missing symmetric aliphatic
CH2-stretching vibration of lipids at 2850 cm

-1 in combination with an intense symmetric CH3-
stretching vibration of mainly proteins at 2930 cm-1 in case of VC 2. Thus the contrast in VC 2
can be assigned to relative di�erences in the lipid/protein ratio between nuclei and cytoplasm.
Since VC 1 is similar to the CARS signal, the origin of the CARS image contrast is due to
the lipid content.
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sonances originate from the most abundant molecules in tissue apart from water

which are proteins, lipids and DNA. When comparing Raman and CARS image D

and B the intensity distribution is very similar, proving that the negative contrast

of the cell nuclei in CARS is related to a relative de�ciency of these molecules with

respect to the cytoplasm. Since DNA should be most abundant within the nuclei it

can be concluded that the signal contribution of DNA is negligible. Thus taking into

account the respective molecular structures VC 1 resembles the combined lipid and

protein distribution, since lipids and protein contain signi�cantly more methyl and

methylene groups than DNA. The Raman spectrum of VC 2 is dominated by strong

positive signals of the symmetric aliphatic C-H stretching vibration of methyl groups

at 2930 cm-1. This vibration is a selective marker for proteins, which contain higher

amounts of these functional groups than lipids or DNA. Thus, the image contrast

in the abundance plot of VC 2 (�gure 1 panel E) is related to a relative di�erence

in the protein/lipid ratio and allows di�erentiating nuclei from the cytoplasm. Since

the cell nuclei appear bright in the Raman image E in contrast to the CARS image,

protein is not prominently contributing to the observed CARS signal at 2850 cm-1.

In summary, CARS and Raman imaging allow di�erentiating cell nuclei and cyto-

plasm solely using the C-H-stretching vibrational spectral region. The CARS con-

trast at 2850 cm-1 is based on the di�erences in the concentration of CH2-functional

groups in the nuclei and in the cytoplasm. Thus, in CARS imaging at 2850 cm-1

(�gure 1 panel B) image contrast for discerning cell nuclei and cytoplasm is mainly

based on the lipid content, since the relative concentration of these functional groups

is highest in lipids. Protein and especially DNA as major compounds in tissue con-

tains signi�cantly less methylene groups in addition to relatively large amounts of

other hydrogen containing functional groups, namely CH3 in case of proteins and

CH, OH and NH groups in case of DNA.

The CARS image allows for discerning cell nuclei as evident by comparing panels A

and B providing similar results as known from staining histopathology. Since single

cell nuclei are resolved, histomorphological parameters required for grading of tissue

are readily extractable using image processing routines, e.g. cell density, nucleus to

cytoplasm ratio, nucleus size and shape. Therefore an image processing procedure
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has been performed in order to extract histopathologically relevant parameters from

the CARS image. For evaluation of this method the algorithm has been applied to

the corresponding H&E image. In �gure 2 H&E and CARS image are shown in grey

scale in addition to the detected cell nuclei marked in green. The table below sum-

marizes the results and con�rms good correspondence with the consecutively H&E

stained section in locating cell nuclei. The algorithm underestimates the number

of cell nuclei by 20% and the area fraction by 33%, but still these results are very

promising.

Figure 2 � Comparison of the results of image analysis of an H&E stained image (A) and a
CARS microscopic image (B) of a squamous cell carcinoma brain metastasis. The image con-
trast of the CARS image is su�cient for automated detection of cell nuclei, which corresponds
well with the H&E stained image, as shown in the table below. The number of cell nuclei is
20% lower and the area fraction 33% lower than estimated from the H&E image.
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Conclusion

In summary CARS and Raman microscopy of the aliphatic C-H-stretching region

at 2850 cm-1 are capable of detecting single cell nuclei. However, since cell nuclei

are identi�ed by negative contrast in the CARS and VC 1 of the Raman data, e.g.

a reduced lipid and protein signal, the DNA content cannot be determined and

erroneous detection of nuclei can occur. A positive contrast of nucleic acid Raman

bands can be detected in VC 2 and Raman images of brain tissue sections immersed

in aqueous bu�er[14]. An image processing procedure was applied to delineate cell

nuclei. These �ndings have been interpreted with the help of experimentally slow

Raman imaging. Indeed the lipid content within the cell nuclei has been shown

to be lower explaining the molecular origin of the observed CARS image contrast.

The results of vibrational imaging agree very well with histopathologic staining.

It can be concluded, that single band CARS microscopy using ps pulses as the

most rapid vibrational imaging technique is capable of providing information on

the tissue morphology and composition similar to histopathologic staining. Since

CARS imaging within the C-H-stretching spectral region reveals the position and

extent of single cell nuclei this label free imaging technique holds great potential for

non-invasive imaging and surgical guidance in future applications.
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Abstract

A novel approach for an all-�ber mono-laser source for CARS microscopy is pre-

sented. An Yb-�ber laser generates 100 ps pulses, which later undergo narrowband

in-�ber frequency conversion based on degenerate four-wave-mixing. The frequency

conversion is optimized to access frequency shifts between 900 and 3200 cm-1, rele-

vant for vibrational imaging. Inherently synchronized pump and Stokes pulses are

available at one �ber end, readily overlapped in space and time. The source is app-

lied to CARS spectroscopy and microscopy experiments in the CH-stretching region

around 3000 cm-1. Due to its simplicity and maintenance-free operation, the laser

scheme holds great potential for bio-medical applications outside laser laboratories.

Keywords: CARS microscopy, Raman micro spectroscopy, C-H-stretching vibrati-

on, vibrational imaging.
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Introduction

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy has proven to be a

powerful tool in biomedical sciences [1]. By probing intrinsic vibrational molecule

resonances of the specimen, chemical selective image contrast is obtained without

the use of extrinsic labels [2]. Paired with its high sensitivity, CARS thus allows for

microscopy of living cells and is a promising technique for real time in-vivo imaging,

e.g. during brain cancer surgery.

As CARS is a four-wave-mixing (FWM) process, the signal generation requires syn-

chronized laser pulses at di�erent wavelengths. This imposes stringent requirements

on the light source. At the same time, the frequency di�erence between the two

synchronized pulse trains needs to match the molecular resonance of interest to ob-

tain the desired chemical-selective contrast through the generation of a resonant

anti-Stokes signal. Since the signal intensity is proportional to the pump/probe and

Stokes intensities ICARS ∝ I2pIs, signal photons are primarily generated in a small

focal volume, thus CARS additionally provides 3-dimensional sectioning capabili-

ties.

The common approach to generate the pump and Stokes pulses is to use two syn-

chronized mode-locked solid state lasers or one mode-locked laser in combination

with an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), the latter approach thereby obviating

the need for electronic synchronization. These systems are very versatile and deli-

ver nearly ideal parameters. On the other hand, they are very expensive, large and

require technical sta� devoted to their constant alignment and maintenance. For

this reason the application of CARS microscopy is still limited to a few specialized

laboratories world-wide. A wider use in life sciences and especially in clinical envi-

ronments critically depends on the development of suitable, easy-to-use, compact

and, at the same time, inexpensive and reliable laser sources.

Fiber lasers are ideally suited to ful�ll all these requirements, as they can be com-

pletely �ber integrated and, therefore, they can be extremely compact and robust.

Hence, several sources intended for CARS microscopy have been developed using

a �ber based driving laser in combination with some sort of frequency conversion
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process for the intrinsically synchronized generation of the frequency shifted pulse

train. Di�erent approaches for frequency conversion relying either on bulk crystal

based OPO [3] or �ber based processes such as soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS)

[4, 5] or supercontinuum generation (SC) [6] have been pursued. Whereas a bulk

OPO is clearly not compatible with �ber integration, also the �ber based approa-

ches rely on free-space optics to some extent. One problem is that the frequency

shifted solitons tend to be spectrally broad and, hence, they must be adapted to

obtain high spectral resolution and a high contrast between the resonance and the

nonresonant background in the CARS signal [1]. Furthermore, it is bene�cial for

the frequency conversion process (SSFS, SC) if the driving laser pulse is in the fs

time scale [7], whereas for CARS mostly ps pulses are preferable. One strategy to

solve this issue is to start with a narrowband ps driving laser and convert part of its

output to fs durations before it is sent to the frequency conversion stage [4]. This

is done by exploiting nonlinear spectral broadening in a �ber and by carrying out

a subsequent temporal compression in a grating setup. Other approaches directly

start with fs pulses and use second harmonic generation in long crystals to achieve

spectral pulse compression at the end [6], or alternatively, they apply a spectrally

focused CARS scheme by chirping the broadband pulses [5]. Also more sophisticated

techniques like delayed multiplex CARS with ultrabroadband few cycle pulses have

been demonstrated [8]. However, despite considerable progress, none of the presen-

ted concepts o�ers true turn-key and alignment-free operation as they depend on

free-space optics and need adjustment of the pulse delay.

In this paper, we present a novel approach for all-�ber CARS laser sources which

allows for complete �ber integration. Our system comprises a spectrally �ltered �ber

oscillator and a �ber optical parametric frequency conversion stage using degenerate

four-wave-mixing (FWM) in an endlessly single-mode �ber. The frequency shift that

can be obtained is determined by the �ber dispersion, which in turn in�uences the

phase-matching condition of the parametric process. Moreover this frequency shift

can be changed by tuning the wavelength of the driving �ber laser. Furthermore the

FWM process inherently ensures that the pump laser pulse and the shifted compo-

nent are both temporally and spatially overlapped at the �ber output. Thus they
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are readily available for injection into a CARS microscope without the need of any

combining optics or delay lines. This reduces overall system complexity signi�cantly

and makes it particularly easy to use. Besides, the single-�ber-end output is direct-

ly compatible with �ber-delivered probes [9] for in-vivo imaging. This holds true,

since long ps pulses have been used, for which the additional dispersion within the

microscopic objective and the tissue sample and even within another short piece of

delivery �ber is negligible.

Our experimental scheme is based on an alignment-free ytterbium �ber laser deli-

vering 118 ps pulses at an average power of up to 2 W and with variable repetition

rates in the lower MHz range. The FWM �ber was chosen to attain frequency shifts

from more than 3500 cm-1 to below 1000 cm-1 by tuning the driving laser by ± 20 nm

within the Yb-gain bandwidth. In the following sections the pump laser (section 2)

and the frequency conversion stage (section 3) will be described. Afterwards experi-

mental results from CARS spectroscopy of the aromatic CH-stretching vibration of

toluene and CARS microscopic images are presented in section 4.

The all-�ber pump laser system

Figure 1 � Schematic setup of the environmentally stable, alignment-free �ber laser system
employed to drive the four-wave-mixing process. SC-single clad �ber, DC-double clad �ber,
FBG-�ber Bragg grating.

To drive the nonlinear frequency conversion process, a reliable high-power pump

laser is required. Hence, a �ber master oscillator power ampli�er (MOPA) system,

completely based on commercially available single-mode �ber components was de-

veloped. The exclusive use of polarization maintaining �bers results in an environ-

mentally stable system. Furthermore, all components in the setup are fusion spliced
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to obtain alignment-free operation.

Figure 2 � Output characteristics of the ps pump laser system. (a) Temporal pulse shape
measured with a fast photo diode (18.5 ps) and a sampling oscilloscope (70 GHz). (b) Optical
spectrum (black) (resolution 0.02 nm); additionally the spectrum of the fs output is shown
(gray).

The �ber MOPA system is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. We begin with a self-

starting, fully �ber-integrated femtosecond oscillator, passively mode-locked by a

semi-conductor saturable-absorber. The oscillator setup and performance is analog

to the one presented in [10]. Using a circulator and a narrowband (17 pm) �ber

Bragg grating (FBG), a small part of the broad oscillator spectrum is carved out,

and ampli�ed in two core pumped pre-ampli�ers (Nufern PM-YSF-HI). A �berized

acousto-opical modulator then reduces the repetition rate to 1 MHz just before the

cladding pumped main ampli�er (Liekki Yb1200-10/125DC-PM), which can provi-

de up to 2 W of output power. Due to the narrow spectral bandwidth, the pulses

re�ected by the grating possess a long duration in the temporal domain. At the

output of the main ampli�er we measure a 0.07 nm spectral width (Fig. 2(b)) and a

corresponding pulse duration of 118 ps (Fig. 2(a)), using an optical spectrum ana-

lyzer with 0.02 nm resolution and a 19 ps response time photodiode. These pulses,

possessing µJ-level energies and peak powers in the several-kW range, are used for

frequency conversion in the next section. They can, moreover, be wavelength-tuned

by variation of the �lter element, e.g. by stretching the FBG. In addition, simulta-

neous multiple wavelength operation or selectable discrete wavelengths using a �ber
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switch could be realized by application of several FBGs. Furthermore, we obtain

chirped fs pulses at the transmission port of the FBG, which are not used further

in this contribution, but which could be compressed as demonstrated in [10] and

used for di�erent nonlinear microscopy techniques such as two-photon �uorescence

or second harmonic generation as additional methods providing image contrast.

In-�ber frequency conversion by degenerate

four-wave-mixing

The wavelength range from 780 to 980 nm for pumping the CARS process is be-

ne�cial for microscopy applications as it provides a good trade-o� in terms of spa-

tial resolution, penetration depth, non-resonant background and photodamage [1].

This wavelength range is therefore, the most widely used. The corresponding Stokes

wavelength is, consequently, above 1000 nm. In our case, in order to exploit the

advantages of Yb-�ber laser technology, the Stokes wavelength is designed to fall

within the Yb-gain bandwidth between 1020 and 1080 nm. The all-�ber single-laser

approach pursued here requires then, the frequency conversion of this Stokes wa-

velength to shorter wavelengths. The frequency-converted signal should be strong

enough to pump the CARS process. It has been shown that degenerate FWM in

photonic-crystal �bers can generate distinct new frequencies with high spectral den-

sities [11, 12, 13]. Endlessly single-mode PCF designs allow for high conversion e�-

ciencies as they ensure a good mode overlap even for widely separated wavelengths.

The use of long picosecond pulses minimizes spectral broadening of the driving pul-

ses induced by self-phase modulation (SPM) and thus allows for narrowband signal

generation.

In degenerate FWM two pump photons are annihilated and one signal and one

idler photon are generated at shorter and longer wavelengths, respectively. To avoid

confusion, the terms pump and signal are written in italic in the following, where-

ver they refer to the FWM process. This should distinguish them from the pump

and signal of the CARS process. (Note that the signal generated by FWM will be

used as the pump for the CARS process. Moreover, the residual FWM pump pulse
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Figure 3 � (a) DFWM frequency shift with respect to pump calculated for di�erent PCF
designs. The legend contains the geometrical parameters (hole-to-hole distance) and d (hole
diameter). (b) Microscope image of PCF#5. The legend provides the geometrical parameters
of the di�erent �bers. All �bers are standard one-hole-missing designs with hexagonal hole
arrangement. Note, that the relative dimensions are the same for PCF#1-5, hence, suppressing
the scale bar, the microscope image would be identical for PCF#1-5.

will serve as the CARS Stokes (see upper inset Fig. 4). The parametric process of

FWM can only take place if both energy 2ωpump = ωsignal + ωidler and momentum

conservation 2kpump = ksignal + kidler + 2γPpump are ful�lled [14]. The simultaneous

ful�llment of these two conditions is known as phase-matching. Besides the product

of nonlinearity parameter γ and pump power, the phase matching is only depen-

dent on the dispersion of the �ber. Hence, the signal wavelength for a given pump

can be conveniently selected by adjusting the structure parameters of the �ber. To

select a suitable �ber we calculated the dispersion of the e�ective refractive index

for di�erent available PCFs (see legend in Fig. 3) using a numerical mode solver.

Together with the equations above, the phase matched wavelength sets are easily

determined for each �ber. Figure 4 displays the calculated mode pro�le for PCF# 2

and the corresponding signal (orange) and idler (black) wavelength pairs for pump

wavelengths between 1 and 1.1 µm. Additionally, the frequency di�erence (green)

between signal and pump is plotted. This shows whether the generated signal could

be used together with the pump laser to drive any CARS resonance of interest. In

fact, for PCF# 2 tuning the pump between 1022 and 1055 nm generates the desired

signal wavelengths between 770 and 964 nm. This corresponds to frequency shifts
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between 3200 and 900 cm-1. Thus tuning the pump by only 33 nm gives access to

the whole frequency range important for CARS microscopy. Of course, the same

frequency di�erence is obtained with the idler, which could alternatively be used

whenever longer wavelengths are of interest.

Figure 4 � Signal and idler wavelengths that ful�ll both energy and momentum conservation
as a function of the pump wavelength, calculated for a peak power of 2 kW for PCF# 2.
The green curve shows the corresponding frequency shift with respect to the pump that is
obtained for di�erent pump wavelengths. The inset on the left shows the simulated mode
pro�le at 1030 nm, the upper inset illustrates the use of the di�erent frequencies for CARS.

The investigated PCFs are one-hole-missing designs consisting of 7 rings of air ho-

les. A microscope image of the �ber cross section is shown in Fig. 3(b), the design

parameters (hole-to-hole distance and size) are given in the legend. The simulated

frequency shifts obtained for the di�erent �bers assuming an Yb-doped pump la-

ser are shown in Fig. 3(a). At �xed pump wavelength of 1030 nm, the frequency

shifts span from 1528 to 4340 cm-1 with the presented �ber set, demonstrating the

�exibility of the DFWM approach. We decided to use PCF#2 for our CARS experi-

ments as it shifts across the important CH-stretching bands around 3000 cm-1 when
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using the pump laser around 1030 nm. Furthermore, as discussed above, this �ber

perfectly maps the CARS relevant frequency range into a tuning range easily acces-

sible with Yb-�ber lasers. The �ber's mode-�eld area is around 14 µm2, which gives

rise to su�ciently high intensities already at moderate peak powers of some kW.

For comparison, the corresponding curve for a commercially available �ber (LMA-5

NKT Photonics) is plotted (gray). It shows nearly the same characteristic and, thus,

it could readily be used for the development of a low cost commercial CARS laser

source.

As the phase matching is strongly related to the �ber parameters, any geometri-

cal variations along the �ber length will reduce the e�ciency and spectral signal

purity. It is therefore bene�cial to use short �bers to favor the FWM process over

other competing nonlinear e�ects such as spontaneous Raman scattering [13]. A very

short �ber on the other hand, would require high pump powers to obtain moderate

conversion e�ciencies. We determined that the optimum �ber length was 0.7 m for

our purposes. This length allows for a clean signal and idler generation as shown in

Fig. 5(a) for a pump power of 0.37 W. The �ber is pumped at 1033 nm generating a

signal at 785 nm, which corresponds to a frequency shift of ∼ 3050 cm-1, matching

the aromatic CH-stretching vibrational resonance.

Figure 5 � (a) Spectra of the clean signal and idler generation via DFWM in PCF#2, pumped
with 0.37 W at 1033 nm. (b) DFWM signal spectra for increasing pump power, showing the
evolution of maximum spectral power density and spectral width of the signal.

In reference [12] it has been shown that the temporal pulse shape gets increasingly
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complex due to the occurrence of successive back-conversion processes in longer �-

ber sections. On the other hand, using a short conversion �ber, clean signal pulses

can be generated, at the price of sacri�cing some conversion e�ciency. These signal

pulses can be signi�cantly shorter than the pump pulses, as conversion starts only

around the pulse peak. As we are interested in clean signal generation, we chose

such a working point. The temporal trace of the signal recorded with a photodiode

(18.5 ps) and a sampling oscilloscope (70 GHz) is shown in Fig. 6(b). It has a full

width at half maximum of 43 ps, which is about 3 times shorter than that of the

pump pulse. More important, however, is the spectral width of the generated signal,

as it in�uences the signal to noise ratio of the CARS signal due to the nonresonant

background [1]. Figure 5(b) shows the signal spectrum for di�erent signal powers

(obtained by increasing the pump power). With increasing power the spectral power

density increases up to 15 mW/nm for 48 mW total signal power. However, as the

signal width gets broader, the power density does not increase further when going

to higher power. For our CARS experiments we worked with 20 to 35 mW frequency

converted power. If higher power would be required, one would have to use higher

repetition rates or shorter conversion �ber lengths to remain in the narrow linewidth

operation point.

Figure 6 � (a) Variation of the frequency shift by tuning the pump laser. (b) Temporal pulse
shapes measured with a fast photo diode (18.5 ps) and a sampling oscilloscope (70 GHz). The
FWM pump (gray), the FWM signal which is used as CARS pump (orange), and the residual,
partially depleted FWM pump which is used as CARS Stokes (red) are shown. The area is
normalized to the pulse energy to estimate the peak power.
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As mentioned above, by tuning the wavelength of the pump laser the frequency

shift can be varied over a large range, whereby both pump and signal wavelengths

change. A continuous tunability over a few nanometers can be obtained from our

pump laser by stretching the FBG. The resulting FWM signal spectra in terms of

frequency shift are shown in Fig. 6(a) for PCF#2. The signal wavelength changes

from 775 to 788 nm when the pump is tuned from 1030.5 to 1033.5 nm. So the

frequency shift changes by 200 cm-1 with this 3 nm pump tuning.

Application of the two-color �ber source to CARS

spectroscopy and microscopy

To demonstrate the suitability of the above concept for CARS applications, we

performed a measurement of the aromatic CH-stretching vibrational resonance of

toluene, using the simple scheme depicted in Fig. 7. After the pump laser being

frequency shifted by DFWM in PCF#2, the output of the PCF is simply collimated

and focused into the sample. No additional delay line is required as the pulses al-

ready overlap in space and time at the output of the �ber, which simpli�es both the

setup and the experimental e�ort, something of particular interest for the user. Be-

hind the sample, the light is collected by a lens and coupled into a multimode �ber,

which is connected to the detector. A 770 nm short pass �lter is inserted behind the

sample to block any residual pump light. Another long pass �lter (650 nm) is used

in front of the sample to block any small amount of light that might be present at

the CARS signal wavelength, generated by non-phase-matched FWM in the PCF

[9].

About 26 mW of CARS pump is sent to a 10 × microscope objective (Olympus)

to be focused into the sample. The signal is detected with a CCD spectrometer,

but it could of course be obtained by any non-spectrally sensitive detector as well.

As the signal is strong, no special care had to be taken regarding e�cient photon

collection or stray light. Figure 8(a) shows the CARS signal spectra for di�erent fre-

quency shifts between pump and Stokes. The width of each single spectrum is about
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50 cm-1. Integration yields the total signal power, which is plotted in Fig. 8(b) to-

gether with a �t of the resonance line. The resulting linewidth is 60 cm-1 as a result

of the convolution of the laser linewidth with the resonance.

Figure 7 � Simple CARS setup. The PCF output is simply collimated and focused into the
sample. No additional delay line is required as the pulses are already overlapped. LP 650 -
long pass 650 nm, SP 770 - short pass 770 nm, MMF - multi-mode �ber.

In order to test the imaging capabilities of the laser source, we attached it to a

home-built laser scanning microscope. Using a 20 × objective (Mitutoyo Plan Apo

NIR), images of glass spheres in toluene were taken (Fig. 9). Tuning to the resonance

(left hand side of Fig. 9) the surrounding toluene generates a strong resonant CARS

signal and hence appears bright, whereas the glass spheres remain dark creating a

strong contrast in the picture. The raw images in Fig. 9 contain 970 × 970 pixels and

were acquired in less than 2 seconds without averaging. The series in Fig. 9 shows

how the signal vanishes when the laser is tuned out of resonance. The nonresonant

background is in comparison to the resonant CARS signal almost negligible (compare

Fig. 9 left-right).

Against the common notion that pulses in the short ps range are optimal for CARS,

longer pulses in the range of tens of picoseconds have many practical advantages.

Obviously the temporal overlap between pulses becomes much less critical and, thus,

passing several optical elements or even a certain �ber segment does not require for

any readjustments. Moreover, very narrow bandwidths and high spectral resolution

is obtained for transform limited pulses at durations of several tens of ps, which, at

the same time results in higher signal to noise ratios as the nonresonant background

coming from besides the excited vibrational line is suppressed. Finally, and even

more important, when it comes to �ber delivered probes, the impact of undesired

propagation e�ects is drastically reduced. This relates to both dispersion and self-
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Figure 8 � (a) CARS signal spectra and (b) CARS signal power, obtained by tuning the
pump-Stokes frequency shift across the resonance of toluene

phase-modulation, when comparing pulses with equal peak power. At the same time

longer pulses generate the same amount of CARS signal compared to shorter ones,

as long as the peak and average power are kept constant. This implies that the

Figure 9 � CARS microscopic images of glass spheres in toluene, 970 × 970 pixels, no avera-
ging. Detuning from resonance demonstrates high signal to noise ratios.

product of the repetition rate and the pulse duration remains constant as illustrated

in Fig. 10. Thus, when the pulse duration is increased, the pulse energy needs to be

increased by the same factor to keep the peak power constant. In order to remain at

the same average power, consequently, the repetition rate has to be decreased by that

factor. This increase in pulse energy is inherently happening in the ampli�er if the

repetition rate is decreased. Under this prerequisite, each long pulse generates more

CARS signal even though the total CARS average power remains constant. Hence,
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integration over several pulses for each pixel is not required anymore. On the other

hand, fast acquisition times and real-time imaging require high repetition rates, thus

repetition rates around few MHz represent a good trade-o�. For example, a 1-MHz

system would allow for an image of 300 × 300 pixels at 11 frames per second.

Figure 10 � Illustration showing that long pulses (case B) yield the same CARS signal power
as shorter ones (case A), as long as the repetition rate is lowered accordingly, keeping both
average and peak power constant.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated a novel all-�ber laser source approach for CARS microsco-

py based on degenerate FWM. An environmentally stable Yb-�ber laser generates

118 ps pulses around 1030 nm, which are then frequency converted in a PCF to

obtain high-power, inherently synchronized CARS pump pulses with a duration of

43 ps. The generated wavelength pair around 780 nm and 1030 nm was used to probe

the aromatic CH-stretch vibrational resonance of toluene at 3050 cm-1. Reproduc-

tion of the CARS resonance bandshape by spectral tuning as well as microscopic

imaging within the aromatic CH-stretching region demonstrates the CARS capabi-

lities of the laser.

In contrast to other �ber based frequency conversion arrangements on the basis of

supercontinuum generation or Raman scattering based soliton shifts, FWM gives the

opportunity for narrowband frequency conversion directly to shorter wavelengths.
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Using the emission of an Yb-�ber laser as CARS Stokes and as the �eld driving the

FWM process, high-power CARS pump pulses can be generated in the preferred wa-

velength region around 800 nm. Alternatively the FWM idler around 1500 nm could

be used as Stokes, whenever longer wavelengths would be required. Furthermore the

FWM process is driven by long ps pulses and is consequently directly compatible

with CARS, without the need for pulse post-processing like in other fs-based fre-

quency conversion schemes.

The laser operates in the near infrared wavelength range o�ering several advanta-

ges as a maximized depth penetration and minimal sample absorption and photo

damage in biological tissue. The long ps pulses minimize the in�uence of dispersion

and do not loose temporal overlap. Furthermore the spectral resolution of the source

with an excitation bandwidth of 26 cm-1 as demonstrated corresponds to the line-

width of a vibrational resonance in the CH-stretching region ( 20 cm-1) for imaging

lipids, thus, yielding a high ratio of resonant signal to nonresonant background. The

resolution could be further improved by cw-seeding of the FWM process [15], which

would condense the bandwidth closer to the transform limit. This would reduce the

bandwidth to few cm-1.

The main advantage of the proposed approach, however, is its simplicity of operati-

on due to its full �ber integration. It provides pump and Stokes pulses temporally

and spatially overlapped from one �ber end in combination with a compact and

maintenance-free overall system. Hence, it paves the way to �ber-delivered in situ

imaging systems.

By replacing the fs- by a ps-oscillator with low repetition rate the system could be

simpli�ed even further. Only one core pumped main ampli�er would be required

which could be directly spliced between the oscillator and the conversion PCF. Also

a high repetition rate �ber coupled microchip laser [16] might be an alternative.

With the whole system �tting into a small box, it could directly be attached to the

microscope, thus becoming as easy to use as any halogen lamp. It could be made

tunable by tuning the oscillator, but it could also be designed with a �xed frequency

di�erence to serve one speci�c application as e.g. the imaging of lipids. As such, it

could be a simple extension to existing �uorescence microscopes or a compact and
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reliable device for in situ imaging, thus being a signi�cant step towards establishing

CARS microscopy in real-world and, in particular, in bio-medical applications.
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Abstract

An environmentally-stable low-repetition rate �ber oscillator is developed to pro-

duce narrow-bandwidth pulses with several tens of picoseconds duration. Based on

this oscillator an alignment-free all-�ber laser for multi-photon microscopy is rea-

lized using in-�ber frequency conversion based on four-wave-mixing. Both pump

and Stokes pulses for coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy

are readily available from one �ber end, intrinsically overlapped in space and time,

which drastically simpli�es the experimental handling for the user. The comple-

te laser setup is mounted on a home-built laser scanning microscope with small

footprint. High-quality multimodal microscope images of biological tissue are pre-

sented probing the CH-stretching resonance of lipids at an anti-Stokes Raman-shift

of 2845 cm-1 and second-harmonic generation of collagen. Due to its simplicity, com-

pactness, maintenance-free operation, and ease-of-use the presented low-cost laser is

an ideal source for bio-medical applications outside laser laboratories and in parti-

cular inside clinics.
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Introduction

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy is a potent technique

for chemical selective tissue imaging [1]. By probing vibrational molecule resonances

chemical information is obtained without the use of any labels. Hence, CARS al-

lows for microscopy of living cells and is a promising technique for real time in

vivo imaging, e.g. during brain cancer surgery [2]. However, CARS signal generation

requires two synchronized picosecond pulse trains with their frequency di�erence

matching the resonance frequency of interest. These are commonly generated using

Ti:Sapphire or frequency doubled Nd-based bulk lasers in combination with a bulk

optical parametric oscillator. Such systems are not only expensive and complex, but

also require constant maintenance and alignment. A wider use of CARS in real-world

applications, such as medical imaging in clinical environments, is crucially depen-

dent on the development of compact, turn-key laser sources which are reliable and

easy to use. Therefore, several attempts have been made to transfer the compactness

and ruggedness of �ber laser technology to CARS laser sources. Nevertheless, while

alignment-free �ber lasers are routinely operated in many industrial applications,

the critical point for CARS still is the �ber based generation of a synchronized pul-

se train at a second wavelength. Besides electronic locking of two separate lasers

[3] all-optical frequency conversion of a mono-laser source has been demonstrated

[4, 5, 6, 7, 8], resulting in intrinsic passive synchronization of the two pulse trains.

The �ber based frequency conversion is typically realized by soliton self-frequency

shift [4, 5, 6]. However, in addition to the �ber sections all of these sources rely

on free-space setups to adapt the generated pulses to suit the CARS process. On-

ly recently optical parametric generation (OPG) by four-wave-mixing (FWM) in

photonic-crystal �bers (PCF) [9, 10] has been demonstrated as new approach to ge-

nerate passively synchronized pump and Stokes pulses for CARS [7]. The proposed

scheme o�ers several advantages since the �ber-generated long-picosecond pulses can

directly be used for CARS and complete �ber integration including �ber delivery

becomes feasible. Also continuous-wave seeded FWM using short few ps pulses has

been applied [8]. Using a cw-seed reduces the bandwidth of the FWM generated
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pulses [11], which is advantageous for applications requiring high spectral resolu-

tion, e.g. probing narrow resonances in the �ngerprint region. However, the use of

1-2 ps pulses as in [8] only results in moderate resolution; moreover, the short pulses

hinder �ber integration both for the �ber ampli�er due to increased nonlinear e�ects

as for the CARS setup due to the extra delay lines needed to precisely control the

temporal overlap.

In this contribution we present, to the best of our knowledge, the �rst alignment-free

all-�ber laser source for CARS microscopy delivering synchronized pump and Stokes

pulses from a single �ber end. Similar to the source proposed in [7] optical parame-

tric frequency generation via in-�ber FWM is used to generate the CARS pump,

while the residual fundamental laser pulses serve as CARS Stokes. The complete

setup including the FWM stage is constructed of polarization maintaining (PM)

�ber components, which are fusion spliced eliminating any free-space propagation.

The ultra-compact setup is enabled by a novel ps master oscillator with low MHz

repetition rate. This environmentally-stable, SESAM mode-locked all-�ber oscilla-

tor generates spectrally narrow pulses with 50 ps duration. It is therefore perfectly

adapted to the requirements, reducing the number of components and, thus, the

complexity and the footprint of the system. The turn-key CARS laser source has

great bene�t for the user as the �ber delivery eliminates alignment of the spatial

and temporal pulse overlap. Microscopic multimodal nonlinear imaging is perfor-

med by probing the CARS CH-stretching vibration of lipids around 2845 cm-1 and

by probing second harmonic generation in the sample simultaneously. High quality

images of atherosclerotic plaques at the inner human arterial wall are presented.

The alignment-free all-�ber laser system

CARS microscopy of biological samples is limited to a certain window of laser para-

meters. Since CARS is a three-photon process the accumulated signal is increasing

with the cubic of the peak power (Ppeak) multiplied by the duty-cycle (ηduty) of the

laser. The sensitivity of the detection system hence gives a minimum power requi-

rement (P 3
peak · ηduty > limsens). At the same time, the onset of cell damage limits
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the maximum power on the sample, while the damage mechanism is depending on

tissue type, peak power and wavelength. Assuming, that cell damage is predomi-

nantly two-photon induced [12] the maximum condition is depending on the square

of the peak power (P 2
peak · ηduty < limdamage ). Hence, a high peak power and a

rather low duty cycle extend the useful operation window. Consequently, a short

pulse duration (τ) and low repetition rate (frep) is advantageous (ηduty = τ ·frep). In
contrast, besides the decrease in spectral resolution, undesired NL e�ects and issues

with temporal overlap and dispersion in optical elements, delivery �bers or in the

case of deep tissue imaging become more and more critical for short pulses with few

ps or sub-ps duration. A very low repetition rate, in turn, limits the scanning speed.

Pulses with tens of ps duration represent a good compromise. They are ideally sui-

ted for practical CARS systems as they facilitate the experiment drastically. At the

same time, they allow for very high spectral resolution and reach the required peak

power of typically 0.1-1 kW in combination with MHz repetition rates (required for

video rate imaging) at a moderate average power (Pavg = Ppeak · ηduty ). Indeed, for
example a 20 ps system with its repetition rate lowered to 2 MHz has the same duty

cycle as a system with 500 fs at 80 MHz, and, hence, under the above assumptions

it is fully equivalent in terms of e�cient CARS signal generation and the onset of

cell damage.

Such pulse durations and peak power levels can be generated by FWM in PCFs

[7, 9, 10, 11],where a launched pump pulse generates two new, equally separated

frequency components at shorter (signal) and longer (idler) wavelengths. We deci-

ded on a target pulse duration of 20 ps as it is appropriate both for CARS imaging,

due to the above mentioned reasons, as for pulse generation via FWM. Since the

generated signal pulse is signi�cantly shorter [7], this corresponds to a pump pulse

between 50 and 60 ps, which is still long enough to keep spectral broadening via

self-phase-modulation (SPM) reasonable and also long enough to generate a clean

signal spectrum with suitable bandwidth, even without the use of a cw-seed keeping

the system very simple.

To drive the FWM process a suitable all-�ber laser system was developed using

only 6 µm-core PM single-mode �ber (SMF). The following subsections describe the

ps oscillator and the ampli�cation and FWM stages.
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Environmentally-stable all-�ber oscillator with low repetition rate

As outlined above the target system requires a pulse source, which delivers around

50 ps pulses with narrow bandwidth and a low MHz repetition rate. Since pulse

picking and spectral �ltering as in [7] complicate the system it is highly desirable to

generate such pulses directly from a simple oscillator.

The simplest Yb-�ber oscillator concept is the all-normal dispersion laser omit-

Figure 1 � Schematic of the all-�ber CARS laser source, showing the ps oscillator (upper
part) and the ampli�cation and frequency conversion stages (lower part).

ting the dispersion compensation. Such lasers have been shown to operate at low

repetition rate in a highly nonlinear regime with broad bandwidth stabilized by a

several nm wide spectral �lter [13]. On the other hand ps pulses with relatively

narrow bandwidths have been obtained without spectral �lter in linear regimes at

high dispersion [14, 15]. However, in these cases the time-bandwidth product has

still been relatively large. Here, a 10 mm long uniform �ber Bragg grating (FBG)

with a width of 0.06 nm is used to spectrally narrow the pulses and stabilize the

mode-locking. The FBG is, moreover, crucial to �x the wavelength to exactly match

the requirements of the FWM and �nally the CARS resonance. The laser is con-

structed in a simple linear con�guration as shown in Fig. 1. The FBG represents one

of the cavity end mirrors and with a peak re�ectivity of 50% it also serves as output

coupler. The other end mirror is formed by the semi-conductor saturable absorber

mirror (SESAM) which is directly butt-coupled to the �ber. It has a modulation

depth of 24%, a relaxation time of 9 ps and a saturation �uence of 100 µJ/cm−2.

The �ber section, realized with PM Panda �ber, consists of a delay section of about

50 m, a polarizer to select the oscillation axis and a 1.2 m active �ber section with a
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pump absorption of 80 dB/m which is core-pumped through the FBG by a 976 nm

single-mode diode.

With a low repetition rate of 1.9 MHz this simple oscillator generates a pulse train

of 45 to 55 ps pulses depending on the pump level. At a launched pump power of

11 mW it produces 0.13 nJ pulses with a duration of 51 ps and a spectral width of

0.07 nm as shown in Fig. 2. The oscillator output is spliced to an optical isolator

which is delivering the pulses to the ampli�cation stages.

Figure 2 � Oscillator pulse characterization: (a) Temporal characteristic measured with a
fast photo diode (19 ps response time) and a 70 GHz sampling oscilloscope; (b) Spectrum
measured with a resolution of 0.02 nm.

Core-pumped SMF ampli�er and all-�ber frequency conversion by FWM

The low repetition rate reduces the average power requirements for the whole laser

system; hence, the ampli�ers can be constructed only of SMF components, making

the system very compact. A 1 m active �ber with a pump absorption of 250 dB/m is

used to pre-amplify the pulses. This results in 7.5 mW seed launched into the 0.3 m

long main ampli�cation �ber (1200 dB/m pump absorption) which can deliver up

to 0.5 W output power. With a resulting peak power of up to 5 kW the ampli�ed

pulses can easily drive the FWM process.

E�cient parametric signal and idler generation requires good overlap of the invol-

ved �ber modes and a suitable dispersion characteristic of the �ber to realize phase

matching. Both can be ful�lled in endlessly single-mode PCFs which easily allow
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Figure 3 � (a) FWM phase-matching diagram for the PCF showing the frequency shift and
the corresponding signal wavelength over pump wavelength; (b) Microscope image of the splice
between Yb-doped SIF (left) and PCF (right), the splice transmission is 74%.

one to tailor the dispersion by changing the air-hole structure [10]. As the majori-

ty of biomedical CARS imaging applications focuses on probing the resonances of

lipids [16] we looked for a commercially available PCF with appropriate dispersion

characteristic to generate the FWM signal at a frequency di�erence matching the

C-H-stretching vibrational resonance of methylene groups around 2845 cm-1 when

being pumped around 1030 nm by an Yb-based �ber laser. For this purpose simula-

tions analog to those in [7] were carried out and as a result a PCF o�ered by NKT

Photonics named �LMA-5 PM� was identi�ed to meet our requirements. The �ber

has 4 rings of 1.2 µm air holes with a hole-to-hole separation of 3.2 µm. On the basis

of the �ber's phase-matching characteristic (see Fig. 3(a)) the central wavelength

of the pump laser was chosen accordingly to generate the desired frequency shift

of 2845 cm-1. As can be deduced from the slope in Fig. 3(a) the frequency shift

changes by 6.5 cm-1 per 0.1 nm pump wavelength variation. Due to manufacturing

tolerances and uncertainties concerning the �ber parameters an experimental FWM

measurement is required to test the frequency shift of the actual piece of PCF. With

this measurement the simulation can be adapted to precisely design the target wa-

velength of the oscillator to �nally meet the desired CARS excitation frequency.

The PCF was directly spliced to the main ampli�er �ber using arc fusion splicing.

Previous alignment of the Panda structure of both �bers was executed to ensure

coupling into the slow axis of the PCF. The relatively similar mode-�eld diameters

of nominal 6.0 µm (SIF) and 4.4 µm (PCF) allow for a high theoretical coupling
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Figure 4 � (a)-(c) Characterization of the generated pulses at 26 mW of signal power: Spectral
shape of FWM signal (a) and corresponding residual pump (b), temporal shapes accordingly,
measured with a fast photo diode (c) and signal pulse autocorrelation trace (c, inset). (d)
Spectral width of FWM signal and residual pump for di�erent signal power.

e�ciency of 91% assuming Gaussian mode pro�les. After optimization of the splice

procedure parameters we obtain an excellent experimental value of 74% for the spli-

ce shown in Fig. 3(b). As can be seen the collapse length of the PCF air holes is kept

very small. At the same time the splice is still strong enough to withstand pulling

and bending during experimental handling. Finally, the PCF is cut to a length of

0.6 m and the �ber end is collapsed and angle polished.

At the end of this alignment-free con�guration we measure 10.5 mW FWM signal

at a pump power of 290 mW launched into the PCF. By turning up the pump this

increases to 50 mW signal at 345 mW of pump. Due to the increasing parametric

gain bandwidth, SPM-broadening of the pump spectrum and nonlinear broadening

of the signal pulse itself, the bandwidth of the generated signal grows with increasing

power. This dependency is shown in Fig. 4(d) where the spectral width of both signal
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and residual pump is plotted for di�erent signal levels. The graph demonstrates that

power levels of several ten mW which are more than su�cient for CARS imaging

applications can easily be generated with reasonable spectral widths of several ten

wavenumbers.

The spectral shape of the FWM signal (serving as CARS pump) and the spectrum

of the residual FWM pump (serving as CARS Stokes) are shown in Figs. 4(a), and

4(b) exemplarily for a signal power of 26 mW, which corresponds to the power le-

vel used in the subsequent CARS experiments. The spectra are centered around

797.9 nm and 1032.1 nm matching the desired frequency separation of 2845 cm-1.

Due to the high peak power the pump spectrum shows signi�cant SPM structures

and it is broadened to 0.8 nm. The temporal pulse shapes were measured with a fast

photo diode with a response time of 18.5 ps and a 70 GHz sampling oscilloscope. The

recorded traces for the partially depleted pump pulse and the signal pulse are shown

in Fig. 4(c). As the conversion starts only at the center of the pulse the generated

signal is signi�cantly shorter than the pump. It therefore reaches the detection limit

of the equipment, hence, an additional autocorrelation measurement was performed

(inset of Fig. 4(c)) measuring a pulse duration of 19 ps under the assumption of a

Gaussian shape. From this we can estimate the peak power to 0.7 kW. The temporal

walk-o� between pump and signal in the PCF due to group-velocity mismatch is

about 0.1 ps/cm and, hence, it is negligible regarding the pulse duration and �ber

length. In consequence, a good temporal overlap of the pulses is automatically en-

sured for the CARS process.

CARS imaging

To obtain a complete and compact CARS imaging system a scanning microscope

was developed, which is simple to use and does not require an optical table. The

optical layout has been simpli�ed since a confocal microscope design is not required;

instead the nonlinear processes provide intrinsic 3D sectioning capabilities. Due to

the nonlinear nature of CARS the spatial overlap of the pump and Stokes pulses in
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the focal spot is critical. Thus, conventional systems require careful adaptation and

overlay of the separate pump and Stokes beams including control of the temporal

pulse overlap, which make the alignment time consuming and di�cult and incre-

ase space requirements and system complexity. For the experiment reported here,

the �ber output of the laser is directly attached to the microscope as illustrated in

Fig. 5. Pump and Stokes pulses are emitted simultaneously eliminating any need

Figure 5 � Schematic of the CARS microscopy setup, SP short pass, LP long pass, BP band
pass, PMT photo multiplier tube.

for alignment. The collimated beam is de�ected by a pair of scanning galvanometric

mirrors and focused using a 20 × microscope objective with NA 0.4 (Mitutoyo Plan

Apo NIR). Finally, the forward generated CARS signal is detected with a photo-

multiplier tube (PMT). All elements in the illumination path are designed for the

near infrared reducing re�ection losses. Furthermore, by minimizing the distance of

the sample to the detector also scattered signal photons can be e�ciently detected.

For medical applications a large �eld of view (FOV) is bene�cial, whereas most com-

mercial microscopes have only a limited FOV, which is optically highly corrected. In

contrast, the FOV of the microscope reported here has been maximized and exceeds

1 mm2 when using a 20 × objective.

To reduce the total power on the biological sample, the output of the PCF contai-

ning FWM signal, residual pump and idler is spectrally �ltered. A short pass with
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its edge at 1050 nm blocks the long-wavelength idler. Tilting this �lter, moreover,

allows one to continuously decrease the power fraction transmitted at 1032 nm.

Hence, the amount of Stokes available for CARS can be adjusted. An additional

long-pass �lter blocks any light emitted at the CARS wavelength, which is genera-

ted in small amounts by non-phase-matched FWM in the PCF [17]. High-quality

images are obtained with a total power of less than 20 mW on the sample. In front

of the PMT the residual laser light is blocked by two short-pass �lters, moreover, a

band-pass �lter ensures that only CARS photons are detected.

Multimodal nonlinear microscopic images utilizing CARS, SHG and TPEF of a

human aorta section are presented in Fig. 6. These were recorded with a total ave-

rage power on the sample of 50 mW (a)-(c) and 20 mW (d) respectively. Sections

of 1.2 × 1.2 mm2 were scanned with a pixel dwell time of 1 µs. Figure 6(a) shows

the image obtained when the CARS signal at 650 nm is detected. Probing the CH-

stretching vibration with a laser frequency di�erence of 2844 cm-1, lipid plaques

are clearly visible in this image indicating atherosclerosis. The non-resonant signal

contribution in the image is small; the ratio of resonant signal to non-resonant back-

ground for the lipid plaques is about 10:1, which has been measured by tuning o�-

resonance with a slightly modi�ed setup. By exchanging the band-pass 650 nm �lter

in front of the detector with a short-pass 600 nm, the combined second harmonic

generation (SHG) signal of collagen at 399 and 516 nm and the two-photon excited

�uorescence signal (TPEF) of elastin is recorded (Fig. 6 (b)). Due their isotropic

nature the lipid droplets appear dark in 6(b); while �bers composed of the structural

proteins collagen and elastin become visible [18]. The multimodal composite image

is shown in Fig. 6(c).

Conclusion

In this contribution a completely alignment-free, simple and potentially low-cost all-

�ber laser source for nonlinear and especially CARS microscopy is presented. The

CARS pump pulses are produced by optical parametric generation via four wave

mixing in a photonic-crystal �ber, which gives intrinsic passive synchronization of
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Figure 6 � Microscopic images of atherosclerotic plaque deposition at the inner human arterial
wall. (a)-(c) show the same sample section: (a) CARS image probing lipids at 2844 cm-1, the
atherosclerotic plaques appear bright due to their high lipid content, (b) combined SHG and
TPEF signal of the elastic �bers of the arterial wall predominantly composed of collagen (SHG)
and elastin (TPEF), (c) Multimodal composite image showing an overlay of the CARS and
the SHG/TPEF signals. The images were sampled with 16.8 Mpixels with a pixel dwell time
of 1 µs, 2 scans averaged, 50 mW total laser power on the sample. (d) Multimodal composite
image as in (c) showing a di�erent aorta section, recorded with 20 mW total laser power on
the sample.

the pump and Stokes pulses. The laser relies on a long-cavity passively mode-locked

Yb �ber oscillator, developed to produce spectrally narrow 50 ps pulses with a low
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repetition rate of 2 MHz. These parameters allow for direct ampli�cation to 5 kW

peak power using standard core-pumped single-mode �bers, which gives su�ciently

high intensities to drive the frequency generation in the PCF. The complete setup

is constructed of commercially available, polarization-maintaining �ber components

which are fusion spliced eliminating any alignment.

CARS pump (798 nm) and Stokes (1032 nm) pulses are emitted from a single �-

ber end which is directly attached to a home-built laser scanning microscope. The

single-�ber delivery drastically eases the experimental e�ort as the pulses are per-

fectly overlapped in space and time. This reduces the alignment to a minimum which

is of particular importance for the user. The relatively long pulse durations are ad-

vantageous as they ensure temporal overlap even after additional optical elements,

e.g. microscope objective lenses.

High-quality multimodal nonlinear microscopic imaging is demonstrated, presenting

resonant imaging of lipids at a wavenumber shift of 2845 cm-1 in combination with

SHG and TPEF showing plaque deposition by arteriosclerosis in a human aorta

section.

With its hands-o� operation and compact dimensions the presented light source ma-

kes the application of CARS microscopy interesting for a wider community. Additio-

nal features as the �ber delivery and the extremely simpli�ed handling particularly

pave the way to the application of CARS in clinics.
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Abstract

We present a narrow-bandwidth, widely tunable �ber laser source for coherent anti-

Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) spectro- microscopy. The required, synchroni-

zed, two-color pulse trains are generated by optical-parametric ampli�cation in a

photonic-crystal �ber (PCF). The four-wave-mixing process in the PCF is pum-

ped by a 140 ps, alignment-free �ber laser system, and it is seeded by a tunable

continuous- wave laser; hence, a high spectral resolution of up to 1 cm-1 is obtained

in the CARS process. Since the PCF is pumped close to its zero-dispersion wave-

length, a broad parametric gain can be accessed, resulting in a large tuning range

for the generated signal and idler wavelengths. CARS spectroscopy and microscopy

is demonstrated, probing di�erent molecular vibrational modes within the accessible

region between 1200 cm-1 and 3800 cm-1 .
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Introduction

Laser based spectroscopy and imaging have become important tools for biochemical

and medical applications in the past decades. Nonlinear optical e�ects such as second

(SHG) and third harmonic generation (THG) provide the opportunity for damage-

free investigations in living cells (in-vivo). The missing chemical selectivity of these

processes can be overcome by stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and �uorescence

microscopy, with the drawbacks of either a slightly lower imaging speed, due to a

required lock-in data acquisition [1], or the sacri�ce of label-free operation. Coherent

anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) provides both label-free chemical information

and fast acquisition times [2, 3]. CARS is a third order non-linear interaction, where

the stimulated emission of an anti-Stokes signal is related to resonant interactions

with molecular energy states. This fact confers CARS chemical sensitivity. Thus,

a suitable incident frequency set (ωpump/probe, ωStokes) is required in order to collect

intense anti-Stokes signals. This resonant characteristic makes CARS a competitive

technology to gain speci�c tissue information with high speed.

Due to the need of two widely separated and narrowband frequencies, the usual laser

systems of choice are solid-state laser pumped optical parametric oscillators (OPO),

which provide a high tuning range [2]. These systems have megahertz repetition rates

and typical pulse durations between sub-picoseconds and ten picoseconds. This ran-

ge of pulse durations has been found to be a good compromise between reasonable

spectral resolution and the required high peak power. However, adjusting temporal

and spatial overlap of the two pulse trains increases experimental di�culties. In ad-

dition the costs and size of such table-spanning systems prevent the spread of CARS

systems in biochemical sciences.

Over the past few years new approaches were proposed for generating the required

wavelength set directly inside of optical �bers. Fiber technology o�ers the bene�t of

highly stable, compact and robust laser sources. The �rst �ber-based CARS pump

sources used soliton self frequency shift (SSFS) [4] and super continuum (SC) gene-

ration [5, 6]. Despite of their good wavelength tunability, these systems come with

a rather low spectral power density and poor spectral resolution. To overcome this
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problem, e�cient spectral compression by SHG was demonstrated [7], leading to an

increased system complexity.

As an alternative approach, e�cient, degenerately pumped four-wave-mixing (DF-

WM) in endlessly single-mode PCFs could be shown [6, 8, 9, 10, 11]. DFWM is an

optical nonlinear third order process where one pump �eld interacts with the wave-

guide material generating both a signal and an idler �eld. The resulting frequency

separation between the generated �elds and the pump is given by the phase-matching

condition; and, hence, it can be adjusted by the dispersion of the �ber and, con-

sequently, by a proper design of the air-hole structure of the PCF. Using pump

pulses with a width of tens of picoseconds, the DFWM provides temporally and

spatially overlapping pulses out of one �ber end. The spectral components have a

well-separated spectral distribution with bandwidths of few nanometers, leading to

a spectral resolution of a few ten wavenumbers [10, 11]. Such sources were success-

fully applied to CARS microscopy providing fast imaging with pixel-dwell-times of

one microsecond.

As other parametric processes in bulk media, DFWM in PCFs also yields a spectral-

ly distributed parametric gain [12]. Due to the high nonlinearity of small-core PCFs

this gain is so high that the DFWM signal is generated out of quantum noise over

�ber lengths of several ten centimeters. As optical parametric ampli�cation (OPA)

theory predicts [13], this gain can also be used for the ampli�cation of an external

seed signal. Especially a continuous wave (cw) seed signal is bene�cial for CARS ap-

plications due to the generation of narrow, transform-limited signal and idler pulses.

Furthermore, a cw-seed ensures permanent temporal overlap with the pump pulses,

without any need of complicated locking or delay schemes. Parametric ampli�cation

of a cw seed signal could e�ciently be demonstrated previously [14, 15, 16]. Most

recently a �ber optical parametric ampli�er (FOPA) has been used for CARS [16].

By tuning the pump and seed wavelengths, excitation frequencies between 2700 cm-1

and 3200 cm-1 were potentially addressable.

With regard to the application of the FOPA to CARS, two main aspects are of inte-

rest - the spectral resolution and the accessible tuning range. In this contribution we

present a tunable FOPA system with an increased accessible frequency range, desi-
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gned to address both the characteristic �ngerprint region and the excitation region

for the CH stretching modes with a high spectral resolution of a few wavenumbers.

In contrast to the source presented in [16] signi�cantly longer pulses are used giving

some major advantages. First of all a signi�cantly increased spectral resolution is

obtained, which improves image contrast and is also advantageous for di�erentiating

structurally similar molecules. In addition, the potential measurement of subtle fre-

quency changes caused by the chemical environment of the molecule would require

high spectral resolution. Further signi�cant advantages of the longer pulse duration

are the more compact setup and simpli�ed experimental handling. The increased

robustness of the pulses against nonlinear spectral broadening and temporal walk-

o� allows for alignment-free all-�ber implementation and �ber pulse delivery. The

simultaneous emission of all-pulses from a single PCF with intrinsic temporal and

spatial overlap, as presented herein, simpli�es handling as no adjustable delay line

is required, furthermore, the alignment-free, perfect spatial overlap allows to illumi-

nate a larger �eld of view more homogeneously.

The presented source consists of a pulsed all-�ber laser which provides parametric

gain inside of a PCF. This gain is used to amplify a cw Ti:Sapphire seed signal

generating a narrow-band signal and its idler, respectively. This setup will be pre-

sented in section 2 while the output characteristics of the FOPA will be described

in section 3. The di�erent combination possibilities of the three output wavelengt-

hs give access to both of the above mentioned excitation bands. By tuning the cw

seed within the parametric gain bandwidth, high resolution CARS spectroscopy and

multi-excitation CARS microscopy are demonstrated in section 4.

Setup of the �ber optical parametric ampli�er

To drive the �ber optical parametric ampli�er (FOPA) used in our experiments two

laser systems are applied - a pulsed �ber laser for pumping and a bulk laser for

seeding the nonlinear process in the photonic crystal �ber (PCF). Figure 1 shows

the scheme of the setup.

A spectrally �ltered and ampli�ed mode-locked �ber laser similar to the one pre-
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Figure 1 � Schematic setup of the seeded �ber optical parametric ampli�er. Pump and seed
will be coupled into a PCF with a length of 0.35 m. Labels: BP - band pass, DM - dichroic
mirror, HWP - half-wave plate. The graphs below show the characteristics of the incident
laser pulses: (a) spectrum of the Ti:Sa seed signal; (b) spectrum of the �ber laser pump; (c)
temporal shape of the pulsed pump

sented in [10] is used to pump the parametric process. The emission wavelength is

selected by an internal FBG, which is centred at 1038 nm. By mechanical expan-

sion or compression such a grating can easily be tuned by ± 3 nm when placed in

a suited mounting [17]. This approach provides a simple tuning mechanism of the

central wavelength of the pump laser system. The grating, moreover, determines

the bandwidth and pulse duration of the laser. For the chosen grating bandwidth of

15 pm, a pulse duration of 140 ps was obtained (Fig. 1(c)). The pulses are transmit-

ted through a bandpass �lter, which blocks unwanted ASE, and a polarizer, which

ensures a correct excitation of the PM �ber. Due to self-phase-modulation within the

ampli�er �bers, the bandwidth of the pump is broadened to 0.08 nm. The resultant

spectrum, visible in Fig. 1(b), shows beginning modulations (double peak structure).

Finally, an average power of 400 mW is coupled into the PCF, corresponding to a

peak power of about 2.7 kW. This generates the necessary parametric gain in the

FOPA. Including the PCF, the whole system is polarisation maintaining, which hel-

ps in mitigating parasitic e�ects such as nonlinear polarisation rotation [18].

For e�cient frequency conversion, the selection of a suitable nonlinear �ber is im-
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Figure 2 � Simulation results for a 0.35 m long 5 µm core PCF pumped with 2.5 kW. (a)
shows the signal and idler wavelength position for the gain maximum as a function of the pump
wavelength. The coloured areas illustrate the theoretical FWHM bandwidth of each band. (b)
shows the calculated frequency separation between signal and pump or signal and idler as a
function of the pump wavelength. The blue boxes illustrate the theoretically accessible Raman
excitation regions by mechanically tuning the internal FBG by ± 3 nm (yellow box).

portant. The process of DFWM works most e�ciently for perfect phase-matching,

e.g. κ = 2kp − ki − ks + 2γPp = 0 with 2ωp = ωi + ωs [12]. Consequently, the spec-

tral distribution of the e�ective refractive index of the chosen �ber determines the

signal and idler wavelengths. The resulting parametric gain g = g(κ) is dependent

on the net-phase-matching κ. The resulting spectral gain distribution leads to the

line shape of the generated FWM bands in unseeded FWM laser sources [10]. The

bandwidth of this shape can signi�cantly be broadened by pumping closer to the

zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) of the �ber. With some orders of magnitude the

parametric gain enables the ampli�cation of an external seed signal with only ve-

ry low power. This allows the use of a continuous wave (cw) seed source which is

bene�cial due to the automatic temporal overlap with the pump pulses. The insets

in the setup in Fig. 1 sketch the temporal pulse trace in front of and behind the

PCF in case of cw seeded FOPA. Only in presence of pump intensity the cw signal

is ampli�ed and a respective idler pulse is generated. The non-ampli�ed temporal

regions between the signal pulses yield in a low power background not having any

e�ect in a CARS sample.

We decided to use NKT PHOTONIC's SC-5.0-PM (pitch: 3.22, doL: 0.5, ZDW:
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1040 nm, mode �eld diameter: 5 µm) for frequency conversion because it has its

ZDW close to the emissions bandwidth of Ytterbium. Due to the �at dispersion cha-

racteristics near the ZDW, small frequency separations between pump and signal

and broad gain bandwidths can be expected. This is con�rmed by the numerical

calculations shown in Fig. 2. The narrow bandwidth of the �ber pump output was

neglected in the numerical calculations. Figure 2(a) shows two typical features: the

signal wavelength gets closer to the pump wavelength when the pump wavelength

of the �ber laser system approaches the ZDW of the PCF. At the same time the

signal becomes spectrally broader, since the phase-matching condition is ful�lled for

a broader spectral region. Choosing a pump wavelength around 1040 nm we were

expecting CARS excitation frequencies around 1450 cm-1 with a bandwidth of se-

veral hundred wavenumbers. In the following experiments the DFWM signal of the

three-color output is always used as CARS pump, while either the residual DFWM

pump or the idler serves as the Stokes wave for the CARS process. Therefore two

excitation frequency bands are available from the FOPA as depicted in Fig. 2(b).

Thus with this system we should be able to generate two tuning bands - the soft tu-

ning of the input seed signal's wavelength and the hard tuning by slightly tuning the

pump laser's FBG by ± 3 nm around its center wavelength. By using both bands,

the system theoretically provides an overall tunability of the CARS excitation fre-

quency from 1200 cm-1 up to 3800 cm-1 with a 400 cm-1 wide gap around 2100 cm-1,

which contains only a few molecular modes of minor importance.

To sample the spectral accessibility of the predicted parametric gain, a continuously

emitting Ti:Sapphire oscillator is used. This system provides a tunable continuos

wave output from 850 up to 950 nm at constant narrow bandwidth of < 0.03 nm

(resolution limit of the optical spectrum analyzer employed) (Fig. 1(b)).

Fiber optical parametric ampli�cation

The FOPA system described above has four input parameters available which were

adjusted to the intended application - pump and seed power as well as pump and

seed wavelength. First, the basic in�uence of a seed on the spectral distribution is
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investigated. The �ber laser pump provides the necessary peak power to drive op-

tical parametric generation (OPG) from quantum noise along the 35 cm �ber. The

corresponding broadband signal and its respective idler spectrum are plotted light

gray in Fig. 3(a). As expected, the frequency separation between the two possible

wavelength combinations touches the �ngerprint region as well as the CH-stretching

bands. The average power of the signal is 33 mW which is perfectly suited for doing

CARS spectro-/microscopy. With a pump power of 390 mW the energy conversion

e�ciency can be calculated to be 9.4% which compares well with former results [10].

Figure 3 � (a) Spectrum measured at the output of the PCF for three cases: high pump power
without seed (light gray), high pump power with 5 mW seed (dark gray) and lower pump power
with 5 mW seed (red). In the �rst and in the last case the signal output power was the same
(33 mW). The spectra below show (b) signal (including unampli�ed seed spectrum), (c) pump
and (d) idler for the last case in more detail. The frequency separation between signal and
pump is within the so-called �ngerprint region. This frequency separation can be increased by
a factor of two when using signal and idler.
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In presence of a 5 mW narrowband seed, the signal average power (without cw under-

ground) increases to 55 mW. Simultaneously, in the spectrum the maximum power

density increases more than one order of magnitude whereas the spectral width of

the signal decreases signi�cantly from several nanometers to few tens of picometers

(dark grey spectrum of Fig. 3(a)). A pedestal of spontaneous OPG is still visible,

which could deteriorate the spectral resolution of the presented CARS pump system.

To prevent this pedestal from appearing, the pump power is reduced to 280 mW,

where the signal power is the same as in the unseeded case (33 mW). By doing this,

the pedestal strongly reduced while the peak spectral power density remains nearly

the same (compare with red spectrum in Fig. 3).

Figure 3(b-d) show the di�erent spectral bands in more detail. All three bands

provide a remarkable narrow FWHM bandwidth. The broadest line corresponds to

the pump, whose bandwidth increases from initially 0.08 nm to 0.24 nm due to

self-phase modulation (SPM) in the single-mode PCF. However, the SPM-induced

spectral structure (Fig.3(c)) is stable over time and its full width corresponds to a

still small value of 2.2 cm-1. Even narrower are the signal and the idler with 0.06 nm

and 0.14 nm or 0.8 cm-1 and 1.0 cm-1, respectively. The spectrum of the signal pulses

is broader as the calculated time-bandwidth product due to SPM and parametric

processes taking place near the signal wavelength. Nevertheless, this FOPA system

provides a spectral resolution of few wavenumbers for both usable spectral band

combinations. Especially in case of using signal and idler, the spectral resolution is

more than one order of magnitude lower than other optical parametric �ber laser

sources demonstrated previously [10, 11, 16]. Considering these bandwidths, the sys-

tem performs even better than commercial table top bulk OPO systems (typically

> 10 cm-1).

Such a high spectral resolution requires a �ne tunability to adjust the desired CARS

excitation frequency exactly. The tuning range of the FOPA is based on the accessi-

ble parametric gain of the PCF. The shape of the signal or idler spectrum in absence

of seed gives a �rst estimation of the spectral gain distribution. The statistical na-

ture of the quantum noise leads to the ampli�cation of all frequencies located inside

the parametric gain spectrum. Thus the OPG spectrum resembles directly the shape
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of the gain. Figure 4(a) shows the OPG spectral density of the idler as a function of

the calculated frequency separation measured for a pump power of 350 mW (dashed

line).

Figure 4 � (a) Measured OPG spectrum (350 mW pump power) (dashed line, gray area) and
measured idler power (300 mW pump power, 5 mW seed power) at the output of the PCF for
di�erent signal seed wavelengths (red circles) with respective Gaussian �t (red). Depending
on the chosen wavelength pair, two excitation frequency bands (lower and upper abscissa) are
addressable. (b) OPG spectra for di�erent pump wavelengths and 350 mW pump power.

The accurate way to measure the shape of the gain spectrum is to detect the id-

ler power for di�erent seed wavelengths. As the non-seeded part of the parametric

conversion, the idler is obtained without any cw background power. The idler measu-

rement shown in Fig. 4 (a) was done with 300 mW of pump power and a 5 mW seed

power. The measured power distribution represents the accessible soft tuning range

of the FOPA. Compared to the OPG spectrum mentioned above, the maximum of

the curve is shifted due to the di�erent pump power used in both experiments. This

observation �ts to numerical calculations predicting that the frequency distance bet-

ween signal and pump decreases by 180 cm-1 for a 50 mW lower pump power. In

good agreement a shift of 200 cm-1 was measured experimentally.

Furthermore, it has to be noticed that the gain bandwidth remains nearly constant

in the pump peak power range of 2.5 kW to 3.5 kW. The behaviour of the measured

idler power (red) closely follows the OPG spectrum (gray). The FWHM bandwidth
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of both (OPG and seeded idler power) amounts to 230 cm-1. This tuning range is

doubled when signal and idler are used for CARS as signal and idler shift in oppo-

site directions during tuning. The tuning range can be expanded further by tuning

the FBG of the �ber pump laser as demonstrated by the OPG spectra shown in

Fig. 4(b) exemplarily for three pump wavelengths and a constant pump power of

350 mW. By detuning the FBG from 1038 nm to 1040 nm, the frequency di�erence

between signal and pump decreases from 1740 cm-1 down to 1590 cm-1. In addition,

the FWHM width increases slightly from 175 cm-1 up to 230 cm-1 in good agreement

with the theoretical expectations. Not only spectral purity but also pulse peak power

Figure 5 � OPG: temporal pulse shape of DFWM pump (black, red) and signal (orange) in
case of optical parametric generation (no seed). OPA: temporal pulse shape of DFWM pump
(black, red) and signal (orange) in case of optical parametric ampli�cation of a 5 mW cw seed
signal.

is important to excite nonlinear processes such as CARS. Thus, a measurement of

the temporal pulse shape is mandatory. For both cases - absence (OPG) and pre-

sence of a 5 mW seed signal (OPA) - the temporal pulse traces were measured with a

18 ps response time photodiode and a 70 GHz sampling oscilloscope. For both mea-

surements the pump power was chosen to achieve the same signal average power of

33 mW. As can be seen in Fig. 5, less pump peak power is needed in the seeded case

to reach the same signal power level as in the unseeded case. The measured pulse

widths are very similar with 55 ps (OPG case) and 65 ps (OPA case). The di�erence

of the inverse group velocity between signal and pump is numerically calculated to
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be 2.3 ps/m and between signal and idler to be just 0.8 ps/m. Hence, the usage of

a few tens of picoseconds long pulses and short �ber length leads to an automatic

temporal overlap of all three colors out of one �ber end, as demonstrated before in

[10]. In addition, such long pulse widths are bene�cial in terms of application with

standard microscope optical lenses and �lters due to a relatively small group velocity

mismatch in glass (lower than 10 ps/m for both possible wavelength combinations).

Figure 6 � (a) Power of the ampli�ed signal (cw background subtracted) over incident seed
power. (b) Development of the temporal signal pulse shape with increasing seed. (c) Deve-
lopment of the signal output spectrum with increasing pump power and constant 5 mW seed
power.

With the measured signal pulse width, the peak power of the FOPA signal output

can be estimated to be 530 W. This corresponds to an ampli�cation of 50 dB in peak

power. Furthermore 28% of pump peak power could be converted into the signal.

Besides the ease of use of the presented FOPA system, the seed power is one critical

parameter that the user has always to take care of. Due to saturation e�ects, increa-

sing the seed power will not lead in every case to a higher energy of the signal pulses.

Figure 6 (a) shows the development of the ampli�ed net signal average power as a

function of the incident seed power. As can be seen, DFWM gets saturated already

for a few milliwatts of seed power. Any further increase of the seed power leads

only to a drop of the signal output power due to saturation e�ects. Furthermore, a

degradation of the temporal pulse shape with increasing seed power (see Fig. 6 (b))

could be observed. Simulations show that back conversion in the most intense regi-

ons of the pulse is one reason for the pulse deformation. This results not only in a

broadening of the pulses but also in a signi�cant loss in peak power.
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Consequently, tuning the seed power above the saturation limit is not an option for

up-scaling the signal peak power. Only by keeping the input seed power below this

limit, the peak power of Gaussian-like signal pulses increases with higher input seed

as expected. To raise the saturation threshold, the pump power can be increased.

Doing so one has to be aware of a further spectral broadening of all three wavelengt-

hs due to stronger self- and cross-phase-modulation e�ects as exemplarily shown in

Fig. 6 (c) for the signal. A possibility to avoid further spectral broadening while

up-scaling the signal peak power is to use a shorter PCF together with higher pump

powers.

Application of the FOPA system to CARS

spectroscopy and imaging

We could show previously that the FOPA provides a self-synchronized, very nar-

rowband three-color output with peak powers of at least several hundred Watts.

This performance is perfectly suited for CARS applications. Especially, doing CARS

spectroscopy provides the possibility to probe the actual spectral resolution and the

tunability of the system. Accordingly we applied the FOPA to a mixture of n-hexane

(C6H14) and toluene (C7H8) by focusing the collimated output into a cuvette con-

taining both liquids. The beam is �ltered previously to exclude any parasitic, non-

phase-matched FWM between all three generated wavelengths in the PCF. This

spurious signal would induce a broad CARS background in the sample, which would

deteriorate the spectral characteristics of the resonance and therefore it has to be

avoided. A second �lter selects two of the three DFWM output wavelengths. Thus

the CARS pump, which is always the DFWM signal (893�913 nm), excites, together

with one of the �ltered Stokes wavelength (DFWM pump at 1039 nm or the DFWM

idler at 1205�1242 nm), molecular vibrational modes in the sample. Behind the glass

cuvette the generated CARS signal is �ltered out of all other spectral components

and it is measured with a multimode �ber connected to an digital spectroscope.

The CARS spectrum for di�erent excitation frequencies was integrated and asso-
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Figure 7 � Raman and CARS intensity of a mixture of n-hexane and toluene as a functi-
on of the wavenumber. The left panel displays the deformation vibration spectrum around
1430 cm-1 belonging to n-hexane, whereas the right one corresponds to the CH stretching
around 2900 cm-1. All curves are normalised to their maxima.

ciated with the corresponding excitation wavenumber calculated from the CARS

pump and Stokes wavelengths. This leads to a spectral distribution re�ecting the

Raman response of the sample. The tuning could be realized within the �ngerprint

region 1325 cm-1 - 1580 cm-1 and the CH stretching regime 2670 cm-1 - 3160 cm-1,

respectively, while keeping the pump wavelength constant at 1039 nm. The seed

power was adjusted to keep the excitation power constant during the scan. To this

end, for every wavelength setting, the CARS pump and Stokes power as well as their

spectral widths were monitored to ensure constant excitation conditions. Thus the

FOPA is able to provide 255 cm-1 of tuning bandwidth for the �rst region, without

wavelength tuning of the �ber laser, and 490 cm-1 in the second one.

Figure 7 shows the spectral CARS power distribution within selected parts of both

interesting frequency regions. Whereas Fig. 7(b) pictures a wide wavelength scan

range over the CH stretching resonances of toluene and hexane, Fig. 7(a) details the

CH deformation vibration of hexane. In both regions high resolution Raman spectra

are displayed for comparison. These are shifted a few tens of wavenumbers to lower

frequencies. Although a direct comparison of CARS lineshapes with pure Raman

spectra is only hardly possible due to the complex single-resonance distribution of

the CARS signal, it is obvious that the spectral CARS distribution �ts roughly to
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the Raman measurements. Furthermore, with the aid of Fig. 7 (a) or the inset of

Fig. 7 (b), it is possible to see that the system is able to resolve single resonances

with bandwidths lower than 10 cm-1. This demonstrates the high spectral resolution

of the presented FOPA system.

For image acquisition the laser was coupled into a home-built laser scanning mi-

croscope shown schematically in Fig. 8. The collimated beam is focused onto the

sample using a NIR corrected microscope objective with a numerical aperture of

0.4 (Plan Apo NIR, Mitutoyo, Japan). The sample is imaged by raster scanning

the laser focus across the sample by a galvanometric mirror. The CARS pump and

Stokes wavelengths are �ltered in a similar way as described for the spectroscopy

experiments above. The power at the sample was kept low (30 mW) in order to avoid

photodamage. However, the peak power of signal, residual pump and idler pulses is

su�ciently high to generate besides CARS also second harmonic generation (SHG)

and two photon excited �uorescence (TPEF) signals in tissue. The light emitted in

forward direction was recollimated and separated from the incident laser light using

two short pass �lters. For detection of the SHG and TPEF signals an additional

short pass �lter with a cut-o� wavelength of 600 nm was used. The CARS and SHG

signals were then detected by a photomultiplier tube.

Figure 8 � Schematic setup of the CARS microscope. L: achromatic lenses, LP: long pass �lter
at 850 nm, BP: band pass �lter at 1040 nm, SP: short pass �lter at 900 nm, MM: moveable
xy-scanning mirror, PMT: photo multiplier tube.

For a microscopic image two frames of size 2048 × 2048 pixels were averaged with

a pixel dwell time of 1 µs. The system provides di�raction limited spatial resoluti-

on which results in a lateral resolution of 1 µm. The presented light source is, due

to its small footprint and compact and robust design, potentially suited for imple-
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mentation into biomedical instruments. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of

the described light source for simultaneous SHG, TPEF and spectrally highly resol-

ved CARS imaging, a human arterial wall with artherosclerotic plaque deposition

has been subsequently imaged. The excitation frequencies were chosen to excite the

symmetric aliphatic methylene stretching vibration at 2845 cm-1 and the methyl

stretching vibration at 2930 cm-1, in order to visualize the protein and lipid distri-

bution.

The results of investigating the protein and lipid distribution at the inner arterial

wall are displayed in Fig. 9. In panel (a) the combined SHG, TPEF and CARS si-

gnals are displayed simultaneously showing the lipid and protein distributions, while

the separate channels are displayed in panels (b)-(d) on the right: SHG and TPEF

(red), CARS 2850 cm-1 (blue) and CARS 2930 cm-1 (green) channels. Imaging at

2850 cm-1 and 2930 cm-1 allows qualitatively distinguishing proteins from lipids,

since the ratio of CH2/CH3 functional groups is signi�cantly higher in lipids than

in proteins. Large lipid clusters are visible, coloured in turquoise due to the combi-

nation of intense CARS signals at 2850 cm-1 (CH2, blue channel (Fig. 9 (b)) and

weaker signals at 2930 cm-1 (CH3, green channel (Fig. 9 (c)). The areas of high

protein content appear greenish, due to a lower CH2/CH3 ratio than in lipids. The

protein distribution is very similar to the collagen and elastin distribution of the

elastic �bers of the inner arterial wall visualized in the SHG and TPEF channel.

Thus, these elastic �bers are the major source of the observed CARS protein signal.

The CARS contrast, i.e. the intensity ratio of the CARS signal in resonance to

the o� resonant signal, determines the detection limit in CARS microscopy and can

therefore be used for evaluating the image quality of the CARS light source. In order

to demonstrate high CARS image contrast using a light source with high spectral

resolution, intensity pro�les of vibrationally resonant (2850 cm-1) and o�-resonant

(3000 cm-1) illuminated images were compared. The position of the pro�le is indica-

ted in Fig. 10 (right) in case of the image at 2850 cm-1. For improved visualization

of the changing average intensities, the pro�les were �ltered using a 10 point mo-

ving average �lter. Only the strongest features - the brightest lipid deposits - are

visible in the o�-resonant image. Thus, the image contrast is 30 times higher in
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Figure 9 � Multimodal nonlinear microscopic image of an atherosclerotic plaque deposition
at a human artery wall. In panel (a) the combined CARS microscopic images acquired at
the aliphatic methylene stretching vibration at 2845 cm-1 (blue) and the methyl stretching
vibration at 2930 cm-1 (green) for imaging the lipid and protein distribution are contrasted
to the combined TPEF and SHG signal of collagen and elastin (red). Lipids are coloured
turquoise due to their high CH2/CH3, while proteins appear greenish. The single channels
are separately displayed in panels (b)-(d). The images of the area of 450 × 450 µm2 were
acquired (2048 × 2048 pixels) illuminating the sample with 30 mW of laser power.

the resonant case. This improvement has been estimated by calculating the ratio of

the di�erence of the signal peak to the background intensity in the resonant and

o� resonant image. The high contrast was additionally veri�ed with an o�-resonant

measurement at 2740 cm-1. In the presented experiment the image contrast depends

primarily on the concentration of the vibrational modes under investigation in con-

trast to lower spectral resolution light sources according to previous reports [19].

Therefore, no complicated detection schemes are required e.g. frequency modulation
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Figure 10 � Line intensity pro�les across the selected region of the sample for vibrationally
resonant and o�-resonant excitation.

CARS in order to detect molecular species at low concentration.

Conclusion

In this work we have demonstrated a widely tunable, �ber-based CARS laser source

with high spectral resolution. An e�cient �ber optical parametric ampli�er generates

a three-color output (pump, signal, idler) based on four-wave-mixing in a photonic

crystal �ber. The nonlinear frequency conversion is pumped by a 1040 nm �ber laser

while it is seeded by a wavelength tunable cw Ti:Sapphire system. The whole sys-

tem is polarisation maintaining and, therefore, fully controllable and reproducible

in its output power, wavelength set and polarization. A 5 µm-core PCF provides a

several 100 cm-1 broad parametric gain for ampli�cation of the tunable seed. Eit-

her combination of the three wavelengths can be used for CARS, resulting in two

accessible excitation bands (signal & pump or signal & idler). The use of 140 ps

pump pulses leads to an intrinsic temporal overlap of all three generated wavelengt-

hs, which simpli�es the experimental handling compared to previously presented

FOPA systems [16]. Beside its temporal alignment-free output the whole system is
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potentially all-�ber and thus prospectively alignment-free, if using a �ber-coupled,

tunable, external-cavity diode laser (ECDL) as seed source.

With the chosen �ber and DFWM pump source, CARS generation is theoretically

possible for Raman modes between 1200 � 1900 cm-1 and 2300 � 3800 cm-1 by hard-

(DFWM pump wavelength) and soft-tuning (seed wavelength) touching the �nger-

print region and CH stretching molecular modes. Actually both excitation bands

could be applied to CARS spectro- and microscopy with one �xed DFWM pump

wavelength showing a tuning bandwidth of 255 cm-1 around 1450 cm-1 and 490 cm-1

around 2915 cm-1 . This spectral region can be further extended by adapting the

pump wavelength. Signi�cant resonances of Hexane and Toluene with a bandwidth

narrower than 10 cm-1 could be resolved. With approx. 1 cm-1, the actual spectral

resolution of the FOPA system is higher than that of typical commercially available

picosecond OPO systems (typically > 10 cm-1 bandwidth of signal output). Finally,

the tuning abilities of the FOPA system could be applied to acquire chemically se-

lective image information based on the CARS excitation of two spectrally separated

CH-stretching bonds of both lipids and proteins. Due to the narrow excitation band-

width the contrast of resonant signal and non-resonant background is as high as 30,

which results in high image quality and, moreover, gives the opportunity to resolve

even closely neighbouring resonances. The capabilities could be demonstrated by

clearly resolving lipids and proteins in an aorta section.

Consequently, the FOPA system demonstrated represents a robust, quasi alignement-

free CARS laser source providing a high spectral resolution, tunable three-color wa-

velength set out of one single �ber end. With this performance, this �ber source

directly competes with state-of-the-art OPO systems, while, at the same, it o�ers a

compact size and simpli�ed handling.
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Abstract

The past years have seen an increasing interest in nonlinear optical microscopic

imaging approaches for the investigation of diseases due to the method's unique

capabilities of deep tissue penetration, 3D sectioning and molecular contrast. Ap-

plication in clinical routine diagnostics, however, is hampered by large and costly

equipment requiring trained sta� and regular maintenance, hence not yet matured

to a reliable tool for application in clinics. In this contribution implementing a no-

vel compact �ber laser system into a tailored designed laser scanning microscope

results in a small footprint easy to use multimodal imaging platform enabling simul-

taneously highly e�cient generation and acquisition of second harmonic generation

(SHG), two photon excited �uorescence (TPEF) as well as coherent anti-Stokes Ra-

man scattering (CARS) signals with optimized CARS contrast for lipid imaging

for label-free investigation of tissue samples. The instrument combining laser source

and microscope features a unique combination of highest NIR transmission, four-

fold enlarged �eld of view suited for investigating large tissue specimen. Despite its

small size and turnkey operation rendering daily alignment dispensable the system

provides highest �exibility, imaging speeds of 1 Mpixel per second and di�raction

limited spatial resolution. This is illustrated by imaging samples of squamous cell

carcinoma of head and neck (HNSCC) and atherosclerosis allowing for a complete

characterization of the tissue composition and morphology, i.e. the tissue's morpho-

chemistry. Highly valuable information for clinical diagnostics, e.g. monitoring the

disease progression on a cellular level with molecular speci�city, can be retrieved.

Future combination with microscopic probes for in vivo imaging or even implemen-

tation in endoscopes will allow for in vivo grading of HNSCC and characterization

of plaque deposits towards the detection of high risk plaques.
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Introduction

Multimodal nonlinear microscopy combining the e�ects of second harmonic genera-

tion SHG, two photon excited �uorescence TPEF and coherent anti-Stokes Raman

scattering CARS for label-free imaging of native tissue has gained much interest

during the past years as a versatile imaging tool in fundamental research on diseases

[1, 2, 3, 4]. This is due to the unique set of properties in comparison to established

biomedical visualization methods like e.g. MRI, ultrasound and X-ray tomography,

which render multimodal nonlinear imaging particularly powerful for disease diagno-

stics. Nonlinear microscopy utilizing near infrared NIR laser wavelengths provides

label-free molecule speci�c image contrast combined with di�raction limited spatial,

i.e. lateral and axial resolution accessing depths of up to 1 mm in scattering tissue

[5, 6] with video rate image acquisition [7]. It has been demonstrated for a wide range

of clinical patterns, that similar information about the tissue morphology and com-

position is accessible by SHG/TPEF/CARS multimodal imaging as compared to the

golden standard of ex vivo histopathology using multiple staining agents and immu-

nohistochemical markers, e.g. for brain tumors [8, 9, 10], colon [11] and skin cancer

[12]. CARS microscopy is particularly useful for investigating diseases associated

with the lipid metabolism [13]. The most prominent diseases related to lipid biology

are cardiovascular diseases (CVD). CVD account for more than 40% of deceases in

Germany [14] constituting the leading cause of death worldwide. Atherosclerosis is

the most prevalent among the manifold manifestations of cardiovascular diseases.

Though disease progression is in�uenced by many risk factors and abundance in-

creases with age, in particular in case of atherosclerosis the disease development is

initiated as early as in the second or third decade of life [15] and therefore there is

su�cient time for treatment to mitigate the etiopathology. However, to do so early

recognition in absence of unambiguous symptoms is required. Atherosclerosis is a

chronic disease of the arteries resulting in deposition of lipid plaques at the vessel

wall. Therefore early diagnosis when the plaque burden is still low is very important

to abort the disease. But the visualization of lipid deposits within arteries alone is

insu�cient, since the pathological behaviour of a plaque is not only depending on its
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size but more importantly on its molecular composition [16]. Hence, imaging tools

providing insight into the plaque's morphology and its chemical composition are

required, ideally allowing for a non-invasive or minimal invasive routine screening of

patients. Vulnerable plaques, i.e. plaques of high risk to rupture, are characterized

by large lipid cores, thin �brous caps and surrounding in�ammatory cell in�ltrates

[15, 16]. These structures serving as disease markers can be visualized by nonlinear

imaging combining SHG, TPEF and CARS. SHG is particularly sensitive to col-

lagen �bers and cholesterol [17, 18, 19], whereas TPEF visualizes the distribution

of auto�uorescing protein �bers, e.g. collagen and elastin, in the vessel wall [20, 21]

and oxidized fatty acids within the plaques [22]. CARS is capable of determining the

spatial distribution of in principle any Raman active molecule by exciting charac-

teristic vibrational resonances. However, CARS is mostly used to visualize the lipid

distribution at 2850 cm-1 corresponding to the symmetric C-H-stretch vibration of

methylene groups [23], which are not a unique structural characteristic of lipids,

but in contrast to other major biomolecules highly abundant in lipids. Though the

prospects of multimodal nonlinear imaging as a clinical imaging tool are recognized

for investigating multiple disease patterns, e.g. cancer [3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and lipid

metabolism related diseases [13] as atherosclerosis [24, 25, 26, 27, 28], the widespread

application is limited to fundamental research and has not yet spread to clinical rou-

tine diagnostics due to instrumental complexity of the apparatus. The state of the

art multimodal imaging platform [20, 29, 30] is based on a commercial laser scan-

ning microscope utilizing a two colour tunable ultrafast laser, which can be either

of typically 80 MHz repetition rate combined with an optical parametric oscillator

(OPO): The OPO generates by frequency conversion the second tunable laser wa-

velength required for CARS imaging. Hence, multimodal imaging platforms require

large laser systems and sophisticated microscopes controlled by complex data acqui-

sition hard- and software. Therefore, apart from high costs, instrument handling is

di�cult and requires trained sta� for maintenance. In addition subtle changes in the

environment, e.g. temperature or humidity, may require realignment of the setup.

Thus the currently available equipment is not compatible with routine application

in clinics, e.g. at the patient's bedside or in an operation theatre. Furthermore for 80
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MHz laser systems there is a clear discrepancy between high spectral resolution re-

quiring ps-lasers in case of CARS and high peak power optimal for SHG and TPEF

imaging requiring fs-lasers [24, 30]. Hence either SHG and TPEF excitation e�cien-

cy is sacri�ced by using ps-lasers [25], the spectral resolution of CARS is reduced

by using fs lasers [30] or the instrument complexity and image acquisition time are

signi�cantly increased by subsequently using fs and ps lasers for e�ciently exciting

TPEF, SHG and CARS signals [24].

Most promising in order to reduce instrument size and alignment requirements appe-

ar �ber laser based approaches for generating multicolour laser beams. Here several

concepts for in �ber frequency conversion have been introduced: supercontinuum

generation [26, 31], soliton self frequency shift [32, 33] and four wave mixing [34].

However, supercontinuum generation results in spectrally broadband emission but

low spectral power density requiring additional �ltering for single band CARS. Soli-

ton self frequency shift on the other hand generates red shifted radiation but requi-

res short pulses. Compatible with high spectral resolution and long pulse duration,

which simpli�es alignment of the temporal pulse overlap, is only the four wave mi-

xing process, which further allows for wavelength tuning by either tuning the pump

wavelength or by seeding the FWM process which in addition increases the spectral

resolution [34, 35]. Just recently novel all-�ber laser sources have been developed

and successfully applied to multimodal nonlinear microscopy [36, 37, 38] generating

synchronized laser radiation in a photonic crystal �ber by four wave mixing (FWM),

however only proof of principle of operation has been so far demonstrated.

In this contribution a novel compact setup for multimodal nonlinear imaging is pre-

sented suited for clinical diagnostics. The system features a fourfold enlarged �eld

of view along with highest NIR transmission of 60% from the laser onto the speci-

men, which enables using alignment-free ultracompact low power multi-colour �ber

lasers. However, the instrument's performance in terms of imaging speed, image

contrast and spatial resolution is despite the reduced size comparable to commerci-

ally available laser scanning microscopes in combination with solid state lasers. This

system is suited to investigate a variety of disease patterns, in particular the most

prevalent which are cardio vascular diseases and cancer. In order to demonstrate
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the instruments' capabilities for biomedical imaging ex vivo samples of an animal

model of atherosclerosis, of human perivascular tissue as well as a specimen of a

carcinoma of the oropharynx have been investigated and the results are presented

in the following. Due to the instruments compactness, simplicity and high image

quality the microscopic platform represents a signi�cant step towards establishing

nonlinear multimodal imaging in clinical settings, hence application of this device to

routine clinical imaging as a diagnostics tool is anticipated in the near future while

further technological research will focus towards multimodal endoscopy.

Materials and Methods

A schematic sketch of the compact microscope setup for multimodal nonlinear ima-

ging is displayed in �gure 1 panel A, while photographs of the setup shown in panels

B through E provide a realistic impression of the system's size.

1. NIR �ber laser

A key element for constructing a small size and portable nonlinear microscope is the

application of an ultracompact and portable laser light source. The multicolour �ber

laser used is a customized design for CARS, TPEF and SHG microscopy based on an

ampli�ed ytterbium �ber laser of 1.9 MHz repetition rate and 51 ps pulse duration

[37] spliced to a photonic crystal �ber PCF similar to the designs previously repor-

ted [36, 38]. Such a �ber laser is shown in panel E of �gure 1 (active�ber systems,

Germany). The PCF has been chosen such that the frequency di�erence between

the FWM signal wavelength and the fundamental pump wavelength corresponds to

the vibrational frequency of the symmetric C-H-stretching vibration of methylene

groups, i.e. 2850 cm-1. For CARS both the FWM signal and ytterbium fundamental

pulses have been used for imaging, while for SHG and TPEF excitation the ytter-

bium fundamental wavelength at 1032 nm has been used. The signal pulse train

used as CARS pump is centred at 797 nm. The pulse duration is 19 ps providing

a spectral width of 40 cm-1 full width at half maximum (FWHM) and a power of

25 mW. The Ytterbium pump laser used as Stokes beam in the CARS process is
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Figure 1 � Schematic sketch of the complete nonlinear microscope (panel A) and photographs
of the experimental setup (panels B � E). The footprint of the microscope is 60 cm × 45 cm
enabling assembly also in areas with limited space. The illumination part of the microscope and
the epidetection path are imaged in panels B and C. In panel D the optics and PMT detectors
in forward direction are displayed. The box on the right contains the preampli�er and analogue
to digital converter for processing the signals from the PMT detectors. The overview image in
panel E shows the computer for system control, the laser and the microscope.

spectrally located at 1032 nm, providing more than 100 mW power and a spectral

width of 6 cm-1 FWHM, which is attenuated to 20 mW for imaging. The wavelength

set of this laser is furthermore within the optimal window for tissue imaging, mi-

nimizing losses due to scattering and absorption, i.e. between the lowest electronic
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absorption of haemoglobin and the highest vibrational absorption bands of water.

This wavelength region spans the range from 750 nm to 1500 nm. For imaging at

maximum 30 mW of pump and Stokes power were focused onto the sample using a

20 × NA 0.4 objective.

2. Compact nonlinear laser scanning microscope

The microscope design has been optimized to realize high optical throughput, hence

the number of optical elements is minimized without a�ecting the optical perfor-

mance, i.e. di�raction limited spatial resolution. In comparison to commercial laser

scanning microscopes as used in alternative multimodal microscopes [8, 9], the op-

tical layout of the microscope as displayed in �gure 2 panel A provides a fourfold

increased �eld of view for SHG/TPEF/CARS microscopy of large tissue samples

by designing a short focal distance scan lens of only 70 mm featuring achromatic

correction from 750 to 1100 nm and minimized re�ection up to 1550 nm. A NIR

transmission of the illumination beam path of 60% from the laser onto the spe-

cimen is realized, which is larger than the NIR transmission of alternative CARS

imaging platforms providing NIR transmission ranging from 10% [39] to 40% [40].

This con�guration enables using relatively low power but ultra compact, robust and

maintenance free �ber lasers described in the preceding section. Since nonlinear ima-

ging methods provide 3D sectioning, no confocal microscope design is required. The

instrument is described in detail in the supplementary material. For the separation

of the nonlinear signals from residual laser light in forward direction two short pass

�lters are used (SP770 and SP750, Semrock, USA). The forward emitted SHG and

CARS signals are split by a longpass dichroic mirror (LP605, 24 mm × 36 mm,

Thorlabs, USA), �ltered by appropriate bandpass �lters (CARS: bandpass 650/40

Thorlabs, SHG: bandpass 400/40 or 514/10, Thorlabs, USA) before being detected

by PMT modules Hamamatsu, Japan. TPEF or alternatively backward scattered

CARS/SHG signals are detected in epi-direction. In order to optimize the detection

e�ciency of the low intensity signals, the distance between sample and detectors

is minimized in order to improve the collection of multiply scattered photons. The

whole system is schematically depicted in �gure 1 panel A, while panels B-E show
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photographs of parts of the system. The arrangement of the optical elements is

illustrated in �gure 2 panel A.

Figure 2 � Panel A: scheme of the optical layout of the multimodal nonlinear microscope
for simultaneous detection of SHG, TPEF and CARS signals. Manufacturers of the optical
components: 1, 3, 4 � Edmund optics, USA, 7, 11, 12, 13 � Thorlabs, USA; 8, 9 Semrock, USA.
Panel B: screen shot of the graphical user interface for controlling the nonlinear microscope.
All elements for system control are displayed. When performing a multiple image scan, the
menu in the center allows choosing one of 4 options for scanning multiple images, i.e. time
series, z-, xy- and xyz-scans.

3. Data acquisition hardware & graphical user interface

The data acquisition soft- and hardware has been designed for controlling the gal-

vanometric mirrors, the motorized xy microscope translation stage and the piezo

z-focussing stage in addition to synchronized data acquisition of up to four chan-

nels simultaneously. The data acquisition system consists of two parts: the �rst part

is a small desktop computer for running the graphical user interface for complete

instrument control via USB and storage of the image data and the second device

is the data acquisition hardware unit controlling the instrument, designed by T.P.,

Pascher Instruments AB, Sweden. The menus of the graphical user interface are

clearly arranged in order to provide intuitive but complete control of the hardware.

A screenshot of the software is displayed in �gure 2 panel B.
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As indicated in the screenshot shown in �gure 2, four options are available: a time

series scan for investigating dynamic processes, z-scan for depth resolved imaging of

thick samples, xy-scan using the motorized stage for analysing sample areas excee-

ding the �eld of view of the scanner and xyz-scans for investigating extended thick

specimen.

The key aspect for adaptation of the electronics' hardware of the instrument to

nonlinear imaging is to optimize the detection system towards highly e�cient and

low noise acquisition of low intensity signals. This has been realized by using 16 bit

data depth, which allows using the full dynamic range of a PMT module of 3 orders

of magnitude in intensity to detect simultaneously weak and bright structures, thus

enabling analysing small intensity �uctuations and avoiding loss of information due

to analogue to digital conversion. In addition a large set of averaging options, e.g.

pixel dwell times up to 256 µs and averaging of a speci�c number of frames as well

as additional electronic low pass �ltering and pre ampli�cation preceding analogue

to digital conversion, have been implemented. The in depth description of the data

acquisition hardware design can be found in the supplementary section. The most

important parameters of the hardware control unit are summarized in table S 2.

In summary key imaging speci�cations of the instrument are condensed in table 1.

Table 1 � Summary of speci�cations of the multimodal nonlinear microscope

Parameter Custom built LSM

Field of view 20 × 1.2× 1.2mm2

Scanning speed @ 10242 2 s

NIR T[%] 800/1000 nm > 60%

Image size pixels 128× 128− 4096× 4096

Pixel dwell time 1 µs− 256 µs

Data depth 16 bit
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4. Investigated tissue samples

Adult male New Zealand white rabbits Harlan, Borchen, Germany were fed with a

0.5% cholesterol diet to initiate atherosclerotic plaque deposition. The rabbits we-

re sacri�ced by an overdose of an anaesthetic solution of ketamine and xylazine.

The aortic artery was excised and preserved in 5% formalin solution Oscar Fischer

GmbH, Saarbrücken, Germany either for in vitro non-linear imaging or preparation

of 5 µm cross sections using a microtome. For preparing thin dried tissue sections

no standard embedding medium has been used to avoid signal contributions from

the embedding matrix. The cross sections were placed on CaF2 slides. For in vitro

multi-modal imaging of plaque deposits at the inner arterial wall the blood vessel

was cut open, immersed in physiological bu�er and sandwiched between two micros-

cope coverslides, thus avoiding denaturation and shrinkage during the measurement.

For determining the contrast and as control tissue human tissue was investigated.

The specimen was obtained from routine biopsy at the University hospital, Jena,

Germany.

The section of a head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) sample was ob-

tained from a biopsy of a patient with a pT3N2bM0 carcinoma of the left tonsil.

The biopsy was taken from the primary tumor site and its environment. A cryosec-

tion of 20 µm thickness was investigated without further tissue processing. Usage

of material from routine biopsies was approved by the ethics committee for human

research at the Medical Faculty, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Germany.

5. Image analysis

For image analysis ImageJ [41] has been used.

Results and Discussion

In comparison to multimodal imaging platforms based on highly integrated com-

mercial laser scanning microscopes in combination with solid state ultrafast lasers

[9, 18, 26, 30], the presented homebuilt microscopic setup can be quickly moved and
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reinstalled, provides highest NIR transmission of 60%, high �exibility by direct ac-

cess to all optical and mechanical elements and an enlarged �eld of view. Due to the

custom optical layout of the scan lens the FOV of the homebuilt instrument is four

times larger enabling faster investigation of extended tissue specimen as illustrated

in �gure 3 panel A. Here a CARS image at 2850 cm-1 of an aorta cross section of an

animal model for atherosclerosis is displayed. The large white box marks the FOV

of this microscope in combination with a 20 × objective, while the small dashed

square corresponds to the FOV of a standard commercial laser scanning microscope

used in previous multimodal nonlinear imaging investigations [9].

The small footprint allows installation in areas with space constraints. While most

laser scanning systems are installed at �xed position on laser tables due to the large

ultrafast lasers, the setup here can be disassembled and reconstructed within a few

hours. Most commercial laser scanning systems used for nonlinear microscopy are

based on confocal instruments initially designed for �uorescence microscopy using

visible lasers. This results in limited NIR transmission [39] in comparison to 60% as

reported herein and unnecessary complexity of the instrument, e.g. integrated inter-

nal descanned confocal detectors. Confocal detection design limits the system to the

detection of ballistic signal photons, a with tissue depth exponentially decreasing

fraction of all signal photons. The instrument described herein has no confocal design

thus reducing the instruments complexity and improving the overall transmission.

The lateral and axial resolution is not reduced, since nonlinear microscopy provides

intrinsically 3D sectioning with xyz-resolution comparable to confocal microscopy

[5, 42].

Another major bene�t of the instrument is related to the novel turn-key and small

footprint �ber laser light source characterized by low repetition rate and long, i.e.

tens of ps, pulse duration. As can be seen in �gure 1 panel E the size of the laser

is signi�cantly smaller than a conventional laser source for CARS microscopy. The

simultaneous emission of the long duration, i.e. tens of ps temporal pulse width,

ytterbium fundamental and the FWM signal and idler wavelengths from the same

small core �ber end results in perfect spatial and temporal overlap of pump and

Stokes wavelengths rendering daily alignment dispensable and is a unique feature of
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only this laser concept. In contrast to alternatively used ultrafast solid state laser

systems applied to multimodal nonlinear imaging, e.g. either two synchronized oscil-

lators [24, 25], a single oscillator in combination with an optical parametric oscillator

(OPO) [30, 43], or single broadband lasers sources incorporating free space optics

and pulse shapers [44], which require regular adjustment, this laser is designed for

maintenance free operation. Also alternative compact �ber laser concepts based on

soliton self frequency shift [32, 33], supercontinuum generation [26, 31], four wave

mixing [34, 35, 36, 37, 38], a �ber optic parametric oscillator [45] or two synchro-

nized ps �ber lasers [40] still rely on mechanical delay lines and dichroic mirrors to

overlap pump and Stokes pulses temporally and spatially, which results in higher

sensitivity to environmental changes and regular adjustment in contrast to the ful-

ly �ber integrated approach presented here. In particular except from the concept

of two synchronized ps �ber lasers [40], all other laser sources are based on much

shorter pulses, hence pulse dispersion in the microscope optics results in signi�cant

temporal walk o� of the pulses, which needs to be corrected for by the mechanical

delay and adjusted, when changing the objective. Due to the longer pulse duration

of several tens of ps of the laser presented herein [37], the velocity di�erence between

pump and Stokes pulses in the microscope optics results only in a negligible tempo-

ral walk o� of a small fraction of the pulse length and therefore the temporal pulse

overlap is always preserved. This laser characteristic enables to greatly simplify the

microscope optics, in particular the number of optical elements can be reduced, and

thus is the key to improve the overall NIR transmission as described in the preceding

section.

Furthermore, commercial CARS lasers of 80 MHz repetition rate and ps pulse du-

ration excite SHG and TPEF signals less e�ectively [24, 46]. On the other hand,

fs lasers of 80 MHz repetition rate provide e�cient SHG and TPEF excitation but

come at the cost of a poor spectral resolution of only 100 cm-1 for CARS imaging

[30]. Additionally due to the much shorter pulse duration temporal walk o� of the

pulses as well as group velocity dispersion signi�cantly complicate the alignment.

The peak power of the laser used in this work [37] is the same as for a 500 fs laser

systems of 80 MHz repetition rate but provides a spectral resolution better than
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40 cm-1 for the pump and below 6 cm-1 for the Stokes wavelength. As previously

reported, the spectral resolution can be further increased to 1 cm-1, when the FWM

process is seeded [35] using a continuous wave (cw) laser. Here spectral tuning in the

range from 1200 to 3800 cm-1 with a small gap around 2000 cm-1 has been realized,

which compares well with alternative tunable �ber lasers [32, 34, 40]. However, in

order to minimize the system's complexity, we operate the �ber laser at a �xed spec-

tral position tuned to be in resonance with the aliphatic CH-stretching vibration of

methylene groups at 2850 cm-1.

Another advantage of the presented low MHz repetition rate �ber laser design is to

enable simultaneously highly e�cient generation of SHG, TPEF and CARS signals,

without severely reducing the spectral resolution required for CARS microscopy,

while alternative approaches are experimentally more complex, e.g. use either expe-

rimentally complex subsequent fs and ps excitation [24], sacri�ce SHG and TPEF

excitation e�ciency by 80 MHz ps laser [25] or CARS spectral resolution by 80 MHz

fs excitation [30]. The key parameters to describe the e�ciency for the generation

of nonlinear signals are the peak power of the laser and the peak intensity at the

specimen. These values can be calculated using the laser repetition rate k, pulse

duration τ , the average power Pav and the laser spot size in the specimen plane A

or the lateral resolution of the system d:

Pmax =
Pav · t
k · τ

⇔ Imax =
Pmax

A
=

4Pmax

πd2
(1)

An alternative laser for multimodal nonlinear imaging [30] working at similar wave-

lengths provides 100 fs pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate using 3.1 mW of laser power

at the sample for CARS imaging generating a laser spot diameter of 310 nm. This

translates according to equation 1 to a peak power of 387 W and a peak intensity in

the specimen plane of 5 × 1015W/m2. The laser used in this contribution provides

20 ps pulses at 1.9 MHz repetition rate using 30 mW at the sample. This results in

a peak power of 790 W and a tenfold lower peak intensity of 5 × 1014W/m2 in the

specimen plane, while still allowing for image acquisition with pixel dwell time of

only 1 µs. This calculation in addition to the high quality nonlinear images presen-

ted in �gures 3 to 6 prove that this laser source is in terms of imaging performance
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at moderate power levels of 30 mW in the specimen plane comparable to alternative

laser sources for multimodal nonlinear microscopy, unless higher average powers are

required, at the sample e.g. for imaging deeper than 100 µm within scattering tissue.

However, the spectral resolution in CARS microscopy is signi�cantly improved in

comparison to a 100 fs laser. The laser described herein provides 40 cm-1 spectral

resolution in contrast to more than 100 cm-1 for a 100 fs 80 MHz repetition rate

laser used by Chen et al. [30]. In addition, further substantial improvement of the

spectral resolution to 1 cm-1 for CARS imaging is possible by seeding the FWM

process [35].

Since the laser design is completely spliced and uses only polarization-maintaining

�ber components [37] it provides unparalleled stability with respect to environmen-

tal changes. While the laser parameters di�er substantially from alternative laser

sources, no photodamage when using average laser power of below 30 mW in the

specimen plane have been observed for this low repetition rate laser. Thus, this light

source is perfectly suited for the application in clinical settings. In summary this

alignment-free turn-key laser source is due to its small footprint, insensitivity to

environmental changes and simple operation combined with highly e�cient CARS,

SHG and TPEF signal generation ideally suited for routine clinical application.

In the following results from imaging samples from a rabbit model for atherosclerosis

and human perivascular tissue as well as tissue from an oropharyngeal squamous cell

carcinoma is presented to demonstrate the systems capabilities for tissue imaging.

In �gure 3 images from an artery tissue of a rabbit fed with a high cholesterol diet

to induce atherosclerosis are displayed. In �gure 3 panel A a CARS image at the

symmetric CH2 stretch vibration of 2850 cm-1 for a whole artery cross section is

generated by fusing four single CARS images. It can be seen that the plaque depo-

sits are not uniformly distributed at the vessel wall, but the plaque thickness varies

across the circumference. In order to investigate areas of di�erent plaque thickness

in more detail, high resolution images have been acquired in panels B, C and D as

indicated in panel A. These images visualize the curly structure of the elastic �bers

of the vessel wall. The composition of the plaque is di�erent in areas of high (�gure 3

B) and low lipid deposition (�gure 3 C). While the plaque's foam like structure ap-
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Figure 3 � CARS imaging of tissue samples from an animal model for atherosclerosis, i.e. a
rabbit fed with high cholesterol diet for several weeks. Imaging was performed at the symmetric
aliphatic C-H-stretch vibration of methylene groups, 2850 cm-1. In panel A the large �eld of
view (FOV) of the customized microscope is indicated as a white square, while the small
dashed square corresponds to the FOV of a commercial standard laser scanning microscope.
Especially for medical use orientation on large specimen is improved due to a larger FOV.
For investigating areas of several mm extension, multiple images obtained by xy translation
of the sample are fused as in the case of the whole artery cross section, panel A. In panels
B, C and D areas of di�erent plaque deposition are displayed as indicated in panel A. The
curly elastic protein �ber strands of the arterial wall are clearly visualized, as well as the
lipid deposits and its structure at the inner vessel wall. Di�erent brightness indicates, that the
plaque composition varies, since the concentration of methylene groups is visualized. In panels
E and F the microscopes z-scanning option and deep tissue penetration of the NIR laser are
demonstrated by imaging of plaque deposits from the lumen of the artery in bu�er solution
and detecting the CARS signal through 500 µm of tissue in forward direction. In panel E an
area of low plaque deposition is shown, the depth of this z-projection corresponds to 40 µm.
In panel F a lipid deposit of 100 µm thickness is displayed.
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pears medium intense in an area of high deposition (�gure 3 B), the plaque is more

uniform in the area of thin deposition and the average CARS intensity is higher,

indicating higher lipid content (�gure 3 C). To investigate these di�erences further,

axially resolved in vitro imaging of a large aorta specimen with plaque deposits at

the inner arterial wall has been performed. Z projections of the lipid deposits at the

inner vessel walls in areas of low and high deposition are displayed in �gure 3 panels

E and F. The CARS signal at 2850 cm-1 corresponding to the symmetric C-H-stretch

vibration of methylene groups highlights areas of dense fatty acid deposition. While

there are non noticeable lipid deposits at the vessel wall in �gure 3 panel E, there

is an extended plaque structure exceeding 100 µm in thickness in �gure 3 panel F.

To demonstrate the chemical origin of the contrast of the CARS images a sample of

human perivascular tissue surrounding an artery has been investigated in resonance

with the symmetric C-H-stretch vibration of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1 and o�

resonance at 2990 cm-1 as displayed in �gure 4. In panel A of �gure 4 the resonant

image is displayed, while the inset corresponds to the o� resonant image, which has

been multiplied by a factor of 5 in order to visualize the adipose cells more clearly.

Panel B2 displays an intensity pro�le along the white line shown in panel A of �gu-

re 4. Panel B1 displays a CARS spectrum of lipids acquired by tuning the frequency

di�erence between the pump and Stokes lasers across the C-H-stretching region.

The spectral positions for acquiring resonant and o� resonant CARS images and

the intensity pro�les are indicated and colour coded in the CARS spectrum shown

in �gure 4 panel B1. As shown in �gure 4 panel B2, the image contrast vanishes al-

most completely, if the di�erence frequency of the lasers is tuned o� resonant. From

the ratio of the intensities, the contrast has been calculated to 10. This represents

only a lower bound to the Raman resonant contrast, since for low light levels a lar-

ge background contribution due to noise of the readout circuit is observed. When

estimating the readout noise and subtracting this contribution from the signal in-

tensity, the image contrast is in the range of 20, which is a factor of 3 better than for

fs light sources for multimodal imaging in the same wavelength range [30] or even

a factor of 10 better compared to 2 ps laser system operating in the visible range [47].
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Figure 4 � The high molecular contrast of CARS at the aliphatic C-H-stretching vibration
of methylene groups when using NIR lasers is exemplarily demonstrated for adipocytes and
connective tissue surrounding a human artery. In resonance the lipid droplets appear bright,
while cytoplasm and membrane of the adipocytes are darker due to lower relative lipid content.
The small inset shows the same image at 2990 cm-1. The intensity is magni�ed by 5 and the
contrast enhanced. In panel B1 a CARS spectrum of lipids is shown and the spectral positions
for acquisition of the images in panel A and the intensity pro�les of panel B2 are indicated.
Panel B2 displays intensity pro�les in and o� resonant. The contrast is 20 times higher in the
resonant case for pure triglycerides, i.e. the lipid droplets in adipocytes.

However, as already mentioned, the strength of the presented setup is based on the

ability to not only record CARS images but also simultaneously SHG and TPEF

signals. SHG and TPEF signals are very e�ciently excited in parallel to CARS, but

provide information about the spatial distribution of further tissue components, in

particular protein �bers [21, 48], oxidized fatty acids [22] and cholesterol [18]. This

multitude of signals therefore provides a detailed morphochemical map of the tissue,

which prospectively allows the determination of the type of atherosclerotic plaque

and therefore also its risk to rupture, even without surgical excision and labelling of

tissue.

In detail TPEF displays the distribution of auto�uorophors. In blood vessel walls a

prominent source of auto�uorescence are elastic �bers composed of the �uorescing

proteins elastin and collagen [21]. Within atherosclerotic plaque deposits oxidized

lipids are associated with �uorescence [22]. SHG is sensitive to highly ordered struc-

tures, which are the proteins myosin and collagen. Myosin is concentrated within the

smooth muscle cells, thus especially in the blood vessel wall. Collagen is arranged in
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the protein �bers of connective tissue [49]. However, recently also di�erent sources

of SHG within lipid deposits have been reported [18], especially cholesterol crystals.

Therefore the multimodal combination of these three nonlinear imaging modali-

ties CARS, SHG and TPEF provides manifold information not only on the tissue

morphology but also on the chemical composition, comparable to the information

content of multiple histological stains, e.g. the elastic van Gieson (EVG) stain for

elastic �bers. This is demonstrated in �gure 5. In panel A of �gure 5 a multimodal

image of an artery section of a rabbit fed with a high cholesterol diet is displayed

combining SHG blue CARS at 2850 cm-1 red and TPEF green signals to a false

colour image. The individual signals are displayed in �gure 5 panels B-D. TPEF

and SHG signals �gure 5 panels C and D are highly co-localized. The SHG and

TPEF signals are more intense in the outermost layer, the tunica externa or tunica

adventitia, which is composed of connective tissue and thus rich in collagen, which is

a source of both auto�uorescence and second harmonic signals. CARS at 2850 cm-1

visualizes the morphology of the vessel wall: the �brous structure of the proteins

and the plaque deposits. Interestingly the plaque is not uniformly rich in lipids. The

highest signal intensity is visible in the outermost layer. Some bright lipid deposits

are also origin of intense SHG and TPEF signals, but not all. Therefore, cholesterol

crystals and oxidized low density lipoprotein as sources of SHG and TPEF signals

are not uniformly distributed within the plaque. These are interesting �ndings, since

the plaque composition is directly related to the risk of rupture causing an acute

life threatening event like a stroke or heart attack.

But possible clinical applications of the compact multimodal nonlinear microscope

are not limited to cardiovascular diseases. This is illustrated in �gure 6. In panels

A-C of �gure 6 multimodal images of invasively growing tumor nests of a head and

neck squamous cell carcinoma are displayed. The tumor is growing into the connecti-

ve tissue at an oropharyngeal site. In Figure 6 panel A both the CARS signal at the

symmetric CH stretching vibration of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1 and SHG si-

gnals of collagen �bers of the connective tissue are displayed, while the single CARS

and SHG signals are presented in panels B and C, respectively. In particular the vi-

sualization of collagen represents an important marker for diagnosing the transition
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Figure 5 � Composite multimodal nonlinear microscopic image of an artery section of an
animal model for atherosclerosis. In panel A CARS, TPEF and SHG image are combined
to a false colour molecular map of the artery section. CARS imaging at the symmetric C-
H-stretching vibration of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1 abundant in all major biomolecules
reveals the morphology of the artery. Furthermore, it highlights lipid deposits and protein
�bers due to the high concentration of scattering functional groups. TPEF in green, panel C,
is used to display auto�uorescing molecules, in particular �uorescing protein �bers like elastin
and collagen in addition to NADPH and oxidized fatty acids in the plaques. SHG displayed in
blue in panel D is sensitive to protein �bers composed of collagen and actin of smooth muscle
cells, but cholesterol within the plaque does also generate signals. SHG and TPEF are to a
large extent co-localized.
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Figure 6 � Multimodal nonlinear imaging of a head and neck squamous cell carcinoma sam-
ple from an oropharyngeal site. In panels A-C tumor nests are invasively growing into the
connective tissue. In panel A both the CARS signal at the symmetric CH stretching vibration
of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1 and SHG signals of collagen �bers of the connective tissue
are displayed, CARS and SHG signals are represented in panels B and C. Epithelium without
pathological �ndings is depicted in panel D (CARS, 2850 cm-1). Single epithelial cells and
nuclei are visualized.

from grade 3 to invasively growing grade 4 carcinoma. Grade 4 is de�ned by tumor

cells breaking through the basement membrane and invading the connective tissue

[3, 50, 51]. For comparison adjacent epithelium without pathological �ndings is de-

picted in panel D utilizing CARS at 2850 cm-1. In �gure 6 panel D single epithelial

cells and nuclei are visualized, demonstrating the potential for tissue imaging for

diagnostic purposes, since grading of HNSCC relies on the visualization of architec-

tural and cytological changes accompanying the process of carcinogenesis [50, 51],
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e.g. cell density, size and shape of individual cells and nuclei as well as the nuclei to

cytoplasm ratio. Therefore also in case of tumor diagnostics, multimodal nonlinear

microscopy represents a promising imaging tool.

Conclusion

Application of imaging tools in clinical settings poses strict constraints on the sys-

tem in terms of cost e�ectiveness, size, complexity in handling and robustness. While

the past years have seen an increasing number of studies proving that multimodal

nonlinear imaging approaches are valuable tools for illuminating aspects of disease

progression on cellular and sub cellular level, the equipment was yet too complex

for other than research applications. The compact multimodal nonlinear microscope

presented herein represents a signi�cant step towards establishing nonlinear micros-

copy in clinics for routine diagnostics due to its simplicity, high NIR transmission

for use with low power compact lasers and large �eld of view and high image quality.

The instrument will be tested on disease patterns, which are directly accessible, e.g.

skin cancers and head and neck cancers in the near future.

But further progress will also point in di�erent directions, especially towards in vivo

endoscopy. In this respect the presented �ber laser light source is not only compa-

tible with endoscopy, but intrinsically overcomes the di�culty of coherent Raman

imaging in long glass �bers and thick tissue arising from the dispersion of pulses at

di�erent wavelengths. The resulting reduction of the temporal pulse overlap with

increasing �ber length is greatly reduced by using 100 ps pulses allowing for en-

doscope �ber lengths of few m without precompensation. When additional spectral

information and higher spectral resolution are required, the laser source can be mo-

di�ed to be spectrally tunable as discussed in detail elsewhere [35], resulting in a

total tuning range from 1200 to 3800 cm-1 and 1 cm-1 spectral resolution. Further-

more, this source enables due to the low MHz repetition rate both e�cient SHG

and TPEF imaging together with high contrast CARS microscopy, thus overcoming

the discrepancy between low peak power high spectral resolution ps-lasers ideal for

CARS and low spectral resolution high peak power fs-lasers ideal for TPEF and
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SHG, which apply to 80 MHz repetition rate oscillators [24, 30].

The great potential of the presented �ber laser microscope setup is exemplarily

demonstrated by imaging atherosclerotic and HNSCC tissue specimen but it is ex-

plicitly not limited to examination of these particular disease patterns. The com-

bination of SHG, TPEF and CARS imaging allows determining the distribution of

�brous proteins, smooth muscle cells, cholesterol and lipids with spatial resolution

and contrast comparable to ex vivo staining histopathology, but with the advantage

of potentially being applicable under in vivo conditions in the near future. Imaging

the collagen network, the collagen organization and shape is of diagnostic relevance

also for grading cancer tissue [3, 52, 53]. Especially implementation into endosco-

pes would have the bene�t of enabling in vivo characterization of arterial plaque

depositions in order to detect high risk plaques, e.g. plaques associated with a large

lipid core and a thin �brous cap, for further monitoring or direct treatment. Also in

case of malignancies, multimodal nonlinear microscopy provides label-free excellent

information on the tissue morphology and composition. During carcinogenesis �rst

morphologic changes occur at the basement membrane. Nonlinear imaging com-

bining depth penetrations up to 1 mm with cellular resolution is perfectly suited

to detect these modi�cations in vivo. Hence, the method allows for non invasive

in depth screening of suspicious lesions possibly reducing the number of biopsies

taken in the future. By integration into surgical microscopes, the method may be

prospectively useful for surgical guidance.
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Supplementary Material

S1. Compact nonlinear laser scanning microscope

The optical layout of the microscope as displayed in �gure 2 panel A has been desi-

gned to �t the requirements of nonlinear SHG/TPEF/CARS microscopy for tissue

imaging. Therefore all optical elements in the illumination beam path are optimized

for highest NIR transmission. This con�guration enables using relatively low power

but ultra compact, robust and maintenance free �ber lasers described in the pre-

ceding section. In order to realize high optical throughput, the number of optical

elements is minimized without a�ecting the optical performance, i.e. di�raction li-

mited spatial resolution. Since nonlinear imaging methods provide 3D sectioning, no

confocal microscope design is required. A NIR anti re�ective coated achromatic lens

(NIR achromatic lens, 12 mm diameter, 15 mm focal length, Edmund optics, USA)

is used to collimate the beam to 6 mm diameter, allowing to fully illuminate the

back aperture of the microscope objectives and the galvanometric mirror pair (mo-

del 6210HSM40, Camtech, USA). The scanning system is equipped with protected

silver coated mirrors of 6 mm diameter providing a surface �atness of λ. Adapting

the beam diameter to the size of the objective's back aperture guaranties, that the

system's spatial resolution is limited by di�raction of the focusing objective. A scan

lens system has been designed to image the centre of the galvanometric mirror pair

onto the back aperture of the microscope objective. This scanlens sytem is optimized

for minimal chromatic aberrations in the NIR spectral range and to provide a large

�eld of view. Furthermore, the distance between scan lens and objective enables

insertion of a short pass dichroic mirror (short pass 750 nm, size 24 mm x 36 mm,

Edmund optics, USA) and a 400 µm piezo driven stage. The dichroic mirror allows

for detection of signals in backward direction and the piezo driven stage provides

400 µm travel along the z axis for �ne focusing (PIFOC P-725.4CD, PI, Germany)

and automated acquisition of z-stacks. The scan lens system consists of 4 NIR coated

achromatic lenses arranged in two pairs in a 4f-con�guration: 200 mm � 150 mm �

150 mm � 200 mm (NIR achromatic lens, 25 mm diameter, Edmund optics, USA).

Optimization of the scan lens design was performed using Zemax (Radian Zemax,
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USA). The microscope objective is mounted to the z-stage. For large area scanning

a 20 × 0.4 NA NIR corrected long working distance objective is used (Mitutoyo,

Japan). The sample is �xed on a motorized xy-stage providing 75 mm by 50 mm of

travel and 1 µm positioning accuracy (ScanPlus, Märzhäuser, Germany). Residual

laser light and signals are collimated in forward direction by a NA matched VIS

achromatic lens of 25 mm diameter and 30 mm focal length (Thorlabs, USA). For

the separation of the nonlinear signals in forward direction two short pass �lters are

used (SP770 and SP750, Semrock, USA). The forward emitted SHG and CARS si-

gnals are splitted by a longpass dichroic mirror (LP605, 24 mm × 36 mm, Thorlabs,

USA), �ltered by appropriate bandpass �lters (CARS bandpass 650/40 Thorlabs,

SHG bandpass 400/40 or 514/10, Thorlabs, USA) and focused onto the PMT detec-

tors by achromatic lenses (diameter 25 mm, 30 mm focal length, Thorlabs, USA).

TPEF or alternatively backward scattered CARS/SHG signals are detected by a

PMT module in epi-direction. Alternatively also TPEF signals can be detected in

forward direction. For detection of CARS signals, PMT modules of enhanced sen-

sitivity in the red spectral range are used (H6780-20, H10721-20 and H9305-03,

Hamamatsu, Japan), whereas for detecting SHG and TPEF signals in the visible

range VIS sensitive PMTs are used (H6780, Hamamatsu, Japan). A summary of

the key components of the instrument is given in table S 1. The whole system is

schematically depicted in �gure 1 panel A, while panels B-E show photographs of

parts of the system.
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Table S 1 � List of main components of the compact laser scanning microscope

Model Part Manufacturer

6210HSM40 xy-galvanometric mirror Cambridge Technology, USA

ScanPlus 75 x 50 xy-tanslation stage Märzhäuser Wetzlar, Germany

P-725.4CD 400 µm Piezo z-stage Physikinstrumente, Germany

Customized Data acquisiti-
on hardware

Pascher instruments, Sweden

H10721-20 8 mm head on PMT module Hamamatsu, Japan

H6780-20 8 mm head on PMT module Hamamatsu, Japan

H6780 8 mm head on PMT module Hamamatsu, Japan

H9305-03 Side on PMT modules Hamamatsu, Japan

BXFM-F manual z-focussing unit Olympus, Japan

Plan Apo NIR 20× NA 0.4 LWD objective Mitutoyo, Japan

S2. Data acquisition hardware & graphical user interface

The data acquisition soft- and hardware has been designed for controlling the gal-

vanometric mirrors, the motorized xy microscope translation stage, the piezo z-

focussing stage and for synchronized data acquisition of up to 4 channels simulta-

neously. The data acquisition system consists of two parts: the �rst part is a small

desktop computer for running the graphical user interface for complete instrument

control via USB and storage of the image data and the second device is the data

acquisition hardware controlling the instrument. Both the data acquisition hardware

as well as the graphical user interface were speci�cally designed for this microscope

by T.P., Pascher Instruments AB, Sweden. The menus of the graphical user inter-

face are clearly arranged in order to provide intuitive but complete control of the

hardware. A screenshot of the software is displayed in �gure 2 panel B. From the

user interface the scanning start position, stop position and step length for both di-

rections are sent to the data acquisition hardware control unit. The data acquisition

hardware has two major parts. The �rst part is the scan mirror control unit which re-
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gulates the position of the x and y mirrors during scanning and the second part deals

with the data readout synchronized with the laser scanner. In the hardware control

unit the information about the image size combined with several adjusted electronic

delay is converted such, that the unit performs the full 2D sweep without computer

intervention. The hardware control unit contains power supplies for preampli�er and

analogue to digital conversion electronics in addition to slots for insertion of control-

ler cards. The �rst card is used for driving the galvonometric scanner and setting

the voltages of the photomultiplier tube modules (PMT), the second card controls

the motorized xy stage and the piezo z stage via RS-232 serial ports. Another two

cards are used for receiving data from a preampli�er and ADC of two detectors via

parallel interface ports. In the following the work�ow of performing a 2D scan is

described in detail. The location of each point on the sample is determined by the

position of the galvanometric mirrors. During the collection of an image the y direc-

tion corresponds to the slow axis which is moved in steps. The fast scan direction

is the x axis. In x direction the mirror sweeps from one end position to the other in

continuous motion at constant angular speed. The image size is quadratic and can

be chosen from 128 × 128 up to 4096 × 4096 pixels. According to the chosen frame

size the digitizing electronic collects during the sweep of the fast x-axis the required

number of data points, which are equally spaced in time. The �rst part of the hard-

ware control unit moves the galvanometric mirror pair by automatically performing

a full xy�scan digitally. The digital position values are converted to voltages by two

16-bit digital to analogue converters (DAC) and the resulting driving voltage signal

is sent to the galvanometric scanner. The resolution of the system is su�cient to

enable di�raction limited spatial resolution. 20 voltage steps in the digital position

correspond to a beam displacement of 1 µm in the image plane in combination with

a 20 × objective. The control unit also provides a trigger signal for each sweep of

the X direction mirror to synchronize the data readout with the mirror motion.

The second part of the control unit deals with synchronized readout of the detector

signals. The readout circuitry is divided into three parts. The �rst part includes a

PMT or diode detector pre ampli�er with di�erent computer controllable gain and

analogue low pass �lters. These settings enable optimisation of the signal to noise
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ratio for the available absolute signal amplitudes and readout speeds ranging from

1 to 256 µs per pixel. The second component contains a digitizing part consisting

of an 18-bit analogue to digital converter (ADC) running at 2 MHz (mega samples

per second), which allows averaging a number of readings for each data point. Upon

each line triggering event this unit sends the predetermined number of appropria-

tely averaged data points representing a full sweep of the X direction mirror to the

data storage card. The storage card as the third component has two memory banks

used in ping pong fashion. While the digitizing part �les the signal in one storage

bank the computer reads out the other one containing the signals of the previous

complete line sweep. In principle bidirectional and unidirectional scanning of the

sample is possible. For data acquisition the unidirectional scan mode is used, since

for bidirectional scans certain delays have to be adjusted depending on image size

and the scanning �eld of view in order to correct for a spatial position o�set of the

laser beam. The graphical user interface enables complete instrument control, i.e.

setting the PMT voltages, zooming into the image, setting the image parameters,

e.g. frame size and the number of pixels, additional �ltering, analogue and digital

gain as well as point averaging by slow scanning or frame averaging in order to

detect weak signals. The options are accessible by drop down lists. An additional

menu is popping up for performing a series of images. As indicated in the screenshot

shown in �gure 2, four options are available: a time series scan for investigating dy-

namic processes, z-scan for depth resolved imaging of thick samples, xy-scan using

the motorized stage for analysing sample areas exceeding the �eld of view of the

scanner and xyz-scans for investigating extended thick specimen. There is no limit

on the number of individual images per scan apart from the capacity of the hard

disk. Each image of an individual detector is stored as a separate 16 bit TIFF �le

in addition to a text �le containing the settings of the electronics. For adjustment,

two fast scan options are implemented. The alignment mode performs a fast scan

by reducing the number of lines per image and thus speeding up the image update

rate. In the focus mode a fraction of the image is displayed at full resolution for

focusing purposes. The key aspect for adaption of the electronics' hardware of the

instrument to nonlinear imaging is a large set of options to optimize the detection
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of weak signals. These options include low pass �ltering of the signal, an additional

tenfold analogue gain setting, pixel dwell times up to 256 µs and averaging of a

speci�c number of frames. The most important parameters of the hardware control

unit are summarized in table S 2.

Photon counting as the most sensitive method of light detection is not used, becau-

se this method does not enable to count a number of photons arriving at the same

time, as it is the case for coherent CARS and SHG signals excited by pulsed light

sources.

Table S 2 � Summary of parameters of the data acquisition hardware control unit

Resolution 128× 128− 4096× 4096 pixels

Scanning speed @ 1282 8 fps

Scanning speed @ 40962 24 s

Detection channels 3 PMTs + 1 photodiode

Pixel dwell time 1µs− 256µs

Data depth 16 bit

ADC 2 MHz
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Adapted with kind permission of the American Chemical Society (ACS)

from the following source:

Authors: Tobias Meyer, Mario Chemnitz, Martin Baumgartl, Tho-

mas Gottschall, Torbjörn Pascher, Christian Matthäus, Bernd

F. M. Romeike, Bernhard R. Brehm, Jens Limpert, Andreas

Tünnermann, Michael Schmitt, Benjamin Dietzek, and Jürgen

Popp.

Titel: "Expanding Multimodal Microscopy by High Spectral Resolu-

tion Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering Imaging for Cli-

nical Disease Diagnostics."

Journal: Analytical Chemistry, 85(14):6703�6715, 2013.

©Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society (ACS).

Reproduced with permission.
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Abstract

Over the past years fast label-free nonlinear imaging modalities providing molecular

contrast of endogenous disease markers with subcellular spatial resolution have been

emerged. However, applications of these imaging modalities in clinical settings are

still at the very beginning. This is because single nonlinear imaging modalities such

as second-harmonic generation (SHG) and two-photon excited �uorescence (TPEF)

have only limited value for diagnosing diseases due to the small number of endoge-

nous markers. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy on the

other hand can potentially be added to SHG and TPEF to visualize a much broader

range of marker molecules. However, CARS requires a second synchronized laser

source and the detection of a certain wavenumber range of the vibrational spectrum

to di�erentiate multiple molecules, which results in increased experimental comple-

xity and often ine�cient excitation of SHG and TPEF signals. Here we report the

application of a novel near-infrared (NIR) �ber laser of 1 MHz repetition rate, 65

ps pulse duration, and 1 cm-1 spectral resolution to realize an e�cient but experi-

mentally simple SGH/TPEF/multiplex CARS multimodal imaging approach for a

label-free characterization of composition of complex tissue samples. This is demons-

trated for arterial tissue specimens demonstrating di�erentiation of elastic �bers,

triglycerides, collagen, myelin, cellular cytoplasm, and lipid droplets by analyzing

the CARS spectra within the C-H stretching region only. A novel image analysis

approach for multispectral CARS data based on colocalization allows correlating

spectrally distinct pixels to morphologic structures. Transfer of this highly precise

but compact and simple to use imaging approach into clinical settings is expected

in the near future.
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Introduction

Routine imaging in biomedical diagnostics demands methods which are ideally fast,

noninvasive, label-free, and universally applicable to the various types of tissues in

order to provide an all-optical biopsy allowing for an identi�cation of disease-related

changes. At the same time, these imaging methods should be also technically sim-

ple to operate, e.g., compatible with established clinical imaging platforms. Novel

imaging tools are needed to diagnose the most prevalent disease patterns in the de-

veloped countries, i.e., cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and cancer, which account for

75% of the deceases in Germany,[1] at an early stage. This is crucial to improve the

patient's prognosis, but also to reduce the ever-increasing costs for medical treat-

ment. However, the disease-causing tissue changes are subtle requiring the visuali-

zation of the tissue structure with subcellular resolution and detection of molecular

markers related to disease progression. The current golden standard in histopatho-

logy is staining microscopy performed on sectioned tissue biopsies ex vivo. However,

mostly biopsies are taken not until severe disease symptoms occur. Furthermore, due

to the invasive nature and possible complications of biopsies, this method is of only

limited use for an early disease recognition, e.g., by routine screening of patients wi-

thout positive symptoms. Thus, a fast, non- or minimally invasive label-free in vivo

imaging technique is needed, which provides molecular contrast for the detection of

�rst disease-related changes within the chemical composition of the tissue.

Promising imaging candidates for the above-mentioned envisioned biomedical ap-

plication in the future are nonlinear microscopic methods. Nonlinear imaging,[2]

e.g., two-photon excited �uorescence (TPEF) [3] and second-harmonic generation

(SHG),[4] provide unique properties such as (1) di�raction-limited three-dimensional

resolution of morphological tissue structures, (2) a signi�cantly improved depth pe-

netration of 1 mm in native tissue, [5, 6, 7] (3) label-free molecular contrast utilizing

endogenous disease markers,[3, 8] and (4) high-speed image acquisition [2]at mode-

rate average laser power tolerable by living tissue. [9, 10]

However, the limited number of endogenous molecular markers in tissue reduces the

diagnostic value of SHG and TPEF alone for detecting diseases.[3, 8] This is pro-
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cess intrinsic, since SHG requires noninversion symmetric structures, which are the

quasi-crystalline protein �bers collagen, actin-myosin and tubuline, [11] and crystal-

line cholesterol,[12] while TPEF is limited to �uorescing molecular species, which are

similarly rare in tissue, e.g., the proteins keratin, elastin, or NAD(P)H.[3] Further-

more, the generated signal intensity of endogenous markers is signi�cantly weaker

than that of dye labels, e.g., on the order of 0.01 GM (GM = 10−50cm4s/photon)

for NAD(P)H [13] in contrast to 30 GM for dyes like �uorescein.[14] The weak au-

to�uorescence emission can be further decreased by light-induced destruction of the

chromophore, i.e., photobleaching and quenching, e.g., non-emissive energy trans-

fer. Since only a few endogenous marker molecules in tissue generate TPEF or SHG

signals, the application to disease diagnostics is limited to such a few cases, where

SHG- or TPEF-active molecular markers are involved, e.g., diseases related to colla-

gen disorders,[4, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] in particular for imaging various types of cancer

[20] and atherosclerosis.[21]

An alternative spectroscopic method enabling the visualization of all molecules with

high accuracy is vibrational imaging. This is because the vibrational spectrum of

molecules is highly speci�c almost like a �ngerprint. The vibrational spectrum is

accessible by several methods, e.g., IR absorption and Raman scattering. Since the

depth penetration and spatial resolution in tissue of IR absorption is not su�-

cient, only Raman-based techniques are suitable for thick tissue imaging and in vivo

applications.[22, 23]

However, spontaneous Raman scattering su�ers from its intrinsic low cross section

[24] of approximately 10−29cm2, i.e., orders of magnitude lower than UV-vis [25] and

IR [26] absorption with cross sections of 10−17cm2 and 10−19cm2, respectively. This

property translates at nondestructive laser power levels into slow imaging speeds

of 25 ms per Raman spectrum, which is already fast.[27] To increase the Raman

signal resonance or surface enhancement e�ects are not suitable for in vivo app-

lication, because resonance enhancement is limited to absorbing species and often

leads to photodegradation, while surface enhancement requires metal nanopartic-

les as labels.[28] Hence, nonlinear signal enhancement by coherent Raman imaging

is the only option to realize video rate image acquisition speed [29, 30] which is a
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key prerequisite for biomedical applications.[31] However, for fast nonlinear coherent

Raman imaging only a part of the Raman spectrum can be used, since acquisition

of the complete spectrum requires either a broad-band laser in combination with

a spectrograph [32] or wavelength scanning of the laser,[33, 34] which results in

signi�cantly longer acquisition times. In order to maintain the speed advantage of

coherent Raman over spontaneous Raman, a few selected Raman resonances or the

high-wavenumber spectral region from 2500 to 3500 cm-1 is scanned, which leads to

the strongest coherent Raman signals. As has been shown for spontaneous Raman

imaging,[35, 36, 37] the high-wavenumber Raman spectrum contains su�cient spec-

tral information for disease diagnostics.

Recently several groups have implemented multispectral coherent Raman imaging

for analyzing the composition of tissue. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering

(CARS)-based methods have been employed in combination with principal com-

ponent analysis for di�erentiating cholesterol crystals from other lipids [34] and for

discerning lipids within the meibomian gland from the extracellular matrix.[38] Sti-

mulated Raman scattering (SRS)-based techniques allow for the discrimination of

lipids, proteins, and water.[39] By combining multispectral coherent Raman imaging

with other nonlinear imaging modalities the chemical speci�city is increased, e.g., a

combination of SRS and SHG has recently proved discrimination of cholesterol mo-

nohydrate crystals from other lipid structures in the tissue and even from condensed

cholesteryl esters.[12]

Therefore, the multimodal combination of TPEF, SHG, and multispectral coherent

Raman imaging, i.e., CARS imaging at multiple Raman resonances, enables a more

speci�c characterization of the tissue composition than TPEF and SHG alone, since

a signi�cantly larger set of molecular markers are accessible for imaging various di-

sease patterns.[19, 40, 41, 42] However, the realization of TPEF, SHG, and coherent

Raman imaging combining simultaneously high signal generation e�ciency with high

speci�city has not been demonstrated due to the di�erent requirements of TPEF,

SHG, and CARS on the laser source in particular with respect to spectral resolution

and synchronization of di�erent emission wavelengths. Coherent Raman imaging re-

quires two synchronized laser beams to illuminate the sample such that the frequency
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di�erence matches a vibrational resonance. Current lasers for coherent Raman ima-

ging are based on either two synchronized lasers [43] or a combination of an ultrafast

laser and an optical parametric oscillator [34, 44, 45] for frequency conversion provi-

ding picosecond pulses at usually 80 MHz repetition rate. On the contrary, common

ultrafast lasers for SHG and TPEF imaging are tunable titanium-sapphire lasers of

80 MHz repetition rate and much shorter, e.g., 100 fs, pulse duration.[2, 3, 4]Both

SHG and TPEF are e�ciently excited by spectrally broad lasers owing to the large

spectral width of an electronic absorption of several 10 nm in case of TPEF and

no constraints on the spectral width in case of SHG. Therefore, the average power

on the sample is reduced if shorter pulses are used since SHG and TPEF scale

quadratically with the peak intensity, which increases for shorter pulse duration.

The di�erent requirements with respect to spectral resolution translate into di�e-

rent laser systems for multimodal imaging combining TPEF, SHG, and CARS, none

of them simultaneously optimized for all three modalities. For multimodal imaging

either two synchronized picosecond lasers for better CARS resolution, [46] two syn-

chronized femtosecond lasers for an increased SHG and TPEF signal intensity, [47]

chirped fs lasers for balancing CARS resolution and TPEF and SHG signal intensi-

ty [48] or even subsequent illumination with picosecond and femtosecond laser have

been employed in order to excite all three signals most e�ectively.[49] However, all

these laser concepts increase the experiment's complexity, the photon load of the

sample, and the total acquisition time. However, low repetition rate and long pulse

duration laser provide simultaneously high peak power and high spectral resolution

at moderate average power.[50]

Among the di�erent coherent Raman methods CARS,[51, 52, 53] stimulated Raman

scattering (SRS) [54], and Raman-induced Kerr e�ect (RIKE) [55] come into con-

sideration, but CARS is easiest implemented: RIKE and SRS rely on modulation

transfer detection schemes requiring additionally a lock-in ampli�er for detection;

the CARS signal on the other hand is spectrally separable from the incident lasers

as are SHG and TPEF signals and does therefore not require substantial modi�-

cations of an existing nonlinear microscope. All coherent Raman signals are due

to the phase-matching condition predominantly emitted in forward direction, while
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biomedical imaging requires detection of the generated signals in backward directi-

on. CARS is compatible with backward detection,[56] while backward detection of

RIKE and SRS signals is more di�cult to realize, e.g., by large area detectors as in

case of SRS.[30]

However, also CARS su�ers from disadvantages: CARS is not background-free, since

other third-order processes generate the so-called nonlinear nonresonant background,

which ultimately limits the image contrast.[52] Interference of the nonlinear back-

ground and the resonant CARS signal results in dispersive CARS line shapes. Thus,

the exact wavenumber position of the Raman resonances known from spontaneous

Raman spectroscopy is often shifted to lower wavenumbers in CARS spectra. Howe-

ver, this spectral shift depends strongly on the laser parameters. In particular, the

laser wavelength determines the magnitude of the nonresonant background by two-

photon absorption enhancement.[57] For near-infrared (NIR) excitation of spectrally

broad and in comparison to the nonresonant background intense Raman resonances

as is the case for the C-H wavenumber region this e�ect is negligible. Due to interfe-

rence with the nonlinear background the CARS signal intensity dependence on the

concentration changes from linear in the low to quadratic in the high-concentration

region. Hence, quantitative analysis is di�cult. In order to exploit the potential of

CARS microscopy, which allows discerning a great variety of molecular markers,

multiple Raman resonances need to be scanned at a spectral resolution allowing for

separation of the closest neighboring Raman resonances. Therefore, for high spectral

resolution CARS measurements excitation pulses with rather long pulse durations

are required (a resolution in the order of 1 cm-1 corresponds to pulse durations of

few 10 ps) in order to exploit the multiplexing capabilities of vibrational imaging,

i.e., to di�erentiate between a selection of marker molecules.[33, 58] Just recently

novel �ber laser based light sources have been developed utilizing four-wave mixing

(FWM) in a photonic crystal �ber for the generation of multicolor laser beams.

These lasers provide long pulse duration and high peak power; but due to the gain

bandwidth of the parametric conversion process of FWM starting from quantum

noise, the spectral width is on the order of 30 cm-1. However, the spectral resolution

can be signi�cantly increased by seeding the FWM process in photonic crystal �-
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bers [59] for pump and Stokes pulse generation providing 1 cm-1 spectral width laser

pulses [58] when the concept is applied to low repetition rate long pulse duration

lasers.[50, 60, 61]

To prove the prospects of this novel light source ex vivo chemical selective imaging

of connective tissue, proteins, and lipids has been performed in this contribution

and compared to the golden standard of staining histopathology diagnostics of car-

diovascular diseases. Atherosclerosis together with related cardiovascular diseases

is the most prevalent cause of death in the developed countries.[62] It is a chronic

process of the vessel walls evolving over years [63] and is accompanied by the depo-

sition of lipid plaques at the luminal site and an increase of connective tissue, not

only in the whole vessel wall but even in the perivascular space, i.e., the so-called

periadventitial �brosis. However, even though detection of early lesions is possible,

it is di�cult to predict imminent serious disease progression, e.g., a heart attack,

caused by disruption of a plaque, leading to thrombembolic occlusion of the vessel.

Since the vulnerability of a plaque is associated with its composition,[64, 65, 66, 67]

in vivo high-resolution imaging of structure and composition of the vessel wall may

prove useful in order to evaluate the risk of rupture in the future.

In this contribution, results from the application of the above-mentioned novel low

repetition rate high spectral resolution laser source to multimodal nonlinear imaging

of tissue are presented in order to determine the distribution of multiple molecular

markers. For human perivascular tissue as well as tissue specimen of an animal model

for atherosclerosis it is exemplarily demonstrated that the synergistic combination

of SHG, TPEF with high-resolution multispectral CARS enables one to analyze the

composition of complex tissue samples in short acquisition time providing high signal

intensities, high contrast, and high accuracy superior to lower spectral resolution sys-

tems. By applying a novel image analysis approach based on colocalization, CARS

images at multiple resonances can be used to correlate spectrally distinct pixels

with morphologic structures. Due to the experimental simplicity, the combination

of �ber-based light source and multispectral image analysis is especially suited for

application in clinical settings, in particular for imaging of atherosclerosis.
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Experimental Section

The �ber lasers used in this study have been described in detail elsewhere.[50, 58,

60, 61] The lasers are based on ampli�ed ytterbium �ber lasers of 1 MHz pulse

repetition rate and 120-140 ps pulse duration.[50, 58, 60] Signal and idler pulses

of 30 cm-1 spectral width are generated at 787 and 1427 nm by FWM. Ytterbium

fundamental and FWM signal have been used as Stokes and pump beam for CARS

imaging displayed in Figures 3 A and 4 A-E. Spectral tuning has been performed by

stretching the �ber Bragg grating, thus increasing the ytterbium wavelength from

1030 to 1032 nm and in parallel tuning the FWM signal from 786.8 to 800 nm. By

seeding the degenerately pumped FWM process in a photonic crystal �ber (PCF)

using a continuous wave (cw) titanium-sapphire laser (Spectra Physics, Tsunami),

which can be tuned from 700 to 1000 nm, the spectral width of the FWM signal

(pump wavelength in CARS) and FWM idler (Stokes wavelength) pulses is signi�-

cantly reduced by a factor of 30 to 1 cm-1 at 65 ps pulse duration, while the spectral

position coincides with the seed-laser wavelength.[58] Spectral tuning of the picose-

cond pulses has been realized by wavelength tuning the cw seed. For CARS imaging

the FWM signal and idler pulses have been used, while the ytterbium fundamental

has been blocked. The signal pulse train has been used to excite SHG and TPEF

signal and as CARS pump. It has a spectral width (full width at half-maximum,

fwhm) of 0.8 cm-1, while the center wavelength varies during spectral tuning from

900 to 920 nm. The idler with a fwhm of 1 cm-1 is utilized as Stokes beam in the

CARS process and spectrally scanned from 1236 to 1196 nm.

CARS, TPEF, and SHG microscopy were performed using a custom-built laser scan-

ning microscope. The instrument has been speci�cally designed to meet the require-

ments for clinical applications that are small footprint, high NIR transmission, large

�eld of view, high sensitivity in order to detect low-intensity signals in the vis-NIR

spectral range, and, most importantly, simple operation. The laser is scanned across

the sample using a galvanometric mirror pair. A 20× 0.4 NIR objective (Mitutoyo,

Japan) focuses the laser onto the sample. The CARS, TPEF, and SHG signals are

spectrally �ltered from the exciting laser light using two short-pass �lters at 750
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and 770 nm (Semrock, U.S.A.) and detected in forward direction by a NIR-sensitive

photomultiplier tube (H6780-20, Hamamatsu, Japan). In order to separate CARS

and the combined SHG/TPEF signals, an additional 600 nm long-pass �lter has

been used for CARS and a 600 nm short-pass �lter for detecting the TPEF/SHG

signals excited by the pump laser beam at 900 nm.

For testing, a thin tissue section of a human artery �xed on a CaF2 slide has been

investigated by multispectral CARS microscopy in the C-H stretching vibrational

range from 2700 to 3000 cm-1 �rst using the seeded laser of 1 cm-1 spectral resolution

in steps of 13 cm-1 and by TPEF-SHG microscopy utilizing 30 mW of laser power at

the sample corresponding to peak intensity levels of 80×1012W/m2 (for an objective

NA 0.4, 1 MHz repetition rate, 65 ps pulse duration), which is tolerable by tissue

samples (the tolerable peak intensity has been estimated to be 750× 1012W/m2 for

3 mW of a 190 fs 82 MHz pulse train at 830 nm focused by a NA 0.9 objective).[9]

The peak intensity has been calculated as follows: Ipeak = 4Psample/(kτπd
2
min) Here

Ipeak represents the peak intensity, Psample is the average power at the sample, k is

the laser repetition rate, τ is the pulse duration, the focal spot area is 0.25πd2min,

which is for a Gaussian beam according to the di�raction limit dmin = 1.22λ/NA.

For imaging the following data acquisition parameters were employed: pixel dwell

time 1µs, image size 402 × 905µm2 corresponding to 2048 × 4096 pixel, averaging

of two frames, total image acquisition time 20 s per image. These parameters can

be compared to measurements with the �ber laser of 30 cm-1 spectral resolution

resulting in the following parameters: image size of 720 × 360µm2, 2700 × 1350 pi-

xel, 1µs pixel dwell time, two frames averaged. The specimen of perivascular, i.e.,

periadventitial tissue of a human artery, was procured at the University Hospital,

Jena. After multimodal nonlinear microscopic investigation the tissue section was

histopathologically examined utilizing elastic van Gieson's stain (EVG) for visua-

lizing elastic as well as collagen �bers and cell nuclei. The second specimen under

investigation is a cross section of an artery of a rabbit model for atherosclerosis fed

with a high-cholesterol diet. The specimen has been imaged utilizing multimodal

nonlinear imaging combining SHG, TPEF, and single-band CARS at 2850 cm-1 of

low spectral resolution with multispectral CARS of 1 cm-1 spectral resolution.
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Constant laser intensity was ensured prior to each individual scan by monitoring the

laser power using a power meter. Deviations were corrected by a polarizing beam

splitter. The data were analyzed using imageJ.[68, 69, 70, 71] All images were correc-

ted for residual small laser intensity drifts by normalizing the images to an area of pu-

rely nonresonant FWM. The nonresonant FWM signal is a�ected by the same inten-

sity dependence as the CARS signal of interest, i.e., ICARS/FWM ∝ I2Pump · IStokes.
This area is indicated by a red square in Figure 2 and was chosen such that it con-

tains only a piece of the CaF2 slide. To correct for a laser beam drift of the pointing

direction and motion of the sample due to vibrations during acquisition of the whole

image series, the images were realigned and combined to an image stack, using the

TransformJ and the registration plug-in linear stack alignment with SIFT (Fiji). To

reduce system noise the raw images have been median-�ltered by two pixels radius,

which is not a�ecting the spatial resolution, since one pixel corresponds to 250 nm

and the di�raction-limited lateral resolutions is about 1µm. CARS spectra were re-

trieved by plotting the intensity in a pixel or an area of the image as a function of

the wavenumber shift of the exciting �ber laser using imageJ's built-in �plot z-axis

pro�le� function. The net total acquisition time per CARS spectrum is 40µs corre-

sponding to 2µs for each of the 20 wavenumber steps. The standard deviation was

calculated from the eight surrounding pixels and is a good measure of �uctuations

due to laser, electronic, and photon shot noise. Intensity pro�les at speci�c wave-

number positions were calculated using the line pro�le function of ImageJ.[68] The

intensity pro�les were �ltered by 50 point moving average �lter to remove noise.

Results and Discussion

The key aspect of multispectral CARS imaging is to acquire both spatially and

spectrally highly resolved CARS images for subsequent analysis. Imaging at a sin-

gle vibrational resonance is insu�cient for determining the chemical composition,

i.e., the morphochemistry, of a complex sample, since the observed spatial intensity

�uctuations may originate from other sample properties than chemical gradients.

Di�erences in absorption and scattering change the incident laser intensity and the-
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refore also signi�cantly the generated CARS signal intensity, in particular as CARS

signal generation is a nonlinear process. Even after correction for changes in the

incident intensity the residual �uctuations in the CARS intensity originate either

from varying concentrations of the probed vibrational oscillator or from intensity

�uctuations due to di�erences in the scattering properties of the tissue above the

probed volume but also from contributions of other chemical species also possessing

a vibrational resonance within the probed spectral width. Disentanglement of these

contributions is impossible by single-band CARS imaging. Resolving this issue is

especially demanding when CARS imaging is performed in the C-H stretching vi-

brational region as all biomolecules' vibrational spectra feature Raman resonances

in this spectral window, which are spectrally broad and therefore overlapping. No-

netheless, CARS microscopy is primarily employed in this spectral range due to the

large Raman scattering cross sections of C-H stretching vibrations allowing for high

image acquisition speeds.[29] Thus, the Raman spectra of major biomolecules are

more di�cult to discern in the C-H stretching region than in the �ngerprint spec-

tral region. However, disease recognition solely within the C-H stretching spectral

region has been recently demonstrated by spontaneous Raman spectroscopy.[35, 36]

Thereby the di�erentiation of lipid, protein, and DNA contributions for the detecti-

on of cell nuclei has been successfully demonstrated in Raman imaging in the C-H

stretching spectral window.[37] The same will be true but more demanding in the

case of spectral CARS imaging as will be shown in the following.

To evaluate the potential of C-H multiplex CARS/SHG/TPEF multimodal ima-

ging for highlighting the tissue's morphochemistry, i.e., the morphology along with

the chemical composition, �rst a tissue section of human perivascular, i.e., periad-

ventitial, tissue was investigated by SHG imaging in combination with multispec-

tral CARS microscopy in the C-H stretching wavenumber region. The results are

depicted in Figures 1�3. The two strong vibrational resonances around 2844 and

2942 cm-1 are assigned to the aliphatic C-H stretching vibration of methylene and

methyl groups.[72, 73, 74]
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Figure 1 � (A) Multimodal multispectral high spectral resolution CARS and SHG image
of a human perivascular tissue section allows for high-contrast vibrational imaging of major
constituents as indicated: (1) lipid droplets in adipocyte, (2) collagen �bers of the connective
tissue blue (CARS)/cyan (SHG), (3) cell membranes and cytoplasm of the adipocytes, and
(4) myelin sheaths around the axons of a bundle of nerves. To increase the visibility of the
myelin sheets, the brightness of the left area of panel A has been enhanced as indicated.
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continued caption Figure 1 Red square: area of pure nonresonant signal from the CaF2 substra-

te has been used to normalize the CARS spectra in panel C to correct for residual laser intensity

�uctuations. The detected structures are validated by consecutive EVG staining, panel B, demons-

trating perfect correspondence. On the left a nerve bundle can be seen; the voids are adipocytes,

and the red �bers correspond to collagen �bers in excellent agreement with label-free nonlinear

microscopy. The distinct CARS spectra of the four structures within the C-H stretching region

are reproduced in panel C. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation with respect to

the eight neighboring pixels. Along the white line in panel A intensity pro�les at three wavenum-

ber positions o�-resonant at 2760 cm-1 and in resonance with CH2 and CH3 groups have been

acquired and plotted in panel D to estimate the resonant image contrast. Apart from the Raman

resonance the image contrast depends on the concentration and on the molecular species. In case

of triglycerides within adipocytes the contrast is about 20 at 2844 cm-1 and 5 at 2942 cm-1 . In

case of protein structures the contrast is 3-4 for collagen and 2 for myelin for both resonances (for

more details see text). Image parameters: image size 905× 402 µm2 , 4096× 2048 pixels, spectral

resolution 1 cm-1, pixel dwell time 1µs, averaging of two frames, acquisition time 20 s per image,

20 images in the range from 2750 to 3000 cm-1, 40 µs per spectrum.

In panel A of Figure 1 a combined SHG and CARS image at three Raman reso-

nances within the C-H stretching region is displayed, showing the SHG intensity in

cyan, while the CARS intensity of the symmetric CH2 stretch vibration is displayed

in red at 2844 cm-1 and in green at 2832 cm-1, whereas the resonance at 2942 cm-1

assigned to the Fermi resonance of the symmetric CH3 stretch vibration is depicted

in blue.[74] This multiplex CARS image set of a human tissue section of adipose

tissue in the C-H stretching wavenumber region was recorded with 1 cm-1 spectral

resolution and a step size of 13 cm-1. The nonresonant background, which has be-

en used to correct the spectral data in Figure 1 B, Figure 2, panels D and E, and

Figure3 F for residual intensity di�erences. Figure 1 A allows for discerning four

di�erent structures as indicated: lipid droplets in adipocytes in yellow (1), collagen

�bers of the connective tissue blue (CARS), cyan (SHG) (2), cell membranes and

cytoplasm of the adipocytes in blue (3), and myelin sheaths around the axons of a

bundle of nerves (4). The discrimination of the four morphologic structures is based
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on di�erences in the chemical composition, which are re�ected in the CARS spectra

within the C-H stretching region plotted in panel B of Figure 1.

The quality of the CARS spectra is excellent taking into account the short net ac-

quisition time of each spectrum of only 40µs, which corresponds to the accumulated

pixel dwell time of 20 wavenumber steps, whereas Raman spectra possessing a si-

milar signal-to-noise ratio require typically orders of magnitude longer integration

times.[27] In order to visualize the myelin sheaths clearly, the contrast on the left

of the image shown in Figure 1 A has been enhanced by a factor of 4. Position 1 in

Figure 1 A corresponds to the lipid droplet of an adipocyte �lled mainly with trigly-

cerides. Indeed, the CARS spectrum (see Figure 1 B) is characterized by high signal

intensity and a stronger signal at 2844 cm-1 than at 2942 cm-1. This corresponds

structurally to a ratio of CH2 to CH3 functional groups of greater than 1 which is in

agreement with the structure of triglycerides containing fatty acids of chain lengths

starting from four carbon atoms. The spectrum of protein �bers (Figure 1 A, positi-

on 2) is di�erent from that recorded at position 1 in showing two separate bands at

2820 and 2856 cm-1 assigned to the symmetric CH2 and CH3 stretching vibrations

and a similarly intense band at 2942 cm-1 of the Fermi resonance of the CH3 stretch

vibrations.[74] These di�erences in the intensity ratio of the bands around 2844 and

2942 cm-1 are due to the di�erent ratio of CH2/CH3-functional groups in lipids and

proteins. This ratio is high in lipids (on average > 10) and close to 2 in proteins.

Additional variations in the peak position of protein and triglyceride CARS spectra

are based on strong variations in the chemical environment of the methylene and

methyl groups of proteins in comparison to the highly uniform methylene groups in

long-chain fatty acids of triglycerides. The on average lower intensity of the CARS

spectrum of protein �bers is due to a lower Raman cross section and a lower number

density of the scattering structures in proteins in comparison to triglycerides con-

densed in lipid droplets of adipocytes. In position 3 of Figure 1 A both the proteins

of the cytoplasm as well as the lipid cell membrane of the adipocytes contribute to

the CARS signals. Therefore, the CARS spectrum of the cytoplasm is characterized

by shoulders at the peak positions of the protein bands in addition to the two strong

lipid bands. Furthermore, it is weaker in intensity than the spectrum of triglycerides.
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The CARS spectrum of myelin in location 4 of Figure 1 A is very weak in intensity

with respect to the triglyceride spectrum, but clearly a lipid and not a protein spec-

trum. This is evident from the strong symmetric CH2 stretching band at 2844 cm-1.

Due to the low intensity, further spectral characteristics are not assignable.

For comparison the multimodal image is contrasted to a standard histopathologic

EVG staining image plotted in panel D of Figure 1, which is a standard stain of

connective tissue to detect and discern collagen and elastin. In agreement with SHG

imaging, the visible protein �bers are composed of collagen, while no elastic �bers

can be seen, which would be colored dark blue to black.

In the following the spectral assignment will be discussed in more detail, since it is

not clear that the peak position in CARS spectroscopy coincides with the band posi-

tions known from linear vibrational, i.e., infrared and Raman spectroscopy, because

as mentioned above this depends on another parameter, the nonlinear background.

The chemical speci�city as a key parameter for molecular CARS imaging depends on

the nonlinear background. The molecule unspeci�c nonresonant background origina-

tes from FWM processes not incorporating Raman resonances and generates within

a spectral width of several 10 cm-1 a constant signal, which interferes with the vi-

brationally resonant CARS signal. The molecular contrast is the ratio of the CARS

intensities in and o� a Raman resonance and is a measure of the molecular speci�-

city. The molecular contrast has been estimated for the measurement displayed in

Figure 1A by plotting intensity pro�les (Figure 1C) along the white line shown in

Figure 1A at the CH2 and CH3 Raman resonances at 2844 and 2942 cm-1 well as in

o�-resonance at 2760 cm-1. Apart from the line shape, i.e., bandwidth, and Raman

scattering cross section of the molecule, the molecular contrast depends also on the

number density of scattering molecules itself. In case of triglycerides within adipo-

cytes the molecular contrast is about 20 at 2844 cm-1and 5 at 2942 cm-1. In case of

protein structures the contrast is 3-4 for collagen for both Raman resonances and 2

for myelin at 2850 cm-1. However, the background level does not only originate from

the contrast limiting nonresonant background, but a major source of the detected

signal at a vibrationally silent spectral position originates from residual stray light

and noise of the detection electronics.
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Figure 2 � Comparison of arti�cial CARS spectra of two resonances of 30 cm-1 spectral width
for varying ratios of nonresonant background χnr to the Lorentzian peak area A in panels A-C
with normalized CARS spectra of a lipid droplet of an adipocyte (D) and a collagen �ber (E)
measured by high spectral resolution CARS imaging. In case of low nonresonant background
(C), the CARS spectrum agrees well with the Raman spectrum, which corresponds to the
imaginary part of the third-order susceptibility χ(3). The CARS spectra can be analyzed by
�tting Lorentzian peak functions. The peak positions agree well with the position of Raman
resonances of methylene and methyl groups and are not signi�cantly shifted by interference
with the nonresonant background. The error bars originate from photon shot noise as well as
pixel-to-pixel concentration di�erences in locations 1 and 2 of Figure 1. Panel G illustrates
that biomolecules like proteins and triglycerides are characterized by distinct ratios of me-
thylene to methyl groups. This structural di�erence is used to discern lipids and proteins in
CARS imaging at two resonances characteristic for CH3 and CH2 groups by calculating the
frequency scatter plot, i.e., the 2D histrogram, displayed in Figures 3 and 4. A two-dimensional
histogram of CARS images at two resonances ω1 and ω2 is displayed in panel F. Three vec-
torial components contribute to the intensity pair in the plot, as shown in equation 2, which
results in changing pointing direction of the segment from θ to 2θ for high-intensity pixels.
Bright areas correspond to highly abundant pixel intensity values. Molecules of similar CARS
intensity ratio at two frequencies ω1 and ω2 cluster in speci�c segments of the plot, marked
by a and b. The segments of the molecular markers of di�erent intensity ratios ω1 and ω2 are
separated by the separation angle φ, which increases for high spectral resolution CARS (D).
High concentrations correspond to a large distance to the origin. Here the separation of the
markers is better than for the laser in panel C. At low intensity, discrimination of markers a
and b is more di�cult due to lower signal-to-noise ratio and the decreasing separation. Back-
projecting of the segmented areas onto the original image allows locating lipid and protein
contributions in the original image (see Figure 4).
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Another option to estimate the nonlinear background intensity is based on the shape

of the CARS spectra, since the spectral shape is highly in�uenced by interference

with the nonresonant background. The detected CARS intensity at the laser fre-

quency di�erence ∆ω = ωpump − ωStokes is given by:[75, 76]

ICARS(∆ω) = |χnr +

k


i

χki
r (∆ω)|2 ←→ χi

r =
Ai

ωi
0 −∆ω − iΓi

(1)

The index k denotes the molecular species within the laser focus, and the index

i counts the number of Raman resonances ωi
0 of each Raman-active substance k.

The bandwidth of each vibration is given by Γ, whereas the intensity is governed

by A. This constant depends in detail on the number density as well as the cross

section for the Raman scattering process. For a constant width Γ the band shape

is determined by the ratio of A to the magnitude of the nonresonant background

χnr. In Figure 2 simulations of CARS spectra consisting of two isolated resonances

have been calculated for a �xed Γ = 30cm−1 and three di�erent ratios of A to χnr

ranging from 1 to 100 in panels A-C. These arti�cial spectra are contrasted to ave-

rage CARS spectra of a lipid droplet (position 1 Figure 1A) and a collagen protein

�ber (position 2 Figure 1A) displayed in panels D and E of Figure 2. As can be seen

in Figure 2 A-C, when the nonresonant background is small, the spectral shift of

CARS resonances to lower wavenumber with respect to the corresponding Raman

resonance is negligible and the band shape is almost Lorentzian. When �tting the

experimental CARS spectra with three Lorentzian peak functions the spectral shape

is very well reproduced within the margin of error of the experimental data. Thus,

the molecular contrast for the observed structures corresponds to A/χnr ratios in

the range from 10 to 100, which simpli�es interpretation of the CARS data, since

the band positions are within the accuracy of the measurement identical to the ones

in the Raman spectra, as indicated in Figure 2C. For a high A/χnr ratio the CARS

spectrum can be approximated by the imaginary part of the third-order suscepti-

bility χi
r, which corresponds to the Raman spectrum. Table 1 summarizes the data

from a Lorentzian �t of the CARS spectra shown in Figure 2, panels D and E. Here,

the Raman resonance frequency ω0, resonance bandwidth Γ, and amplitude A ha-
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ve been �tted. Given are resonance frequency ω0 and bandwidth Γ as characteristic

parameters for comparison with Raman spectroscopy of biomolecules.[72, 73, 74, 77]

Table S 1 � Resulting Fit-Parameters Resonance Frequency ω0 and Spectral Bandwidth Γ
from Fitting Lorentzian Peak Functions to the CARS Spectra of Triglycerides and Proteins,
see Figure 2, panels D and E

triglycerides proteins

ω0 Γ ω0 Γ

(cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1)

2843 28 2823 25

2875 26 2859 32

2940 20 2940 15

Interestingly, within the accuracy of the spectral CARS measurement, which corre-

sponds in this case to the spectral step size of 13 cm-1, no shift in band position with

respect to other vibrational spectroscopy tools is evident.[72, 73, 74, 77] Therefore,

when imaging strong resonances and high-concentrated species in the C-H stretching

vibrational region of biological tissue, i.e., when the resonant signal is signi�cantly

larger than the nonresonant background, the band shape is not distorted. Interfe-

rence e�ects become signi�cant if the ratio of A/χnr approaches 1. This is the case

if the nonresonant background is large, e.g., when using UV-vis and/or spectrally

broad femtosecond lasers for CARS imaging, but also when either a weak Raman

resonance or a resonance of a dilute species is to be detected.

Nevertheless, the relative intensity ratios of the bands are di�erent comparing CARS

and Raman spectroscopy. This is due to the fact that in Raman spectroscopy the

signal intensity is linearly dependent on the concentration. In case of CARS, howe-

ver, the concentration dependence of the signal intensity changes from a quadratic

behavior for high concentrations to a linear behavior for low concentrations of scat-

tering molecules. This is again a consequence of the coherent mixing of the resonant
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and nonresonant CARS susceptibility contributions and the proportionality of the

CARS signal intensity to the squared modulus of the overall third-order susceptibi-

lity. Due to the nonlinear concentration dependence of the signal, quanti�cation is

di�cult.[46, 78, 79] Furthermore, due to interference the CARS spectrum of a mix-

ture of analytes is not only the weighted sum of the CARS spectra of the individual

components. However, qualitative analysis of the tissue composition equivalent to

staining histopathology can be performed by multispectral CARS imaging in a fast

and simple way for a few wavenumber steps.

An intuitive way to qualitatively correlate the intensity at di�erent wavenumber

positions to the composition is sketched in panels F and G of Figure 2. In panel G

a two-dimensional plot of the number of methylene and methyl groups per protein

and lipid molecule is shown. The axes correspond to the number of CH3 and CH2

functional groups within a single molecule. Lipids are characterized by a higher ra-

tio of CH2 to CH3 functional groups than proteins, which is why both groups of

biomolecules cluster in di�erent areas of the plot. This structural di�erence can be

used for a discrimination by multispectral CARS imaging utilizing colocalization

analysis. A two-dimensional histogram, the frequency scatter plot, enables di�eren-

tiation of lipids and proteins by their distinct CH2/CH3 ratio, when CARS images

at two resonances characteristic for CH2 and CH3 functional groups are used. Such

scatter plots are known from colocalization analysis in order to separate multiple

�uorescent labels with overlapping �uorescence emission spectra.[70] However, the

interpretation is di�erent in CARS imaging. In the three-dimensional frequency scat-

ter plots, the x and y coordinates correspond to the intensity values of two image

channels. The intensity of a pixel in the scatter plot complies with the abundance

of the respective pair of intensity values in the two images. When performing this

analysis for two characteristic Raman resonances for methyl and methylene groups

as indicated in the CARS spectra of proteins and lipids in panels D and E of Fi-

gure 2, molecules with the same ratio of methyl to methylene groups concentrate

in characteristic areas of the plot. In detail, the relationship between pixel intensity

and concentration is more complex as indicated in eq 2, since the nonlinear suscep-

tibilities χ depend on the number N of scattering particles k within the probed focal
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volume weighted by the scattering cross section αk of the particular molecule. The

two-dimensional vector of CARS signal intensities of the molecule k at two frequen-

cies ω1 and ω2 is related to the modulus squared of the third-order susceptibility

χ(3). For a molecule k, this quantity can be expressed as the number of molecu-

les k, denoted Nk times the molecules' polarizability α at the respective frequency.

When rearranging the terms, three vectorial components can be discerned. The �rst

is the nonresonant background, which corresponds to an o�set of the origin along

the diagonal. Since the background is low, as discussed above, this o�set is only

small under the applied imaging conditions. The other two components correspond

to terms linear and quadratic in the number of molecules. For small concentrati-

ons, the linear term dominates. This vector is aligned at an angle θ to the y axis.

For high concentrations the component quadratic in the concentration contributes

markedly to the overall signal, oriented at the angle 2θ to the y axis. Therefore, the

cloud in the scatter plot changes the direction at higher concentration. As evident

from eq 2, the position in the scatter plot is not directly related to the concentration,

but the number of molecules is weighted with the polarizability α at the frequency ω.


Ik(ω1)

Ika (ω2)


∝


|χnr + χk

r(ω1)|2

|χnr + χk
r(ω2)|2


←→ χ(3) = N · α(3) (2)

Ik(ω1)

Ika (ω2)


∝ N2

k ·

αk(ω1)

2

αk(ω2)2


+Nk


αk(ω1)

αk(ω2)


+ χ2

nr


1

1


(3)

In Figure 2F, the three vectorial CARS signal contributions at a certain pixel po-

sition in the scatter plot are separately sketched and the angles of θ and 2θ to the

y axis are indicated. Substances of di�erent intensity ratios at the two frequencies

concentrate in di�erent areas of the plot, indicated by the red and black segments.

The central directions of the segments are separated by the angle φ. A larger spec-

tral separation results in a larger separation angle φ allowing one to discern marker

a from b. Furthermore, the separation angle φ as a measure of spectral distance of

two molecular markers is maximized for higher spectral resolution as illustrated in

Figure 3 by comparing panels C and D, which substantiates the proposed improve-

ment in chemical contrast for high spectral resolution CARS imaging. The origin of
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the coordinate system corresponds to the zero intensity in both images used to con-

struct the frequency scatter plots. The lowest intensity in CARS images is usually a

nonzero intensity, the nonresonant background. In experimental data, further o�set

contributions arise from noise of the detection electronics and stray light. Separation

of two marker substances in the low-intensity region is di�cult. In particular, the

relative intensity error due to photon shot noise, which is proportional to the square

root of the intensity values, increases for low-intensity pixels. The larger the distance

to the origin, the higher the intensity value, and therefore, the better the separation

of the markers, exemplarily illustrated for two marker substances labeled a and b in

panel F of Figure 2. Areas in the upper left and lower right of the frequency scatter

plot are occupied by pixels of high intensity in only one of the two channels, but not

in both. In traditional colocalization analysis, these areas are not due to colocalized

pixels, but re�ect pixels occupied by a single marker. However, as evident from Fi-

gure 2G, for organic substances this con�guration is rare for imaging CH2 and CH3

, since abundant biomolecules carry both functional groups. Pixels in which marker

a and b are both present will be located in between the sketched segments of both

pure substances.

Quantitative analysis of the signals is di�cult, due to the complex relation between

the number N and the pixel intensity (eq 2). However, qualitatively, the pixel color

directly correlates with the composition and the distance to the origin in the scatter

plot is still a relative measure of the number N of scattering molecules of index k,

e.g., proteins or lipids, as will be shown in the following.

In Figure 3 CARS imaging at two di�erent wavenumber positions has been perfor-

med utilizing a 30 cm-1 spectral resolution �ber laser in panel A and a �ber laser

of cm-1 spectral resolution in panel B. CARS signals at the symmetric C-H stret-

ching resonance frequency of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1 are displayed in green,

while the intensity of C-H stretching resonance characteristic for methyl groups at

2930 cm-1 is plotted in blue. The precise wavenumber positions may vary in Figu-

res 1, 3, and 4, representing the exact spectral position for the CARS measurements

shown. However, taking into account the spectral widths of the respective resonances

(Figure 2, panels D and E), the di�erences in spectral position are negligible. The
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resulting images allow for a di�erentiation of proteins and lipids due to di�erent

coloring. Proteins concentrated in the cytoplasm appear bluish, e.g., blue triangles

in panels A and B, as well as collagen �bers displayed in panel B (which were too

faint to be imaged in panel A), while triglycerides concentrated in the lipid dro-

plets of adipocytes appear bright green in both images (green triangles). In order to

quantify that higher spectral resolution improves the discrimination of chemically

similar structures, frequency scatter plots of the images in panels A and B are dis-

played in panels C and D. Two spectrally separate components are discernible. The

larger and more intense lipid droplets dominate the plot in a segment of larger slope.

The protein component, i.e., cytoplasm and protein �bers, appears in a segment of

smaller slope and maximum intensity below the adipocyte signal. As evident, the

separation angle is increased in case of high-resolution imaging, which improves the

separation and discrimination of both signals signicantly. In case of spectrally well-

separated resonances this is less critical than for spectrally close-lying resonances.

The advantage of higher spectral resolution is also apparent when comparing the

CARS spectra corresponding to both laser concepts in panels E and F of Figure 3.

The spectra from triglycerides and the cytoplasm obtained with the low spectral

resolution laser source show a broad resonance peak without structure, while the

laser of 1 cm-1 spectral resolution provides two distinct CARS resonances together

with shoulders allowing one to discern four structures by their characteristic CARS

spectra as already illustrated in Figure 1 C. As indicated by the black dotted lines

in Figure 3, panels C and D, the direction of the lipid component slightly bends at

higher intensities due to the increasing contribution of the term quadratic in con-

centration.

In summary imaging at two resonances only enables the di�erentiation of protein

and lipid structures while further Raman resonances provide evidence for additio-

nal constituents. Therefore, multispectral CARS imaging at high spectral resolution

complements data from single-band CARS multi-modal nonlinear imaging and is as

such particularly important for biomedical imaging. This is illustrated for an animal

model for atherosclerosis in Figure 4. Panel A shows the combined multimodal image

fusing data from SHG, TPEF, and CARS at the aliphatic C-H stretching frequency
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Figure 3 � Advantages of 1 cm-1 high spectral resolution CARS imaging are contrasted by
comparison with 30 cm-1 CARS data for qualitatively discerning protein from lipid structures
in a two-color CARS image at the C-H stretching resonance of CH3 (blue) and CH2 (green)
groups. The protein-rich cytoplasm is displayed in blue and lipids in green. The spectral
separation of both components is characterized by the separation angle φ in the frequency
scatter plots C and D, which is signi�cantly increased for high spectral resolution CARS
(D). Thus, high spectral resolution allows for a lower detection limit. Note also that the
nonlinear concentration dependence manifests itself in a bending of the histogram point cloud
corresponding to the lipid components, indicated by the black dotted line in panels C and
D. Better separation of lipids and proteins at higher spectral resolution is also evident by
comparing CARS spectra of lipid droplets and cytoplasm of adipocytes measured at 30 cm-1

(E) and 1 cm-1 spectral resolution (F).
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of methylene groups at 2850 cm-1, while the images of the single modalities are plot-

ted in panels B-D. While dense lipid contributions can be identi�ed due to their high

intensity in the single-band CARS image shown in Figure 4B by thresholding, lower

concentrations of lipids and protein �bers of the arterial wall are of similar average

intensity and therefore not discernible by single-band CARS. Therefore, the single-

frequency CARS image is displaying mainly the morphology but does not reveal

further insight into the composition. TPEF signals are generated within the lipid

deposits as well as within the vessel walls composed of elastic �bers as illustrated in

Figure 4C. Within the plaque, oxidized fatty acids[46, 80] and fat-soluble dyes like

carotenoids are major sources of auto�uorescence, while TPEF signals within the tu-

nica media originate from the �uorescent elastic protein elastin,[49, 81, 82] which is a

major protein component of the artery. The TPEF signals are highly colocalized with

SHG from collagen and smooth muscle cells.[49] Collagen as well as actin-myosin are

major sources of SHG within the tunica media.[11] High concentrations of collagen

can be also seen in the outermost layer, the tunica externa, composed of connective

tissue and thus characterized by a high collagen content. Strong SHG signals are also

apparent within the plaque deposits, which have been recently assigned to crystal-

line cholesterol, which is discussed as a possible cause of acute coronary death.[12]

Hence, multimodal nonlinear imaging provides information on the distribution of

protein �bers composed of collagen and elastin, oxidized fatty acids, crystalline cho-

lesterol, and triglycerides, but the assignment is not de�nite. In particular, implicit

knowledge on the abundance of certain molecules in morphologic structures is used

to assign the �uorescence within plaques to di�erent �uorophors than within the

tunica media, even though no spectral di�erence is observed. Another complication

arises from the fact that �uorescence signals are a�ected by processes like quenching

or bleaching, which can signi�cantly reduce the auto�uorescence. This is especially

critical, since auto�uorescence signals are orders of magnitude weaker than that of

e�cient dye labels like rhodamine 6G or �uorescein, e.g., at 700 nm excitation wave-

length the cross section of NADPH is 0.04 GM (1GM = 10−50cm4s per photon and

per molecule),[13] while that of rhodamine exceeds 100 GM.[14] Similarly, SHG si-

gnals of collagen have been observed to vanish if the structure of the quasi-crystalline
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Figure 4 � Analysis of the composition of an atherosclerotic lesion of a rabbit model for
atherosclerosis by multimodal nonlinear imaging combining CARS at 2850 cm-1, SHG, and
TPEF (A-D), which can be signi�cantly improved by multispectral high-resolution CARS (E-
G). CARS at 2850 cm-1 allows detection of high-concentrated lipids (B) and visualization of
the morphology but cannot discern low-concentrated lipids from protein. Fluorescent lipids
and elastin are visualized by TPEF (C), while SHG detects cholesterol crystals and collagen
(D) colocalized with elastin. CARS at CH3 (blue) and CH2 (green), panel E, allows discerning
protein from lipid contributions. The frequency scatter plot (F) shows distinct segments of
protein and lipid pixels. Back-projection localizes the lipid component within the plaque (1),
the low-intensity protein component within the tunica media (2), and the high-intensity protein
within the tunica externa (3), which allows identi�cation of the SHG-active component in panel
G in the tunica externa as collagen, while the SHG-active marker within the plaque is assigned
to crystalline cholesterol.
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collagen is altered during disease progression.[83] Therefore, alternative methods are

needed for an assignment of SHG and �uorescent signals without knowledge of the

abundance of SHG and TPEF markers in tissue structures and to detect collagen

and elastin in tissue, even when their structure is altered such that SHG and TPEF

signals vanish. This is accomplished by multispectral CARS as illustrated in the

following. In panel E of Figure 4 a combined CARS image at 2850 and 2924 cm-1

is displayed, allowing one to separate protein from lipid components. The frequency

scatter plot in panel F underlines that two distinct molecular classes are present,

proteins and lipids, clearly separated by a larger angle φ than what has been ob-

served for a low spectral resolution laser source (Figure 3C). By back-projecting

the three boxed areas of the scatter plot onto the original image, the composition

of di�erent areas of the image becomes clear. The components 1-3 are plotted in

the third row of Figure 4. The lipid component 1 is localized predominantly within

the plaque, as expected, while the tunica media composed of low-intensity protein

�bers corresponds to component 2. The tunica externa is also composed of protein,

but of higher concentration, which is why component 3 is brighter than the protein

�bers of component 2. By comparing the SHG image G with panels 1-3 it is evident

that the SHG signal within the plaque originates in a lipid structure as is crystalline

cholesterol, since only few molecules generate strong SHG signals. Furthermore, the

�uorescence and SHG signals within tunica externa and tunica media are colocali-

zed with protein structures detected by multispectral CARS imaging; therefore, the

SHG signal originates in collagen and actin-myosin, while the TPEF signal is due

to elastin, which are colocalized.[49] Therefore, multispectral CARS allows one to

paint a more detailed map of the chemical composition of complex tissue samples

enabling discrimination of distinct �uorescing markers and SHG-active molecules.

In addition, the distribution of further Raman-active molecules can be visualized by

multispectral CARS imaging at additional Raman resonances.
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Conclusion

High-resolution multispectral CARS imaging is a powerful method for high-speed vi-

sualization of the composition of complex tissue samples and as such a very expedient

complement of nonlinear SHG and TPEF imaging. The presented low repetition rate

laser source coupled to a home-built microscope resolves the incongruity of currently

widespread 80 MHz lasers, which cannot provide simultaneously high peak power

and high spectral resolution. Thus, this light source of high spectral resolution cha-

racterized by 65 ps pulse duration and 1 MHz repetition rate provides for the �rst

time simultaneously high peak intensities for e�cient SHG and TPEF generation in

addition to high spectral resolution multispectral CARS imaging. In particular with

respect to the spectral resolution this approach represents a signi�cant improvement

over previous attempts. To the best of our knowledge, only one reported light source

enables spectrally higher resolved multispectral CARS imaging,[33] but this is due

to the longer excitation wavelengths and lower peak power not suited for similarly

e�cient SHG and TPEF imaging. The presented method allows for orders of magni-

tude faster acquisition of CARS spectra with di�raction-limited spatial resolution

than what can be obtained by state-of-the-art spontaneous Raman imaging.[27] Spe-

ci�cally, the CARS spectra in the C-H stretching region were obtained in 40µs per

spectrum data acquisition time, while the acquisition of a single Raman spectrum

takes at least 25 ms.[27] The pixel dwell time of 2µs is comparable to the fastest

alternative multispectral Raman imaging systems using pixel dwell times of 4µs per

wavenumber step [38] or even 200µs in SRS required for a more precise quantita-

tive analysis.[84] Interpretation of the band position in the C-H stretching region

is simple due to low nonresonant background and high concentrations of lipids and

protein �bers. Hence, interference of CARS signals from di�erent substances does

not alter the peak position signi�cantly. While quantitative analysis remains challen-

ging due to the quadratic concentration dependence, qualitative decomposition into

major compounds is possible. In this work for the �rst time colocalization analysis of

CARS images at selected Raman resonances has been applied to analyze multispec-

tral CARS data. Back-projection of areas of the scatter plot, which correspond to
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pixels of similar color and therefore similar composition, substantiates and improves

the assignment of colocalized TPEF and SHG signals to the originating molecular

markers, e.g., SHG within atherosclerotic plaque deposits could be assigned to a li-

pid structure, i.e., crystalline cholesterol, while �uorescence and SHG signals within

the tunica media and tunica externa originate in protein structures, i.e., elastin and

collagen. Colocalization analysis speci�cally applied to two-color CARS imaging at

2850 and 2930 cm-1 allows discrimination of lipid and protein structures by their

characteristic color, which re�ects their distinct ratio of CH3 to CH2 functional

groups. Colocalization analysis further documents that the molecular contrast is si-

gni�cantly improved by high spectral resolution CARS imaging, since the separation

angle φ in the frequency scatter plot is substantially increased for higher spectral

resolution. This observation suggests that high spectral resolution light sources are

essential in order to discern Raman markers characterized by resonances in spectral

proximity, e.g., separated at the spectral resolution limit.

CARS spectra in the C-H stretching region from 2750 to 3000 cm-1 allow additional-

ly discerning the protein-rich cytoplasm of adipocytes from the lipid droplets and

from collagen �bers, while myelin around axons is identi�ed as a lipid-rich structure.

In summary, label-free nonlinear imaging utilizing multispectral CARS imaging at

high spectral resolution provides detailed maps on the composition and morphology

of tissue samples. The results perfectly agree with the golden standard of staining

histopathology as demonstrated for a speci�c stain for elastic �bers, the EVG stain.

Furthermore, the laser source is maintenance- and adjustment-free highly relevant

for routine application, e.g., in clinical diagnostics. Due to the synchronized emission

of pump and Stokes beam from a single �ber end, the spatial overlap of both colors

is almost perfect, while the long pulse duration minimizes dispersion in the sample

and focusing optics; therefore, no adjustment of the spatial or temporal overlap is

required. Setting up the multimodal imaging platform is as simple as to chose the

right �lters and couple the laser into the microscope, which is a tremendous advan-

tage for widespread application and to the best of our knowledge a unique feature of

the presented approach. Thus, this method is in this experimentally facile realization

combined with high signal yields, high spectral resolution, and imaging speeds up
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to 1 Mpixel per second ready to use for label- free imaging in clinical environment

and other more advanced biomedical imaging applications, e.g., surgical guidance,

in the near future. Extension to imaging at Raman resonances within the �ngerprint

spectral region will very likely allow detecting additional marker molecules.
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